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Abstrat
The Regional Oean Modelling System (ROMS) is used to systematially investigate
equilibrium onditions and seasonal variations of the Benguela system, inluding
both the large-sale ow regime as well as the oastal upwelling regime. A shelf-edge
poleward ow exists in the northern Benguela region and is driven primarily by the
wind-stress url via the Sverdrup relation. As suh, it is strongly seasonal and is most
intense during spring and summer when the wind-stress url is most negative. The
poleward ow deepens as it moves southward and between ~25-27
o
S muh of it veers
oshore due to the nature of the wind stress url. In the mean state, the Benguela
Current is haraterized by two streams: the more inshore stream is topographially
ontrolled and follows the run of the shelf-edge. The oshore stream is driven by
nonlinear interations of passing Agulhas rings and eddies and does not have a
striking seasonal signal. The model simulates all seven of the major upwelling ells
within its domain. Our results show that upwelling rates in the northern Benguela
are inhibited by the onvergene of geostrophi ow at the oast. The eet of
topography on oastal upwelling was investigated by smoothing alongshore oastline
and topography variations in the model, whih showed that in all of the seven major
upwelling ells, upwelling is enhaned on the downstream side of apes. Mesosale
variability of the Benguela system is dominated by Agulhas inux and instabilities
assoiated with it. In onstrast with the high oshore variability, the broad shelf of
the southern Benguela harbours a region of low variability and relative quiesent.
The role of Agulhas inux on the Benguela system is expliitly investigated by
reating a dam in the model that indues an early diversion of the Agulhas Current
so that it does not enter the Benguela system. We are thus able to identify regions
of loal generation of instabilities, suh as in the entral Benguela region, where
large laments are generated, with or without Agulhas inuene. The Goodhope
Jet is shown to be enhaned, but not entirely generated by Agulhas inux and the
fat that the oshore extent of the upwelling front in the southern Benguela tends
to be limited by the shelf-edge is not related to Agulhas inux.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The Benguela system is the eastern boundary urrent system of the South Atlanti
Oean. It is situated o the west oast of Afria and is unique among the three
other major eastern boundary upwelling systems of the worlds oeans in that both
its northern and southern boundaries are dynamially linked to warm water urrent
regimes, namely the Angola Current in the north and the western boundary Agulhas
Current in the south (Shannon and Nelson (1996); Shillington (1998)). The northern
and southern regions of the Benguela system are therefore subjet to inuene from
the tropial Atlanti and Indian Oeans respetively. Low oxygen water (LOW),
originating in the tropial Atlanti episodially advets far south into the northern
Benguela upwelling regime and has, often atastophi, impliations for the living
marine resoures there (Monteiro and van der Plas (2006); Monteiro et al. (2008)).
In the south, the interation of the north-westward path of Agulhas eddies with the
upwelling front has been impliated in advetive losses of sh larvae (Dunombe-Rae
et al. (1992a)). Also unique to the Benguela upwelling regime is the juxtaposition
of very low variability on the shelf with very high variability further oshore, par-
tiularly in the southern Benguela system where the oshore region has ome to be
known as the 'Cape Cauldron' due to its turbulent nature (Boebel et al. (2003)).
Another feature that might also be onsidered a boundary of signiane is the
so-alled 'LUCORC' (Lüderitz Upwelling Cell Orange River Cone) barrier that has
been desribed as separating the system into northern and southern regimes on the
basis of their dierent biologial and physial harateristis (Huthings (2004)).
1
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Chapter 1. Introdution 2
The LUCORC barrier is ommensurate with the Lüderitz upwelling ell, that is
often ited as the most vigorous upwelling ell in the world (Bakun (1996)) and
is ertainly the most vigorous in the Benguela upwelling system (Lutjeharms and
Meeuwis (1987)).
The objetive of this thesis is to take a omparative approah in systemtially
investigating the disparate dynamis of the northern and southern Benguela regimes
and the nature of the division between them. The fous is on the equilibrium
dynamis so that the understanding of the mean state and seasonal yle (whih is
dominant in the south Atlanti) may be improved and the 'benh-mark' from whih
we measure extreme events might be laried. The importane of intrinsi, mesosale
variability in the system will be addressed in a general way. More speially, the
role of Agulhas inux (and mesosale features assoiated with it) in the Benguela
system will be investigated.
In order to study the northern and southern regimes in a systemati way, a
modelling approah is employed in order to obtain data that is spatially, as well as
temporally, ohesive. Until now, modelling in the Benguela has been limited to semi-
analytial solutions (van Foreest and Brundrit (1985); Penven (2000); Fennel (1999)),
fairly oarse resolution simulations (Skogen (1999)) or to only the southern part of
the system (Penven (2000); Blanke et al. (2005)). The model simulation developed
for this thesis is suiently high in order to apture the important mesosale features
of the system and it enompasses the Benguela system in its entirety, inluding
the oastal upwelling regime as well as the large-sale irulation features further
oshore.
A thorough literature review of the urrent knowledge of the Benguela system
is presented in the next hapter. It enompasses work that has been done on both
the large-sale ow regime as well as the nearshore upwelling system and allows us
to identify the gaps in knowledge that we aim at addressing in this thesis. The
objetives of this work are summarized at the end of the following hapter.
Chapter 3 desribes the modelling system that is used in this work, namely:
the Regional Oean Modelling System (ROMS). The equations of motion are pre-
sented as is the presription of the boundary onditions and the formulations of
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Chapter 1. Introdution 3
the oean-atmospheri feedbak terms. The horizontal and vertial disretization,
the advetion and the turbulent losure shemes are desribed. The 2-way nesting
sheme is outlined and benets of it are briey addressed. Details of the spei
nested onguration of this simulation are inluded, i.e.: domain and resolution of
the parent and hild domains, time-stepping and lateral boundary onditions of eah
as well as the surfae foring of the nested onguration.
Based on the model simulation desribed in Chapter 3, the equilibrium dynamis
of the Benguela system are desribed in Chapter 4 and, wherever possible, are
ompared with satellite and in situ data. The spatially, temporally and dynamially
oherent model output allows us to investigate both the large-sale oshore regime
as well as the nearshore upwelling domain in a systemati manner. In doing this
we identify features salient to the disparate northern and southern Benguela regions
as well as desribing the dynamial basis of the transition between them. The role
of the sudden narrowing of the shelf-edge in the entral Benguela region in the
transition between the northern and southern regions is expliitly investigated by
straightening the shelf and the oastline in the model.
Chapter 5 fousses on mesosale variability and the role of eddies in the Benguela
system. Model-derived surfae eddy kineti energy (EKE) and oshore EKE prop-
agation rates are ompared with satellite produts. The role of eddies in the system
is quantitatively investigated by extrating terms of the vortiity balane and by
separating the vortiity advetion term into its mean and eddy omponents. Terms
of the energy budget are analysed in order to investigate barolini and barotropi
instabilities in the system.
Chapter 6 expliitly investigates the role of Agulhas inux, and assoiated mesosale
features, in the Benguela system by omparing the referene simulation with a model
experiment that uses the same model onguration, but with an early diversion of
the Agulhas Current so that it does not aet the Benguela system.
The last hapter summarises the results of the aforementioned hapters, suggests
some appliations and provides the sope for future work in the framework of this
thesis.
In order to omplement gures and text within this thesis, a CD of animations
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Chapter 1. Introdution 4
is inluded (nd it attahed to the bak over). The animations give a good rst
impression of the nature of the Benguela system and provide the best referene of
its highly dynami nature. Animations inluded are:
• sst.avi (2-daily averaged sea surfae temperatures). Note:
 large laments that are generated partiularly o Lüderitz, but also
northward of it
 seasonal meridional movements of the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone
(ABFZ) at 14-16
o
S
 upwelling plumes o Cape Columbine and Cape Peninsula (at ~33
o
S and
~34
o
S respetively)
• ssha.avi (2-daily averaged sea surfae height anomalies). Note:
 distint positive anomalies assoiated with antiyloni Agulhas rings and
their preferential path
 negative anomalies assoiated with yloni eddies formed at the shelf-
edge in the southern Benguela and their preferential path
• salt_urrents_surfae.avi (2-daily averaged surfae salinity and urrents). Note:
 the high surfae salinity signal assoiated with Agulhas rings
 the intense meridional salinity gradient assoiated with the ABFZ and
utuations of it
• salt_urrents_60m.avi (2-daily averaged salinity and urrents at 60 m). Note:
 the poleward advetion of the high salinity signal assoiated with the
tropial Atlanti along the oast in the northern Benguela region
• urrent_0_100m.avi (2-daily averaged urrent speed and diretion, averaged
from the surfae to 100 m depth). Northward urrents (i.e. 270
o
-90
o
) are shown
as blak arrows and southward (i.e. 90
o
-270
o
) are shown as white arrows. The
olourbar represents the magnitude of the urrent. Note:
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Chapter 1. Introdution 5
 the weak, but persistent, poleward ow at the shelf-edge in the northern
Benguela
 the distint oshore motion at ~30
o
S
 the perennial equatorward, oastal jet at Lüderitz
 the generation of antiyloni/yloni features at the narrowing of the
shelf-edge near Lüderitz
 the intense Goodhope Jet in the southern Benguela
• urrent_200_1000m.avi (as above, but averaged for the intermediate layer:
200-1000 m). Note:
 the dominane of a poleward ow along the entire shelf
 the antiyloni Agulhas rings
• eke_surfae.avi (2-daily averaged surfae eddy kineti energy). Note:
 huge EKE assoiated with north-westward path of Agulhas rings in the
southern Benguela
 the generation of EKE o Lüderitz
 the generation of EKE at the ABFZ and its subsequent poleward propa-
gation
• eddy_trak_ssha.avi (2-daily averaged ssha with loations of the entre of
Agulhas rings). This animation is a demonstration of the eddy-traking routine
used to loate eddies (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The Benguela an loosely be dened as the eastern boundary urrent system of the
south Atlanti Oean. More speially, the Benguela system is dened as both the
nearshore upwelling area and its assoiated shelf-irulation features as well as the
large-sale Benguela Current. It is perhaps neessary at this point to expliitly dene
what is meant by the Benguela Current as there have been some inonsistenies in
the nomenlature. The pioneering work of Hart and Currie (1960) used the term
Benguela Current to refer only to the ool nearshore upwelling regime and this
naming onvention persisted for the next two deades. More reently, the eastern
limb of the south Atlanti subtropial gyre is ommonly referred to as the Benguela
Current and the ool nearshore water simply as the Benguela upwelling regime. We
use the latter, more reent naming onvention.
2.1 Geographi loation and geomorphology
The Benguela system is the eastern boundary urrent system of the South Atlanti
Oean and is situated o the west oast of Afria. As one of the worlds four major
eastern boundary upwelling systems, the geographial loation of the Benguela sys-
tem is unique in that its southern boundary is oinident with the termination of
both the Afrian ontinent as well as the warm-water regime of the western bound-
ary, Agulhas urrent. In this work the Benguela upwelling system is dened as the
region extending northward from the southern tip of Afria to between 14-16
o
S.
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2.2. Atmospheri for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A prominent bathymetri feature of this region is the Walvis Ridge (refer to Fig-
ure 2.1), whih extends oshore toward the southwest from ~20
o
S. It separates the
abyssal Angola Basin in the north from the Cape Basin in the south. Other than
the embayments of Walvis Bay, St Helena Bay and Table Bay, the NW-SE orien-
tation of the oastline is relatively uniform until the Namibia/Angola border where
the orientation tends toward NNE. The ontinental shelf is broadest at the Orange
River mouth and narrows more abruptly to the north than to the south, resulting
in a distint disontinuity of the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S.
Figure 2.1: Bathymetry of the south-east Atlanti Oean. From Shannon (1985)
2.2 Atmospheri foring
Upwelling in the Benguela system is ontrolled by the antiyloni winds of the
South Atlanti Antiylone (SAA), whih are guided by the thermal barrier set-up
by the oastline of the subontinent, giving rise to the alongshore equatorward winds
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2.2. Atmospheri foring 8
on the west oast of Afria (Nelson and Huthings (1983)). The prevalene of these
upwelling favourable winds depends on the position of the SAA, the pressure systems
over the ontinent and the eastward path of ylones in the ow of the westerly wind
belt south of the Afrian ontinent. The SAA shifts seasonally and moves northwest-
ward in autumn and southeastward in spring (Preston-Whyte and Tyson (1993)).
The northward shift of the SAA in winter results in the dominane of a westerly wind
regime in the southern Benguela, but does not aet the approximately perennial
upwelling-favourable winds in the entral Benguela. Satellite observations orrobo-
rate this and have shown that between 32-34
o
S the equatorward winds are highly
seasonal but that between 24-32
o
S winds are upwelling favourable throughout the
year and are most intense during summer months (Strub et al. (1998)). Refer to
Figures 2.2g and 2.2h for the mean summer and winter windstress regimes in the
Benguela system.
Upwelling favourable winds in the southern Benguela are modulated on timesales
of 3-10 days by eastward travelling ylones in the westerly wind belt between 35-
45
o
S that form ahead of perturbations in the subtropial jet stream (Shannon and
Nelson (1996)). The passage of ylones an inuene the wind eld as far north as
30
o
S by weakening or reversing the upwelling-favourable winds. The intensity of the
yloni modulation of the SAA varies aording to hanges in the amplitude and
onguration of Rossby waves in the subtropial jet stream (Nelson and Huthings
(1983)). In winter the timesale of modulation is of the order of a month and is
assoiated with large waves in the jet stream, while smaller and faster moving waves
are more ommon in summer and result in the higher frequeny modulations (Jury
et al. (1990)). Upwelling is suppressed by the so-alled 'Berg' winds that our in
autumn and summer and are assoiated with a large ontinental high and strong
oshore winds that lasts of the order of 4 days and an persist along the entire
expanse of the Benguela upwelling area (Nelson and Huthings (1983)).
2.2.1 Wind-stress url
The url of the wind stress is a fundamental foring omponent of the oean. It ap-
pears in the vortiity formulation of the momentum balane equations and denes
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the divergene of Ekman transport and ontrols Ekman pumping. Ekman pumping
is assoiated with upward (downward) veloities when there is a divergene (on-
vergene) of Ekman transport that is driven by a negative (positive) wind-stress
url. In fat, it has been suggested by Enriquez and Friehe (1995) that upwelling
indued by the proess of Ekman pumping is similar in magnitude to that indued
by oastal divergene so that the derease in the latter due to the wind drop-o at
the oast is ompensated for by upwelling due to the former. However, a more re-
ent modeling study (Capet et al. (2004)) shows that the wind drop-o at the oast
diminishes upwelling and is therefore not ompensated for by Ekman pumping, thus
emphasizing the importane of an aurate desription of the near-shore wind stress
url. Chelton (1984) raises the dynami signiane of wind-stress url assoiated
with the Sverdrup relation (Sverdrup (1947)), whih desribes a balane between
wind-stress url and the vertially integrated meridional transport to a depth of
no-motion. Several oean models of eastern boundary systems link poleward ows
with the yloni wind stress url that exists near the oast, based on the Sverdrup
relation (e.g Pedlosky (1974); MCreary (1987); Marhesiello et al. (2003); Penven
et al. (2005)).
The seasonal variability of the wind stress url in eastern boundary urrent sys-
tems (California, Humboldt, Canary and Benguela) has been desribed by Bakun
and Nelson (1991). Charateristi of all four of the major systems is a nearshore y-
loni url that is assoiated with the wind drop-o at the oast and an antiyloni
url oshore. In the Benguela system the region of yloni url that extends, on
average, to about 200-300 km oshore (Kamstra (1985); Bakun and Nelson (1991))
and is wedge-shaped; being narrowest toward the south (refer to Figures 2.2a-f).
The seasonal signal of the wedge-shaped region of yloni url is suh that it ex-
tends furthest south in austral spring and is at its northward extreme in austral
winter.
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Figure 2.2: (a-f) Wind-stress url (10
-4
dyn.m
-3
) in the Benguela system (regions
of antiyloni windstress url are shaded) and surfae winds (g-h). From Shannon
(1985).
2.3 Large-sale oeanographi setting
The Benguela Current lies oshore of the Benguela upwelling area and has been de-
ned as the eastern boundary urrent of the antiyloni South Atlanti subtropial
gyre (Peterson and Stramma (1991)) and it is the denition that will be adopted in
this work. For a shemati of the large-sale features of the system refer to Figure
2.3. A study of the geostrophi irulation of the south Atlanti by Reid (1989)
revealed the path of the Benguela Current to be northward at ~34
o
S, tending in-
reasingly northwestward toward the north and separating from the Afrian oast
near 30
o
S. Geostrophi ows derived by Reid (1989) show that by 1500 m depth, the
ow is southward all along the oast of southern Afria, thus suggesting the fairly
limited depth of the Benguela Current.
To the north of the Benguela system is the yloni Angola Gyre, whih is of the
order of 2000 km in diameter and extends from beneath a very thin surfae wind-
driven layer (~10-20 m) to approximately 300 m depth (Gordon and Bosley (1991)).
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The eastern limb of the gyre is ommensurate with the Angola Current, whih arries
water of equatorial origin poleward to approximately 15-18
o
S (Gordon and Bosley
(1991)), whih oinides with the northern extent of the Benguela upwelling regime.
Observational evidene suggests that yloni Angola Gyre and the antiyloni
south Atlanti subtropial gyre have a onuene in the viinity of the Luderitz
upwelling ell (~26
o
S) (Merier et al. (2003)), whih is oherent with the nding of
Stramma and Peterson (1989) who identify a westward transport at ~24
o
S.
Figure 2.3: Shemati map of the salient large- and small-sale irulation fea-
tures of the Benguela system. EUC: Equatorial Underurrent, SEC: South Equa-
torial Current, SECC: South Equatorial Counter Current, AnC: Angola Current,
BOC: Benguela Oeani Current, BCC: Benguela Coastal Current, SAC: South
Atlanti Current, AgC: Agulhas Current, ABF: Angola-Benguela front, STG: sub-
tropial front, STG: subtropial gyre, ACC: Antarti Cirumpolar Current. From
Hardman-Mountford and Villaastin (2003).
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2.3.1 The Benguela Current: transports
As the eastern limb of the south Atlanti subtropial gyre (Stramma and Peterson
(1990); Peterson and Stramma (1991)), it has been suggested that the 21 Sv (1
Sv = 10
6
m
3
.s
-1
) (Peterson and Stramma (1991)) transport of the Benguela Current
is primarily supplied by the southern limb of the gyre (i.e. the South Atlanti
Current). However, the Benguela Current is also fed by south Indian Oean waters
via the Agulhas Current and an be inuened by Subantarti Surfae Water via
perturbations in the Subtropial Front. In fat, geostrophi transports derived from
observational data by Gordon et al. (1987) suggest that as muh as 10 Sv of a
total ow of 15 Sv into the upper 1500 m of the South Atlanti is fed by the
Agulhas Current, the rest (5 Sv) being fed by the South Atlanti Current, this is
supported by a more reent study by Gordon et al. (1992). Using altimetry data,
van Ballegooyen et al. (1994) based their alulations of Indian Oean input into the
Benguela Current on the number of Agulhas eddies entering the south-east Atlanti
and resolved an input of ~7 Sv. In order to investigate the origin and variabilty of
Benguela transport, Garzoli and Gordon (1996) used data obtained from a series
of ruises between 1992-1993 speially designed to investigate Benguela Current
transports (see their shemati in Figure 2.4). They alulated a 16-month mean
northward geostrophi transport at 30
o
S in the upper 1000 m of 13 Sv. They divided
this total volume ux into separate ontributions: 50 % originating from the entral
Atlanti, 25 % from the Indian Oean and the last portion a blend of Indian and
tropial Atlanti water. This result is in agreement with the nding of Garzoli et al.
(1997) who based their study on the same observational data merged with altimeter
data. Though there are disparities in the absolute values of the volume ux of
Indian Oean water ontributing to the Benguela Current, it is generally aepted
as a signiant ontributor. Garzoli et al. (1996) found that a orrelation exists
between the strength of the Benguela Current and the salinity of the thermoline
layers, suggesting that variations in the transport of the Benguela Current are related
to variations of Agulhas input.
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Figure 2.4: Shemati map of transport elements of the Benguela Current. The area
shaded in grey represents the Agulhas eddy orridor through whih Agulhas Rings
and eddies migrate into the Atlanti Oean (Garzoli and Gordon (1996)).
2.3.2 Water masses
Water masses of the Benguela System are derived from both the equatorial Atlanti
in the north via the Angola Current and the South Atlanti and Indian oeans to
the south via the Agulhas Current. The priniple water masses in the Benguela re-
gion are tropial (TSW) and subtropial surfae (SSW) waters, thermoline waters,
whih inlude South Atlanti Central Water (SACW), South Indian Central Wa-
ter (SICW) and Tropial Atlanti Central Water (TACW), Antarti Intermediate
Water (AAIW), North Atlanti Deep Water (NADW) and Antarti Bottom Water
(AABW). Shillington et al. (2006) generalize the surfae, entral and intermediate
waters of the Benguela system as being more saline and warmer if originating from
the tropis or less saline and ooler if inuened by Antarti or sub-Antarti wa-
ters. For a T-S plot of the harateristi water masses of the Benguela system refer
to Figure 2.5.
Thermoline water, also known as entral water is haraterized by potential
temperature and salinity harateristis in the range: 6
o
C,34.5 psu to 16
o
C,35.5
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psu. It is this water mass that upwells to the surfae along the oast and thus
onstitutes, often highly modied, the Benguela shelf-waters (Shannon and Nel-
son (1996)). Beause the entral waters of the south Indian and south Atlanti
have very similar potential temperature/ salinity strutures, Gordon et al. (1992)
used hlorouoromethanes as traers and resolved that as muh as two-thirds of
Benguela Current thermoline water is drawn from the Indian Oean, though Kam-
stra (1985) speulate that this may be an overestimation. Poole and Tomzak (1999)
investigated the thermoline water mass struture of the entire Atlanti Oean and
found that the waters of the south Atlanti thermoline an de dened as Eastern
South Atlanti Central Water (ESACW) and Western South Atlanti Central Water
(WSACW), the former is derived from Indian entral water via the Agulhas Cur-
rent and the latter from the Brazil/Malvinas Conuene. ESACW was observed by
Mohrholz et al. (2001) to be prevalent in the Cape Basin, while SACW dominates
the thermoline waters of the Angola Basin , south and north of ~16
o
S respetively.
AAIW is formed at the surfae in the sub-polar and polar regions and is assoi-
ated with a salinity minimum deep in the water olumn. Based on temperature and
salinity and oxygen onentrations, Shannon and Hunter (1988) were able to infer
the general irulation harateristis of AAIW around southern Afria, whih they
supposed, along with surfae water dynamis, ontrolled the movement of thermo-
line water. They loated the ore of AAIW at ~750 m in the south-east Atlanti
and noted a poleward movement along the west oast to ~32
o
S and a southward
freshening. They did not resolve any signiant seasonal dierenes. AAIW of trop-
ial Atlanti origin is saltier than AAIW derived from the South Atlanti and is
harateristially low in oxygen (Shannon and Nelson (1996)).
NADW ows poleward and is loated beneath AAIW, between 1000-3500 m
depth. It is well oxygenated, relatively saline and warm with typial potential
temperatures and salinities of ~ 3
o
C and > 34.8 psu respetively (Shannon and
Nelson (1996)).
Beneath NADW, AABW (< 1.4
o
C, < 34.82 psu) is situated at depths exeeding
3800 m and ows equatorward into the Cape Basin and turns bak on itself reating
a yloni loop that results in a deep poleward ow along the ontinental margin of
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western Afria.
Figure 2.5: Water masses and their harateristi potential temperature-salinity
properties in the Benguela system. Figure from Shannon and Nelson (1996).
2.4 The Benguela upwelling regime
The upwelling regime of the Benguela system spans the west oast of southern Afria
from the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) at ~16
o
S southward to Cape Agul-
has (at ~35
o
S), the southern tip of Afria. Upwelling intensity along the oast is far
from ontiguous, but instead is haraterised by a number of ells of enhaned ativ-
ity, whih on the smaller sale is related to the orientation of the oastline. Demarq
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et al. (2003) used satellite-derived SST maps spanning 1982 - 1999 to reate lima-
tologies and to investigate variability of upwelling in the Benguela system. Their
observations revealed that the Benguela system is fragmented into separate ells and
in the annual mean they resolved three major upwelling areas: ~22.5-28
o
S, ~30
o
S and
~33-34
o
S. They also noted that in the viinity of Lüderitz was the region of most
intense upwelling in the Benguela system. Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987) used
satellite SSTs to identify individual upwelling ells (see Figure 2.3) and identied 7
on the west oast in total: Peninsula (34
o
S), Columbine (33
o
S), Namaqua (30
o
S),
Lüderitz (27
o
S), Walvis Bay (24
o
S), Namibia (21
o
S) and Cunene (17.5
o
S). The sea-
sonal signal of upwelling is driven by the meridional movement of the SAA, whih
is furthest north in May and furthest south in February. When the SAA is furthest
north, during austral autumn/winter months westerly winds, whih do not produe
upwelling, are frequent in the southern Benguela. Therefore, a strong seasonal sig-
nal dominates the southern Benguela upwelling ells (i.e. south of Lüderitz) with
maximum upwelling rates during austral spring and summer (Andrews and Huth-
ings (1980)), when the SAA is furthest south and produes an intense equatorward
alongshore wind. The Lüderitz ell is the priniple perennial upwelling ell and the
seasonal signal toward the north (in the entral Namibia region) remains low, but
at the northernmost upwelling ell (Cunene) intensies in autumn and spring (Boyd
et al. (1987)). The average oshore extent of the upwelling regime (i.e disregarding
the large oshore extent of laments) is ~150 km, but it an extend as far as ~250
km oshore at the Lüderitz ell (Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987)).
The nature of the northern, southern and oeani boundaries of the Benguela
upwelling regime will be disussed in the following setions. The Lüderitz Upwelling
Cell-Orange River Cone (LUCORC) barrier, whih has been desribed as eetively
dividing the northern and southern Benguela regions, will also be disussed.
2.4.1 Northern boundary: the ABFZ
The northern boundary of the Benguela upwelling area is ommensurate with the
Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) that has been dened as the onuene be-
tween the ool Benguela upwelling system and the warm Angola Current. It presents
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2.4. The Benguela upwelling regime 17
a ross-frontal dihotomy in not only in water masses (Mohrholz et al. (2001)), but
also of biologial distribution and abundane (John et al. (2001)). The loation
and variabiltiy of the ABFZ has been extensively studied via: in situ measurements
(Shannon et al. (1987); Mohrholz et al. (2001)), satellite observations (Meeuwis
and Lutjeharms (1990); Kostianoy and Lutjeharms (1999); Veith et al. (2006)) and
model output (Colberg and Reason (2006)). All loate the relatively stable position
of the front to be situated between ~15-17
o
S (see Figure 2.6) and to be oriented in a
west to northwesterly diretion from the oast. The front is haraterised by sharp
meridional surfae temperature gradients, of the order of 1
o
C per 28-90 km (Veith
et al. (2006)) and is most intense within 250 km of the oast, though traes of it have
been found as far west as the Greenwih meridian (Shannon and Nelson (1996)).
It is most intense in the upper 50 m, but vestiges of it have been observed to a
depth of 200 m (Shannon et al. (1987)). Using high resolution satellite sea surfae
temperature (SST) data, Veith et al. (2006) observed that the surfae expression
of the front was widest (narrowest) with most (least) intense gradients in summer
(winter) and that the northern and southern boundaries of the front utuated inde-
pendantly of one another. The seasonal yle of the intensity of the ABFZ has been
related to utuations of upwelling-favourable wind-stress, while its N-S migration
is related to hanges in the poleward ow assoiated with its northern boundary
that, in turn, is related to the url of the wind stress (Colberg and Reason (2006)).
A model study has shown that the intensity of the ABFZ is related to utuations
in upwelling-favourable wind stress in the northern Benguela, while variations in
the position of the ABFZ are onneted to variations in the poleward ow that is
assoiated with the northern boundary of the ABFZ, whih in turn, is subjet to
variations of the url of the wind stress (Colberg and Reason (2006)).
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Figure 2.6: Hovmöller plot of the annual yle of the temperature at a depth of
20 m, averaged between 10-14
o
E, based on ROMS model results. It represents the
seasonal meridional movement of the ABFZ. (from Colberg (2006)).
The signiane of the ABFZ on the Benguela upwelling regime lies prinipally in
the fat that it presents a gateway into the eologially sensitive upwelling system
for water of equatorial/ tropial Atlanti origin. The relatively warm and saline
Angola Current, originating from the South Equatorial Counterurrent (SECC),
ows poleward along the oast until it reahes the ABFZ at whih point it bends
oshore due to Ekman transport (Mohrholz et al. (2001)). The water-mass analysis
of Mohrholz et al. (2001) suggests the existene of a poleward underurrent beneath
the ABFZ, transporting warm and saline water into the ool and fresher upwelling
regime. The poleward transport of tropial Atlanti thermoline water was observed
by Gordon et al. (1995) to exist at the ontinental shelf oor as far south as 27
o
S
and to feed the oshore Ekman transport there.
Low oxygen water (LOW) and hypoxi onditions ommonly our in the Benguela
upwelling area and is detrimental to the health of pelagi and demersal sh as well
as benthi biota. In the northern Benguela, LOW is ontrolled by the advetion of
remotely produed LOW and is strongly inuened by loal upwelling that peaks
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in austral winter (Monteiro et al. (2005)). The remote soure of LOW has been
identied by Lass et al. (2000) as the quasi-stationary, yloni Angola Dome that
is situated in the Angola Basin. The poleward Angola Current and underurrent are
therefore of integral importane to the upwelling eosystem of the northern Benguela
as they transport LOW southward into the system.
Although the seasonal signal is dominant in the south-east Atlanti, the upwelling
eosystem is often devastated by the onsequenses of periodi extreme-southward
intrusions of tropial Atlanti water. Between about 1910-1995 these events reurred
on an approximately deadal yle (Taunton-Clark and Shannon (1988); Gammel-
srod et al. (1998)), however in reent years they have tended to our more fre-
quently, but with less intensity (Veith (2007)). These events are assoiated with
anomalously southward penetration of warm, saline and low oxygen tropial At-
lanti water and are known as Benguela Niños (Shannon et al. (1986)), based on
their similarity to the Pai ounterpart: El Niño. Benguela Niños are remotely
fored and have been onneted to a relaxation of tradewinds in the western tropial
Atlanti that fores a Kelvin wave eastward aross the equator and eventually along
the Afrian oast (Shannon et al. (1986); Florenhie et al. (2003, 2004)).
2.4.2 Southern boundary: the Agulhas retroetion
As one of the four major eastern boundary urrent systems, the Benguela is unique in
that its southern boundary is oinident with the termination of a western bound-
ary urrent, namely the Agulhas Current. The retroetion area of the Agulhas
Current lies south of the Afrian ontinent in the westerly wind band and has been
extensively desribed and investigated by Lutjeharms and van Ballegooyen (1988);
Gordon (2003), among others. The importane of the retroetion lies in its role in
the Indian-Atlanti oean exhange of heat and salt and thus is also thought to have
a key role in the maintenane of the global overturning of the oean (Gordon et al.
(1992); Lutjeharms (1996)). The primary mehanism of heat and salt exhange is
via Agulhas rings, or eddies, that shed at the Agulhas retroetion, merge with
the Benguela Current and travel into the Atlanti at a rate of about 6-9 per year
(van Ballegooyen et al. (1994)). The shedding of eddies at the Agulhas retroetion
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therefore has a signiant ontrol on the nature of the Benguela Current near its
soure. Boebel et al. (2003) oined the term 'Cape Cauldron' to desribe the regime
of turbulent mixing in the Cape Basin oshore of the southern Benguela upwelling
system that is a onsequene of the path and interation of antiyloni Agulhas
eddies as well as smaller yloni eddies that are formed within the Cape Basin. As
a result, dynami variability in this region is omparable with the highly energeti
western boundary urrents (i.e. Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and the Brazil/ Falkland
Current) Shannon and Nelson (1996), further highlighting the Benguela as unique
among eastern boundary urrent systems.
Observations suggest signiant seasonal and interannual variability of inter-
oean uxes south of Afria and is supported by the model-based investigation
of Reason et al. (2003). Their model results showed that the volume transport
into the southeast Atlanti aross 35
o
S was greatest in spring and summer (20.9
Sv and 18.2 Sv respetively) and least in winter and autumn (8.5 Sv and 14.7
Sv respetively). Oasionally unusually large intrusions of Agulhas water enter
the southern Benguela. Suh an event was doumented by Shannon et al. (1990)
to have ourred in late-1985/early-1986, resulting in anomalous warming of the
south-east Atlanti during this time. Also using satellite imagery, Shannon and
Nelson (1996) found evidene suggesting similar intrusions in austral summer 1992-
93 and in austral winter 1994. These warm intrusions are linked to the highly varied
westward position of the retroetion area, whih Lutjeharms and van Ballegooyen
(1988) found to be situated in the range 16-20
o
E (see Figure 2.7).
The extent to whih Agulhas rings diretly interat with the upwelling regime
is not yet very well understood. However, it is thought that the high steri heights
introdued oshore in the southern Benguela by features assoiated with the Agul-
has retroetion enhane the shelf-edge jet urrent (or Goodhope jet) (Lutjeharms
(1996)). Also, it has been speulated by Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b) that an
Agulhas ring, situated 700 km west of the Orange River in April 1989, interated
signiantly with the Benguela frontal system by enhaning the development of an
upwelling lament that extended 450 km oshore at this time.
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Figure 2.7: Thermal borders of features assoiated with the Agulhas retroetion
and their manifestation of the southern boundaru of the Benguela Current system.
Figure from Lutjeharms and van Ballegooyen (1988).
2.4.3 Oshore boundary: the upwelling front
The seaward extent of oastal upwelling is demarated by a onvoluted thermal front
that has dierent harateristis in the northern and southern parts of the system
(see Figure 2.8). South of Luderitz the upwelling front is well-dened and tends
to follow the shelf-edge, while it is more diuse in the north (Shannon and Nelson
(1996)). Upwelling laments in the the Benguela system extend oshore of the
upwelling front and have a life-span of a few days to a several weeks. Their distit
manifestation in SSTs has provided the means to observe them with relative ease via
satellite data and thus they have been thoroughly doumented (e.g. Lutjeharms and
Stokton (1987); Shillington et al. (1990); Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b); Shillington
et al. (1992); Nelson et al. (1998)). On average, the lamentous band extends 100-
500 km beyond the upwelling front (van Foreest et al. (1984)), but single laments
have been observed to extend onsiderable distanes oshore (~1000 km ) and tend
to be onned to the viinity of Luderitz (Lutjeharms et al. (1991)). The largest
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laments tend to develop meanders of the order of 250 km in wavelength and 100
km in amplitude. Aording to Lutjeharms et al. (1991) the meandering nature of
the laments imply the interation between laments at the front and the passage
of Agulhas rings. Lutjeharms et al. (1991) also relate the formation of upwelling
laments with intense, seaward 'Berg' winds.
The signiane of upwelling laments is in their ability to advet upwelled water,
rih in nutrients and biota, oshore. Large, persistent laments an therefore have
severe ramiations for the produtivity of the upwelling eosystem (Dunombe-Rae
et al. (1992a)). A lament investigated by Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b), extended
some 450 km oshore and had beome entrained in a passing Agulhas ring and ould
have resulted in an oshore volume ux of ~ 1.5x10
6
m
3
.s
-1
(Lutjeharms et al. (1991);
Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992a,b)).
Figure 2.8: Montage of frontal boundaries, based on METEOSAT II SSTs, of the
Benguela upwelling system for summer (a) and winter (b) months between Deember
1983 and August 1984. From Lutjeharms and Stokton (1987).
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Lutjeharms and Stokton (1987) observed a large number of yloni eddies
within the upwelling system and noted that they were preferentially situated down-
stream and oshore of the major upwelling ells and that they did not have a seasonal
signal. Satellite images investigated by Strub et al. (1998) revealed the formation
of yloni eddies within the regime of ool upwelled water and their subsequent
oshore advetion. The formation of yloni eddies is abundant o the Cape Penin-
sula. One suh feature was studied by Lutjeharms and Mathyssen (1995), who found
that they are not orrelated with variations in the wind eld. It has been suggested
that laments originating in the Agulhas retroetion initiate the development of
yloni eddies o the Cape Peninsula (Lutjeharms and Stokton (1987)). Using
satellite altimetry, oshore propagation of yloni eddies at the Cape Peninsula
was observed by Strub et al. (1998).
A subsurfae tongue of ool water was regarded as a semi-permanent feature o
Cape Point during summer months by Andrews and Huthings (1980) whose surfae
signal is masked during north-westerly winds (disappearing altogether during winter
months). Using SSTs from aerial surveys Taunton-Clark (1985) also identied the
Cape Point upwelling plume and suggested that its permanent subsurfae nature
failitated the rapid response of its surfae manifestation to loal winds during sum-
mer months. Taunton-Clark (1985) onluded that the distint yloni urvature
of the wind at St. Helena Bay inuened the generation of the Cape Columbine
upwelling plume and the Hondeklip Bay plume (~29.5
o
S) was found to be related
to a region of maximum wind stress url.
2.4.4 The LUCORC boundary
The LUCORC (Lüderitz Upwelling Cell-Orange River Cone) area, variously lo-
ated between ~24-30
o
S (Huthings (2004)), has been desribed as an environmen-
tal boundary eetively dividing the northern and southern Benguela regions. The
Lüderitz upwelling ell has been identied as one of the worlds most ative in terms
of Ekman transport (Bakun (1996)). Its intensity and perennial nature is a onse-
quene of its year-round maximum alongshore wind stress, together with the par-
tiular orientation of the oastline and bathymetry (Shannon and Nelson (1996)).
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A dening harateristi of the LUCORC barrier inludes the Orange River Cone,
whih is the broadest part of the ontinental shelf due to the input of sediment at
the Orange River mouth at 30
o
S. The shelf narrows rapidly north of the Orange
River Cone and less so toward the south. (Agenbag and Shannon (1988)).
Dunombe Rae (2004) investigated the hydrography of the LUCORC region and
found that the soure water for wind-indued upwelling to the north and south of
it diered. North of the LUCORC barrier, the upwelling soure waters originate
from the more saline and oxygen depleted Angola Dome region and south of it
the upwelling soure waters originate from the entral Cape Basin region, whih is
less saline and less oxygen deient. The near-surfae urrent struture provides a
distint impression that the LUCORC region presents a hiatus in the alongshore,
equatorward ow regime on the west oast of southern Afria. A drifter study by
Largier and Boyd (2001) showed rapid alongshore transport in the southern Benguela
to the region of the LUCORC barrier, at whih point the drifters turned sharply
oshore (see Figure 2.9).
The intense oshore transport and turbulent nature of the LUCORC region is
likely to have serious impliations for planktoni ommunities with poor vertial
migration apabilities and, indeed, the LUCORC region presents a distint phyto-
plankton onentration minimum (Huthings (2004)). A modelling study by Lett
et al. (2007) shows that the LUCORC region is a barrier to the northward transport
of ertain ihthyoplankton of epipelagi speies. The satellite SST-based work of
Agenbag and Shannon (1988) suggests that longshore surfae thermal gradients are
too weak to explain a biologial boundary. However, the model-based study of Lett
et al. (2007) shows that a distint subsurfae thermal front, together with surfae
hydrodynami patterns are the limiting fators in the northward transport of ertain
speies of ihtyoplankton.
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Figure 2.9: Drift traks from 11 drifters released between mid-1999 to February
2000. The solid dots mark the loations of release. From Largier and Boyd (2001).
2.5 Shelf irulation
Currents over the shelf in the southern Benguela region, partiularly in the regions
of the Cape Peninsula and Cape Columbine, have been extensively studied over the
years. The dominant feature of this area is the Goodhope Jet, whih was antiipated
(based on the intense horizontal density gradients) and then observed and desribed
by Bang and Andrews (1974). The jet is loated over the steep shelf in this region
and has been observed to be permanently present, irrespetive of wind onditions
(Nelson and Huthings (1983)). The jet has harateristi speeds of ~50 m.s
-1
and
a width of between 20-30 km. From satellite altimetry Strub et al. (1998) noted a
seasonal strengthening of the jet, whih they assoiated with the injetion of water
with high steri heights, via Agulhas Current inux, on the oshore side of the
jet and by upwelled water on the inshore side of the jet. It has been desribed
by Shannon and Nelson (1996) as a onvergent NW-oriented urrent system on
the western Agulhas Bank that funnels into the west oast and bifurates at Cape
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Columbine into an oshore and alongshore omponent. The importane of the jet
lies in the fat that it is the vehile for the transport of sh larvae from their spawning
ground on the Agulhas Bank to their nursery area in St. Helena Bay (Shelton and
Huthings (1982)). For a shemati of irulation on the shelf in the south Benguela
region see Figure 2.10.
Like other eastern boundary urrent systems, a poleward underurrent is a domi-
nant feature over the shelf in the Benguela system and is limited to an approximately
250 km oastal band (Shannon (1985)). Hart and Currie (1960) dened this ur-
rent as a deep ompensating urrent and, among others, observed it to extend as
far south as Lüderitz. Its importane lies in the fat that it is the vehile for the
transport of low oxygen water, originating in the Angola Dome region, into the
northern Benguela upwelling system. Indeed, oxygen has been used as a traer of
this poleward underurrent and, based on a meridional oxygen prole, Mohrholz
et al. (2007) demonstrated the southward deepening of the poleward underurrent.
While the poleward underurrent have been frequently observed in the northern
Benguela (perhaps due to its relative shallowness), Nelson (1989) has shown that
the poleward underurrent extends as far south as Cape Point and persists at the
base of the shelf-edge and has speeds of 5-10 m.s
-1
.
Several investigations, based on in situ measurement's, have shown evidene of
a net poleward ow over the inner shelf zone in both the northern (Nelson and
Huthings (1983)) and southern Benguela regions at depths of greater than ~40
m that is modulated by oastal trapped waves (Nelson (1989)) at periods of ~3-5
days. Based on in situ measurements at Yzterfontein (~33.25
o
S) in the southern
Benguela region, the speed of the poleward ow at a depth of 50-80m at the oast
is of the order of about 5-6 m.s
-1
(Nelson (1989)). Viljoen (2006) used a numerial
model to investigate the generation of the episodi nearshore poleward urrent in
the southern Benguela and found that it was related to the relaxation of upwelling
winds. The ause of the net poleward ow over the inner shelf however is yet to be
fully understood.
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Figure 2.10: Shemati map of urrents over the shelf, based on ADCP measure-
ments obtained between November 1989 and January 1992. From Shillington (1998).
2.6 Modelling the Benguela system
While the upwelling regime of the Benguela system has been fairly extensively stud-
ied over the years due to its eologial and therefore eonomi importane, there
has been a relative dearth of hydrodynami modelling ativity and progress in this
regard has been slow. The rst modelling attempt in the Benguela system was ar-
ried out by van Foreest and Brundrit (1985) who developed a two-mode numerial
model for the southern Benguela, with the intention of investigating synopti-sale
urrent variability on time sales of a few days to a week. Their linear (i.e negleting
the non-linear advetion terms) model extended northward from ~70 km south of
the Cape Peninsula to ~70 km north of St. Helena Bay and to ~180 km oshore.
Their model was fored with a onstant, upwelling favourable wind for 3 days and
reprodued ertain features that have been observed in the area: most distintly
the Goodhope Jet. However, due to the linear nature of the model, there was no
development of frontal zones that are dening dynami features of this area. On
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the inlusion of non-linear advetion terms, they onduted some two-dimensional,
at-bottomed experiments that suggested the formation of frontal zones.
Penven et al. (2000) developed an idealized barotropi model in order to in-
vestigate the eologially important retention proesses in St. Helena Bay. Their
onguration was based on the barotropi omponent of the SCRUM model (Song
and Haidvogel (1994)), whih solves the vertially integrated momentum equtions
and, in this ase, neglets density variations. A regular grid was developed with
a horizontal resolution of 5 km, the alongshore lateral boundary onditions were
periodi (i.e. the outows at the southern boudary were inows at the northern
boundary, and vie versa) and the oeani boundary ondition was dened as a
free-slip wall. A set of analytial funtions desribed the topography and the wind
foring was a onstant, upwelling-favourable wind stress. Their idealized model was
able to reprodue the formation of a yoni eddy in the lee of the Cape and showed
that the evolution of this feature was related to a balane between advetion and
bottom frition. Retention is assoiated with this eddy and is positively related to
the wind (for weak to moderate intensities), but for strong wind onditions retention
reahes a maximum or slightly dereases.
A high resolution model of the St Helena Bay was developed by Viljoen (2006) in
order to better understand small-sale features assoiated with upwelling relaxation
periods. The Delft3D-FLOW model was used at a resolution of a few kilometers
oshore to a few hundred meters in the nearshore regions and was fored by realtime
winds alibrated by a oastal weather station. They resolved a nearshore poleward
ow during upwelling relaxation events in a simulation with a straight oastline.
The introdution of a more realisti oastline did not appear to make a signiant
dierene in the generation of the poleward ow during relaxation events.
In order to investigate the transport proesses of sh eggs and larvae from their
spawning ground to the nursery area of St. Helena Bay, Penven et al. (2001) de-
signed a 3-D regional onguration of ROMS over the southern Benguela region. A
pie-shaped grid was developed, following the southwestern orner of the Afrian on-
tinent from 28-40
o
S and from 10-24
o
E. The horizontal grid was variable (i.e. higher
resolution near the oast) and both high and low-resolution simulations were run,
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with a resolution of ~9 km and ~18 km at the oast respetively. The wind foring
was the COADS monthly mean limatology and the horizontal boundary ondi-
tions were from the AGAPE basin-sale model (Biastoh and Krauss (1999)). This
onguration, for the rst time, allowed for the suessful resolution of nearshore
irulation features that are important to the eologial funtioning of the southern
Benguela system. It was also able to resolve the mesosale plumes, laments and
eddies harateristi of upwelling systems even though the foring applied was large-
sale in spae and time (thus suggesting the the importane of intrinsi variability).
This onguration (known as 'PLUME') has been used in several physial-biologial
oupled model studies using. One approah has been to ouple this physial model to
the two biogeohemial apabilties of ROMS, namely the NZPD and the N
2
Z
2
P
2
D
2
,
in order to model primary and seondary produtivity in the southern Benguela
(Kone et al. (2005)). Another approah has been to ouple the PLUME physial
model to an individual based model in order to quantify the inuene of otability
of eggs on their transport from the Agulhas Bank to St Helena Bay (Parada et al.
(2003)).
The PLUME onguration was later used in Blanke et al. (2005) in order to
diagnose the sales of wind stress relevant to warm and old anomalous events in
the southern Benguela as well as to build model-based dynamial indies aimed
at haraterizing the intensity and spatial extent of upwelling. In this study the
PLUME onguration was fored by high resolution QuikSCAT winds spanning
1999-2003. Their results suggested that time resolution of the wind stress was a
ruial fator in reproduing interannual SST anomalies.
The Finite Resolution Antarti Model (FRAM) was used by Lutjeharms et al.
(1995) to resolve large-sale proesses assoiated with the south-east Atlanti up-
welling area, from 24
o
S to the southernmost tip of Afria. The simulation was run
at a resolution of
1
2
o
longitude by
1
4
o
latitude and fored with seasonal mean winds.
Though at very low resolution, it was able to simulate upwelling ells, plumes and
frontal eddies. While it resolved Agulhas rings, they tended to our too regularly,
thus inhibiting the use of this model at reproduing the interation between these
features and the upwelling front.
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Skogen (1999) used a oupled biologial/physial model (known as the Norwe-
gian Eologial Model system: NORWECOM) in order to investigate the impat
of upwelling and large-sale oean limate parameters on primary prodution and
trophi transfer proesses in the Benguela eosystem. The physial model used was
the sigma-oordinate Prineton Oean Model (POM) at a resolution of 20 km, span-
ning the Afrian oast from 12-46
o
S and from 4-30
o
E. 6-hourly ECMWF (European
Center of Meteorology and Weather Foreast) winds were used to fore the model
and the lateral boundary onditions were presribed by Levitus World Oean Atlas.
This model was suessful in reproduing the Benguela upwelling system and the
individual upwelling ells. The assoiated alongshore thermal upwelling front was
represented, as was the distint meridional temperature/salinity front harateristi
of the ABFZ.
2.7 Eastern Boundary Current Systems
The four eastern boundary urrent systems (EBCS), namely; the California Cur-
rent system, the Canary Current system, the Humboldt Current system and the
Benguela Current system, share the role of being the most produtive regions of
the worlds oeans. It is therefore not surprising that the dynamis of these regions
are driven by ommon large-sale oean and atmospheri features. In the oean, a
sluggish equatorward ow that forms the eastern limb of the subtropial gyre har-
aterizes the large-sale irulation regime. In the atmosphere, the ombination of
high pressures over the oean basins and low pressures over land, together with the
physial and thermal barrier at the oast, drives an alongshore, equatorward wind
regime that is upwelling favourable. While the proess of upwelling brings ool,
deep water to the surfae, essentially resulting in a shallower thermoline at east-
ern oean boundaries, the basin-sale shoaling of the thermoline toward the east is
onsistent with Sverdrup theory and the propagation of Rossby waves toward the
west. Using the regional- and basin-sale eets on the thermoline as an example,
Capet et al. (2008) presented the idea that oeanographi features of EBCS's are
a ombination of the large-sale irulation regime and the proess of oastal up-
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welling. Indeed, the global signiane of the equatorial upwelling tongue has been
demonstrated by Boaletti et al. (2003), who used an idealized, basin-sale model
to investigate global heat budgets. The oean surfae is subjet to greatest heat
gain in the equatorial and eastern boundary upwelling regions where SSTs are es-
peially low in omparison to the overlying air temperature. The heat gain in these
regions is required in order to balane the huge heat losses in high latitudes and is
ontrolled by the upwelling of old water to the surfae whih, in turn, is ontrolled
by the depth of the thermoline. A shallow thermoline will lead to very old up-
welled waters and large heat gain at the surfae, while a deep thermoline will lead
to warm upwelled waters and less heat gain. Boaletti et al. (2003) showed that
adjustments of the thermoline depth in the equatorial upwelling regime our in
response to variations in high latitude heat losses in order to maintain losed global
heat budgets. On this premise, it an be onluded that eastern boundary upwelling
regimes be suggested as loations for monitoring global hange in terms of large-
sale thermoline adjustments (i.e a deeper thermoline will inhibit the upwelling of
ool, nutrient-rih water).
Of the four EBCSs, the California has been most extensively studied via obser-
vations (both in situ and satellite) and models. It extends from ~47
o
N where the
eastward West Wind Drift meets the oast, separating the Alaska Current system
from the California Current system, to ~21
o
N (near the tip of Baja California). The
general system of urrents in the California Current system are typial: a broad
surfae equatorward ow, a poleward underurrent and an equatorward upwelling
jet. The latter is known as the Davidson Current and reverses during boreal winter.
Its reversal may be partly explained by the positive wind url in a 200 km oastal
band whih, in aordane with the Sverdrup relation, drives a poleward ow that is
overwhelmed by the strong upwelling favourable winds in spring and summer (that
drive an equatorward urrent) (MCreary (1987)). Another mehanism put forward
for the existene of the transient Davidson Current by MCreary (1987) is the gener-
ation of a pressure gradient fore due to the relaxation of upwelling-favourable winds
in winter. Carr and Kearns (2002) alulated seasonal oshore Ekman transports,
based on satellite winds and found that strongest seasonal variability ourred north
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of 34
o
N, with maximum upwelling in boreal summer and downwelling in boreal au-
tumn and winter. South of 34
o
N, strongest wind foring is during boreal spring and
minimal seasonal variability ours between 32-34
o
N. During the upwelling season,
equatorward, mesosale jets develop with peak speeds of 30-50 m.s
-1
(Barth et al.
(2000)), with variability signiantly modulated by topography (Song and Chao
(2004)). Using satellite, drifter and moored urrent data, Kelly et al. (1998) ob-
served a robust seasonal yle of nearshore eddy kineti energy (EKE), suh that
EKE inreases as the equatorward urrent inreases and moves oshore (to 127
o
W)
during boreal summer and autumn. Haney et al. (2001) showed that the limited
oshore propagation of surfae EKE as observed by Kelly et al. (1998) is due to the
vertial redistribution (or barotropization) of EKE to the deep oean. The modelling
study of Marhesiello et al. (2003) onluded that the dominant mesosale variabil-
ity in the California Current system is fored intrinsially via barolini instabilities
of alongshore urrents. The stratiation and baroliniity of the California Current
system is enhaned due to its unique feature of inreased salinity with depth.
The Humboldt Current system extends from northern Peru at 4
o
S to entral
Chile at 40
o
S and, unlike other EBCSs, it's equatorward boundary abuts the equa-
torial urrent system. As suh, on interannual timesales it is diretly aeted by
ENSO and has the most extensive depleted oxygen minimum layer (Freon et al.
(2006)). O Peru oastal upwelling is at a maximum in austral winter and is least
during summer. Further south, in northern Chile (18-30
o
S), upwelling peaks in late
austral spring and further south still, o entral Chile (30-38
o
S), it peaks in late
spring and summer. The progression of peak upwelling from north to south mir-
rors the southward movement of the subtropial high pressure system, whih also
ditates the more perennial upwelling in Peru as opposed to the strong seasonal
signal in entral Chile (where upwelling only ours during spring and summer).
Penven et al. (2005) investigated equilibrium onditions of the northern part of the
Humboldt Current system (5-20
o
S), otherwise known as the Peru Current system.
In this region the Andes forms a distint physial barrier and hannels the wind to
ow northward, resulting in almost onstant upwelling favourable winds and highest
prodution rates of all the EBCSs. The dominant sale of variability is the interan-
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nual eet of ENSO, whih deepens the thermoline and strengthens the poleward
urrents, but does not have a signiant impat on the loal equatorward winds.
In their model, Penven et al. (2005) demonstrate that the existene of a yloni
wind stress url throughout the Peru Current system drives a poleward ow be-
neath a shallow, equatorward surfae layer. They also point out that the extreme
shallowness of the thermoline in this region would reate a signiant sensitivity
of upwelling soure waters to the poleward propagation of Kelvin waves from the
equator.
The Canary Current system is dened as the eastern boundary of the North
Atlanti subtropial gyre and extends from northern Iberia at approximately 43
o
N
to Guinea at approximately 10
o
N. The Canary Current is made up of ontributions
from the weak Portugal Current, whih ows equatorward along the Iberian oast,
as well as the eastward Azores Current. It ows southward to ~21
o
N where it veers
oshore and feeds the North Equatorial Current. Between Cape Blan (~21
o
N) and
Cape Verde a permanent yloni reirulation ell exists, arrying water poleward
along the oast and extending beyond Cape Blan as an underurrent. The sea-
sonal signal of upwelling is related to the north-south migration of the Azores High
pressure system, suh that upwelling ours during boreal summer o Iberia, peren-
nial upwelling (with a maximum in summer) between 20-35
o
N and winter upwelling
south of 21
o
N (Freon et al. (2006)). Large laments have been observed to extend
oshore, partiularly where the Canary Current separates from the oast at 21
o
N.
The Canary Current system is unique in that is the only EBCS that ows through
an arhipelago of islands that extends from within 200 km of the oast to the open
oean. The eet of the Canary Current owing through the island hain is to
reate a signiant downstream wake. This generation of mesosale turbulene in
the form of downstream eddies interats with the west Afrian upwelling regime by
drawing out laments several hundred kilometers oshore (Aristegui et al. (1994)).
The broadest ative area (i.e. oshore area of >1mg.m
-3
of hlorophyll onentra-
tion) of all the EBCSs is found in the Canary Current system and, by omparing
with the narrowest ative area o California, Marhesiello and Estrade (2006) used
a numerial model to identify topography (speially, the width of the shelf, whih
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is large in the ase of the Canary Current system) as a key fator.
Like the other systems, the Benguela Current system has features that are
unique. The most outstanding feature of the Benguela system is the fat that its
southern boundary is ommensurate with the termination of the Afrian ontinent
as well as the retroetion of the western boundary urrent of the south Indian
Oean (i.e. the Agulhas Current). As a result, the large-sale equatorward ow
of the Benguela Current is inuened by the high mesosale variability introdued
by features spawned at the Agulhas retroetion south of the Afrian ontinent.
A plot of satellite-derived EKEs for all four of the EBCSs is shown in Figure 2.11
(from Capet et al. (2008)) and highlights the unusually high levels of EKE in the
oshore regions of the southern Benguela ompared to other systems. Note that a
log-sale is neessary in order to apture the very high oshore EKEs as well as the
very low EKE in the nearshore regions of the Benguela system (the other systems
do not require a log-sale). More than just its role in the global heat budget, the
importane of the Benguela EBCS lies in the passage of Agulhas Rings, via the
Benguela Current, into the North Atlanti, whih forms a ruial part of the global
thermohaline irulation.
Figure 2.11: Measured EKE (in m
2
.s
-2
) and sea-surfae height (from Duas SSH
and Rio5 respetively) in white ontours (6 m interval). Note the log-sale of the
EKE olourbar for the Benguela system that is neessary to apture the very large
oshore EKEs as well as the low nearshore EKEs. (from Capet et al. (2008)).
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2.8 Summary and motivation
This review setion has served to ollate urrent knowledge on the dynamis of the
Benguela Current system and, in doing so, has provided a platform from whih to
identify gaps and shortfalls. The Benguela Current system is made up of the large-
sale Benguela Current and the nearshore Benguela upwelling regime. The latter is
made up of the eastern limb of the subtropial oean gyre with signiant ontri-
butions from Agulhas Rings. In the ontext of the global thermohaline irulation,
muh of the sienti researh in the Benguela Current system has foussed on the
salt and heat uxes into the Atlanti Oean via Agulhas Rings. On the other hand,
while the upwelling regime of the Benguela Current system is of immense eologi-
al and eonomial importane, relatively little researh has been arried out on its
salient dynami features ompared with other eastern boundary upwelling systems.
Certain physial features of the Benguela system have been identied as pivotal
to the funtioning of the upwelling eosystem and researh on them has tended to be
somewhat onstrained within a biologial/biogeohemial framework. For instane,
the Goodhope Jet is known to be ruial for the transport of sh eggs and larvae
from the spawning ground on the Agulhas Bank to their nursery area in St. Helena
Bay, but little work has been done on the dynamial foring of it. Similary, while the
poleward ow in the northern Benguela has been shown to have ritial impliations
for the health of the upwelling eosystem in the northern Benguela via its role in
the transport of LOW, the full extent of its physial harateristis (e.g. foring,
geographial extent, seasonal signal) has not been rigorously investigated. Based
on satellite and observational data, the northern and southern Benguela regimes
have been onsidered disparate, with the LUCORC barrier identied as the tran-
sition region. Some work has been done on the biologal signiane of the latter,
but its physis is not well understood. That the Benguela is unique among the
worlds four eastern boundary upwelling systems, in terms of the proximity of its
southern boundary to the Agulhas Current, is well doumented. However, neither
the diret nor indiret eets of Agulhas Current inux on the Benguela Current
system is thoroughly understood. It is imperative that we improve our understand-
ing of physial proesses suh as these if we hope to gain insight into the auses
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and onsequenes of episodi extreme events that an have devastating eosystem
impats.
The aim of this work is to use the spatially and temporally ohesive output
from a model simulation in order to study the equilibrium dynamis and seasonal
yle of the Benguela system in a systemati way, inlusive of both the northern
and southern regimes as well as the nearshore upwelling and large-sale oshore
regimes. Our objetive is to improve the general understanding of the dynamis
of the Benguela system and, in doing so, to address some of the urrent gaps in
knowledge:
• What haraterizes the dynamial disparity between the northern and south-
ern Benguela regimes?
 How do the regimes dier from eah other, in terms of nearshore as well
as oshore dynamis?
 Is the transition between them dened by a distint physial barrier? If
so, what fores it?
• What drives the large-sale ow regime in the Benguela system?
 Why is the large-sale ow regime in the northern Benguela poleward,
despite the prevailing southeasterly winds?
• How do transient features, assoiated with Agulhas inux, inuene the mean
state of the Benguela system?
 How does Agulhas inux aet the large-sale ow regime of the Benguela
system?
 Does Agulhas inux drive the Goodhope Jet?
 To what extent is the nature of the upwelling front and mesosale features
assoiated with it (e.g. laments) related to Agulhas features?
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Data and Methods
3.1 The Regional Oean Modelling System (ROMS)
3.1.1 General desription
The Regional Oean Modelling System (ROMS) is a split-expliit, free-surfae,
topographi-following oordinate model that is well suited to regional problems (see
Shhepetkin and MWilliams (2005) and Shhepetkin and MWilliams (2008)). It
makes the Boussinesq approximation, in whih density variations are negleted ex-
ept in their ontribution to the buoyany fore in the vertial momentum equation,
and the hydrostati approximation, whih assumes that the vertial pressure gradi-
ent balanes the buoyany fore. ROMS solves the inompressible primitive equa-
tions based on these assumptions and is oupled with advetion/diusion shemes
for potential temperature and salinity and a nonlinear equation of state. Its prog-
nosti variables are the surfae elevation, the barotropi and barolini horizontal
veloity omponents and temperature and salinity. Shhepetkin and MWilliams
(2003) and Shhepetkin and MWilliams (2005) provide a thorough desription of
the model formulation.
Equations of motion
With regard for the Boussinesq and hydrostati approximation, the primitive equa-
tions, expressed in artesian oordinates, inlude the horizontal momentum equa-
37
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tions (equations C.1 and C.2), the advetive/diusive equations for potential tem-
perature and salinity (equations 3.3 and 3.4), the hydrostati balane (equation 3.5),
the ontinuity equation for an inompressible uid (equation D.4) and the equation
of state (equation 3.7):
∂u
∂t
+ ~v.∇u− fv = −
∂φ
∂x
+
∂
∂z
Av
∂u
∂z
+Du (3.1)
∂v
∂t
+ ~v.∇v + fu = −
∂φ
∂y
+
∂
∂z
Av
∂v
∂z
+Dv (3.2)
∂T
∂t
+ ~v.∇T = FT +DT (3.3)
∂S
∂t
+ ~v.∇S = DS (3.4)
∂φ
∂z
=
−ρg
ρ0
(3.5)
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= −
∂w
∂z
(3.6)
ρ = ρ(T, S, P ) (3.7)
where:
• x, y are the horizontal and z is the vertial oordinate in a artesian frame of
referene (in m)
• u, v and w are veloity omponents in the x, y and z diretions respetively
(in m.s-1)
• t is the time (in s)
• f is the oriolis parameter (in s−1)
• g is aeleration due to gravity (in m.s-2)
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• φ is the dynami pressure ( = P
ρ0
in m2s−2)
• P is pressure (in N.m−2 or kg.m−1.s−2)
• ρ is density (kg.m−3)
• ρ0 is the referene density of sea water (taken to be 1024 kg.m
−3
)
• T is potential temperature (in oC)
• S is salinity (in psu)
• Av is the vertial mixing parameter
• F
T
is the surfae foring term for shortwave solar radiation
• D
u
, D
v
are lateral momentum dissipation terms and in our simulation are
formulated within the advetion terms
• DT , DS desribe the diusion of temperature and salt
Vertial boundary onditions
External foring terms are introdued into the model through vertial visosity and
and diusivity via the surfae and bottom boundary onditions.
At the surfae, where z=ζ :
Av
∂u
∂z
=
τxS
ρ0
(3.8)
Av
∂v
∂z
=
τ yS
ρ0
(3.9)
AT
∂T
∂z
=
QT
ρ0cp
(3.10)
AS
∂S
∂z
= (E − P )S (3.11)
w =
∂ζ
∂t
(3.12)
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and at the bottom, where z=-h:
Av
∂u
∂z
=
τxB
ρ0
(3.13)
Av
∂v
∂z
=
τ yB
ρ0
(3.14)
AT
∂T
∂z
= 0 (3.15)
AS
∂S
∂z
= 0 (3.16)
−w + ~v.∇h = 0 (3.17)
where:
• ζ is the surfae elevation (in m)
• τxSand τ
y
S are surfae wind stresses in the x- and y-diretions (in N.m
−2
or
kg.m−1.s−2)
• τxBand τ
y
B are bottom stresses in the x- and y-diretions (inN.m
−2
or kg.m−1.s−2)
• Av,AT and AS are the vertial visosity and diusivity terms (in m
2.s−1)
• QT is the surfae heat ux (in W.m
−2
)
• (E-P) is evaporation minus preipitation (in psu)
• Cpis the heat apaity of seawater (in J.kg
−1.oC−1)
Oean-atmosphere feedbak
The absene of an oean-atmosphere feedbak term an lead to model sea-surfae
temperature (SST) drift, but is addressed in ROMS by formulating the surfae heat
ux term as a relaxation of the model to limatologial SST (Barnier et al. (1995)):
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QT = Q+
∂Q
∂Tclim
(Tmodel − Tclim) (3.18)
where Q is the total surfae limatologial heat ux obtained from COADS (see
Figure 3.10), T
model
is the model-derived SSTs and T
lim
is the limatologial SSTs,
obtained from Levitus WOA. The term
∂Q
∂Tclim
is the kinemati surfae net heat ux
sensitivity to the sea surfae temperature and is made up of three ontributions:
infrared, sensible heat and latent heat, whih are given by the following:
infrared = −4× σ × T 3model (3.19)
sensible heat = −ρatm × Cp × Ch × U (3.20)
latent heat = −ρatm × Ce × L× U × 2353× log10(qs/T
2
model) (3.21)
∂Q
∂Tclim
= infrared+ sensible heat+ latent heat (3.22)
where, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant (5.6697x10-8W.m−2.oC−4), ρatm is
atmospheri density, C
p
is the spei heat of the atmosphere at sea surfae (1004.8
J.kg−1.oC−1), C
h
is the sensible heat transfer o-eient (0.66x10
-3 W.m−2.oC−1),
C
e
is the latent heat transfer oeient (1.15x10
-3W.m−2.oC−1), U is the wind speed
at a height of 10 m, L is the latent heat of vaporization (2.5008x106-(2.3x103x surfae
atmospheri temperature) J.kg−1) and q
s
is the spei humidity at sea level.
Similarly, a drift in model-derived salinities an our if no aount is taken for
oean-atmosphere interation in the model fresh water uxes. The formulation in
ROMS for the salt ux orretion is as follows:
Salt f lux = Sclim(E − P ) + cst(Sclim − Smodel) (3.23)
where Sclim and Smodel are the limatologial (from COADS: see Figure 3.11)
and model-deried sea-surfae salinities respetively, (E−P )is the evaporation minus
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preipitation based on COADS data. In the ROMS formulation the onstant, cst,
is equivalent to the
∂Q
∂Tclim
term (3.22).
Lateral boundary onditions
Open-boundary onditions are a ombination of outward oblique radiation and adap-
tive nudging toward presribed external boundary onditions and are desribed by
Marhesiello et al. (2001). The latter is neessary in order to maintain stability.
Lateral visosity is zero everywhere exept in sponge layers at open boundaries,
where it inreases smoothly toward the edge of the domain in order to suppress
model-data inonsistenies. The amount of damping depends on the quality of the
data at the lateral boundaries. Lateral boundaries that are losed (i.e. land) are
dened as masked regions. Computations our over the whole domain and at the
end of eah time-step the values of variables within the masked regions are set to
zero. At the mask boundaries however, the alulated veloity terms are orreted
for free-slip or no-slip onditions. More information on the proedure an be found
in Hedstrom (1997).
Vertial oordinate system
Three dierent vertial oordinate systems are ommonly available for numerial
oean modelling: the geopotential, or z-oordinate, the isopyni and the sigma-
oordinate. The latter, terrain-following oordinate system is used by ROMS (refer
to Figure 3.1 for an example) for its better representation of bathymetry-ow in-
terations (Marhesiello et al. (1998)). The use of sigma-oordinates requires the
following transformation:
z = z(x, y, σ) (3.24)
where, z is the artesian height and σ is the distane from the free-surfae, mea-
sured as a fration of the water olumn at a partiular loation. That is, σ ranges
between -1 and 0; at the free-surfae (z = ζ) it is equal to 0 and at the bottom
(z = −h(x, y)) it is equal to -1 (Shhepetkin and MWilliams (2005)). The trans-
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formation is performed following the method of Song and Haidvogel (1994) and an
be strethed non-linearly aording to surfae- and bottom-strething parameters
(θs and θb respetively) so that, for example, resolution is enhaned at the surfae.
For this simulation, θs=6 and θb=0.
The approximation of the horizontal pressure gradient fore in topographi-
oordinate models has been a long-standing problem due to hydrostati inon-
sistenies that develop in the transformation of the horizontal pressure gradient
terms in sigma-oordinate, hydrostati primitive equation models. The error ours
when the disretized pressure gradient fore fails to vanish with horizontal isopy-
nals, thus resulting in spurious geostrophially-balaned urrents (Shhepetkin and
MWilliams (2003)). From omparisons with a laboratory experiment, Kliem and
Pietrzak (1999) showed that this error was most signiant in regions of steep to-
pography and large density gradients. This issue was adressed by Shhepetkin and
MWilliams (2003), who developed a new pressure-gradient algorithm, designed to
redue the pressure-gradient error, by ahieving more aurate hydrostati balane
terms for the sigma-oordinate formulation. Their algorithm reonstruts the den-
sity eld into z-oordinates as ontinuous funtions of transformed oordinates and
is then analytially integrated to ompute the pressure-gradient fore (Shhepetkin
and MWilliams (2003)).
Figure 3.1: Example of a ROMS vertial grid as presribed by the sigma-oordinate
system (from Penven (2000))
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Horizontal, vertial and temporal disretization
In the horizontal, the disretization of ROMS is based on the Arakawa-C grid
(Arakawa and Lamb (1977)), has a harateristi variable-plaement sheme shown
in Figure 3.2, that is partiularly suited to model resolutions that are ner than the
rst Rosssby radius of deformation. The staggered nature of the vertial disretiza-
tion is shown in Figure 3.3.
For omputational eieny, a mode-splitting tehnique is used to separate (fast)
barotropi and (slow) barolini modes. Time disretization follows the third-
order leap-frog preditor and Adams-Moulton orretor sheme (Shhepetkin and
MWilliams (2005)), whih is robust and stable. It is designed suh that a number
of barotropi time-steps are run within one barolini time-step in order to develop
the free-surfae and depth-integrated momentum equations. The time-stepping ker-
nel was developed by Shhepetkin and MWilliams (2005) and involves a onsistent
temporal averaging tehnique of the barotropi mode in order to provide onser-
vation and onstany preservation properties required for the traer elds. The
weighted temporal averaging proedure of the barotropi mode allows for aurate
representation of barotropi motions resolved by the barolini time-step (thereby
avoiding aliasing). The stability of this sheme allows for greater time-steps and
therefore, enhaned omputing eieny.
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Figure 3.2: The Arakawa-C grid used in the horizontal disretization of ROMS.
Temperature, salinity, vertial veloity, sea surfae height, the oriolis fore and
depth are plaes at the ρ points in the enter of eah grid ell, while the v- and u-
veloity omponents are plaes at the v- and u- points at the edges of eah grid ell
respetively.
Figure 3.3: The vertial disretization sheme used in ROMS.
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Advetion sheme
The advetion sheme is third-order upstream biased whih redues dispersion er-
rors, based on exessive dispersion rates neessary to maintain smoothness. This es-
sentially enhanes the preision for a given grid resolution (Shhepetkin and MWilliams
(1998)). The reent implementation of higher-order diusive advetion shemes has
lead to spurious diapynal mixing in sigma-oordinate models. A solution to this
problem was addressed by Marhesiello et al. (2008a) and involves the split of ad-
vetion and diusion, the latter of whih appears as a biharmoni operator. This
solution, was implemented in our simulation in order to preserve the low disper-
sion and diusivity apabilities of the original sheme while onserving water mass
haratersitis.
Turbulent losure sheme
The parameterization of unresolved, subgrid-sale vertial mixing proesses in done
by the non-loal K-prole Parameterization (KPP) sheme (Large et al. (1994)).
The KPP sheme employs distint methods to parameterize subgrid mixing pro-
esses in the oean interior and in the boundary layer. Mixing in the interior is
represented by taking into aount shear instabilities (modelled as a funtion of the
loal gradient Rihardson number), internal waves and double diusion. The depth
of the boundary layer at eah grid point is determined by a ritial value of turbulent
proesses that are parameterized by the bulk Rihardson number and depends on
surfae foring, buoyany and the vertial veloity gradient. Diusion within the
boundary layer is formulated based on the similarity theory of turbulene and is
mathed to diusion within the oean interior.
The ROMS embedding approah
In order to maximize omputing eieny of a high resolution simulation of the
Benguela system, the AGRIF nesting apability of ROMS is employed (Debreu and
Mazauri (2006)). A nested approah is designed suh that the boundary onditions
of a high resolution 'hild' domain are supplied by the lower resolution 'parent' do-
main within whih it is embedded. This allows for more onsistent boundary on-
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ditions of the hild domain than an be obtained from, often sparsely populated, in
situ data. Penven et al. (2006) evaluated the use of the 1-way nesting approah
desribed above for the entral California upwelling system and found that it im-
proved the high resolution simulation, ompared to the use of open boundaries at
only a slightly higher omputational ost. Our simulation makes use of the reently
implemented version of the AGRIF pakage (see Debreu et al. (2008)) that allows
for a 2-way nesting proedure, whih also allows the hild solution to feed into the
parent domain.
3.1.2 The nested onguration
The parent grid: SAfE
The SAfE onguration is used as the parent domain and was designed by Penven
et al. (2006a) to apture the salient oeanographi features of the southern Atlanti
Oean (see Figure 3.4). The domain is based on a Merator grid and enompasses
the region spanning 2.5
o
W-54.75
o
E and 46.75
o
S-4.8
o
S and has a horizontal resolution
that ranges from 19 km in the south to 27.6 km in the north (i.e. a 230x194 grid),
whih allows for the resolution of Agulhas rings (whih have a length sale of ~300
km (Penven et al. (2006b)). Time-stepping is 30 minutes and output is saved as
2-daily averages. 32-sigma levels dene the vertial grid, whih is strethed toward
the surfae. The boundary onditions are supplied by World Oean Atlas (WOA)
2005 (Conkright et al. (2002)) temperature and salinity limatologies, from whih
the geostrophi veloities are alulated, together with the Quiksat limatologial
wind stresses for Ekman transports.
The hild grid
The hild domain has been designed to enompass the greater Benguela system
(refer to Figure 3.5), inlusive of the oastal upwelling regime as well as features of
the larger-sale Benguela Current system. Embedded within the parent domain, it
spans 3.9
o
E-19.8
o
E and 35.6
o
S-12.1
o
S and has a horizontal resolution that inreases
from 9 km in the north to 7.5 km in the south (translating into a 314x194 grid).
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The 32-sigma oordinates are strethed toward the surfae suh that the vertial
resolution ranges from 0.31 m and 0.51 m at the surfae and from 1.86 m to 784 m
at the bottom for nearshore and oeani regions respetively. The time-step of the
hild domain is 10 minutes and output is saved as 2-daily averages. The boundary
onditions are supplied by the parent domain.
   0o    12oE   24oE   36oE   48oE 
  40oS 
  32oS 
  24oS 
  16oS 
   8oS 
SST: Model year: 4, month: 5
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Figure 3.4: 2-daily averaged 'snapshot' of SSTs for the parent (SAfE) domain,
showing salient oeanographi features around southern Afria suh as the Agul-
has retroetion and the Angola Benguela Frontal Zone, whih an be though of the
northern and southern boundaries of the Benguela Current system.
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Figure 3.5: 2-daily averaged 'snapshot' of SSTs for the hild domain, enompassing
the greater Benguela Current system.
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Topography
The topography of the nested onguration was produed with a bilinear interpola-
tion of the 1' GEBCO (General Bathymetri Chart of the Oeans: www.gebo.net)
produt. In a further attempt at avoiding pressure gradient errors, the topogra-
phy has been smoothed in order to maintain a 'slope parameter' (r = ∇h
h
) of less
than 0.2 (Armstrong and Vazquez (2001)). Figure 3.6 ompares the raw GEBCO
topography (right) with the smoothed topography used in the simulation. While
the smoothing proess is immediately obvious, even sharp features suh as the deep
and narrow Cape Canyon (extending south-westward from the oast at ~33
o
S) are
retained within the smoothed topography used by the model. The topographies of
the hild and parent domains are smoothly onneted with a relation that uses an
α parameter that is 0 within a few grid points (nband=15) of the hild boundaries
and reahes 1 as it approahes the lateral boundaries (Penven et al. (2006)).
−
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−
10
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   4oE    8oE   12oE   16oE 
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  24oS 
  18oS 
Raw GEBCO topography: Child domain
Figure 3.6: Smoothed topography used in the ROMS hild simulation (left) and the
raw GEBCO data (right). The ontour interval in regions shallower than 1000 m
(shown in white) is 100 m and in regions deeper than 1000 m the ontour interval
is 500 m.
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Surfae foring
Due to the fous on equilibrium dynamis and seasonal variability, a 0.5
o
QuikSCAT
limatology of 2000-2007 wind data (Figure 3.7) was used to fore the nested on-
guration, while surfae heat (Figure 3.8) and salt uxes (Figure 3.9) are provided
by COADS-derived limatologies (Da Silva et al. (1994)). The model is initialized
from a state of no ow and mean January temperatures from WOA. The absene of
an oean-atmosphere feedbak term an lead to model SST drift, but is addressed
in ROMS by formulating the surfae heat ux term as a relaxation of the model to
Pathnder 9 km limatologial SSTs (Barnier et al. (1995)). Due to the pauity of
evaporation-preipitation foring elds, a similar orretion sheme is used for sea
surfae salinity (SSS).
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Figure 3.7: Seasonal mean QuikSCAT 0.5
o
surfae wind speed and diretion. Units
in N.m
-2
.
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Figure 3.8: Seasonal mean COADS net surfae heat uxes (positive=net heat gain
into the oean). Units in W.m
-2
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Figure 3.9: Seasonal mean COADS surfae freshwater ux (evaporation-
preipitation). Units in m.d
-1
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Figure 3.10: Seasonal mean 9km Pathnder SSTs, used in the restoring term. Units
in
o
C.
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Figure 3.11: Seasonal mean COADS SSSs, used for initialization and the salinity
restoring term. Units in psu.
Spin-up
The nested onguration requires approximately 6-8 months to reah statistial
equilibrium. It is run for 10 years in total, during whih time a robust seasonal
signal approximately repeats itself from at least the rst year. The spin-up time is
estimated from surfae and volume averaged kineti energy (KE), whih are shown
for the hild domain in Figure 3.12. After the rapid adjustment of the system (~8
months-1 year), statistial equilibrium is reahed and the system does not exhibit
any temporal drift. Analyses for this paper are based on seasonal and monthly
limatologies, that are derived from model years 3 to 10. The volume averaged
salinity suggests that there is some loss of water mass harateristis in the last year
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or two of the simulation.
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Figure 3.12: Monthly mean volume anomaly, surfae averaged kineti energy, volume
averaged kineti energy, surfae averaged temperature, volume averaged tempera-
ture, surfae averaged salinity, volume averaged salinity for the 10-year Benguela
simulation.
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3.2 Data Soures for Validation
3.2.1 World Oean Atlas 2005 (WOA05)
The objetively analyzed temperature and salinity elds of WOA05 (Conkright et al.
(2002)) were used in order to ompare vertial setions of model-derived thermo-
haline properties as well as geostrophi ow with data. While the resolution of
WOA05 is low (1
o
), it provides onsistent global limatologies of thermohaline as
well as several nutrients that are useful for model validation.
3.2.2 AVISO Altimetry
The AVISO absolute dynami produt was used for model-data omparisons suh as
surfae geostrophi ows and eddy kineti energy (EKE). The 1/3
o
gridded produt,
spanning Otober 1992-September 2008, was downloaded from www.aviso.oeanobs.om.
The produt is a sum of satellite-observed sea level anomalies and the mean dynami
topography. The latter is obtained from Rio5 (Rio and Hernanadez (2004)), whih
alulates the mean sea surfae height above the geoid, orreted from geophysial
eets and is based on both altimetry and in situ (i.e. hydrology and drifters) data
soures. While the AVISO gridded data produts provides a rih data soure from
whih to ompare model output, it is not reliable within a 50 km oastal band.
3.2.3 Envish 4.5 km SST
A seond satellite SST soure used are the monthly mean limatologies of the 4.5
km envish produt, whih was derived from data obtained from January 1982 to
Deember 1999. The data were ollated for the Cloud and Oean Remote Sensing
around Afria (CORSA) projet of the Marine environment Unit of the Spae Ap-
pliations Institute of the Joint Researh Centre of the European Commision. The
higher resolution envish data were degraded to be better approximate the ~9 km
resolution of model-derived SSTs.
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3.2.4 Pathnder 4 km SST
Pathnder Version 5.0 SST limatologies are used for omparison with model-derived
SSTs. The SST limatologies are based on AVHRR SSTs olleted from 1985-2001.
The relatively high resolution of approximately 4 km has been aheived by the re-
analysis eort of the AVHRR data stream by the University of Miami's Rosenstiel
Shool of Marine and Atmospheri Siene (RSMAS) and the National Oeano-
graphi Data Center (NODC). For more information on this satellite produt refer
to the user guide whih an be found at the following website:
http://www.nod.noaa.gov/SatelliteData/pathnder4km.
In order to make meaningful omparisons with model output to data soures of
dierent resolutions, a simple spatial oloation tehnique is employed in order for
higher (lower) resolution data to approximate the lower (higher) resolution of the
model-derived data. A new, lower-resolution grid is dened for the higher resolution
produt by reating a new point at the entre of four points of the original higher-
resolution grid. The variable at the new point is alulated by taking the average
of the four surrounding points. This simple proedure halves the resolution of the
higher resolution grid (e.g. a 4 km grid beomes an 8 km grid).
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Chapter 4
Equilibrium Dynamis of the
Benguela Current System: mean
state and seasonal yle
The objetive of this hapter is to take advantage of the spatially, temporally and
dynamially oherent data set obtained from a model simulation of the Benguela
in order to improve the urrent understanding of the system, whih has thus far
been based on sare in situ measurements, satellite-observed surfae patterns and
models that have either been of low resolution or have not been inlusive of the
whole system. The inlusion of the whole system within one simulation allows us to
gain a better understanding of the apparently disparate dynamis of the northern
and southern regimes in a dynamially unied manner. This hapter fousses on
the mean state and seasonal yle in the hope that a more thorough understanding
of equilibrium onditions, whih an be thought of as the benh-mark from whih
extreme events are measured, will improve the interpretation of trends, yles and
episodi events within the system.
The referene simulation used for most of the analysis in this hapter is a 2-way
nested ROMS (Regional Oean Modelling System) simulation, fored with lima-
tology produts of QuikSCAT 0.5
o
winds and COADS uxes (for more information
on the model set-up see hapter 3). The limatologial nature of the foring helps
to ahieve a robust seasonal signal in the model output and ties in with the fous
58
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on equilibrium state and seasonal yle. Furthermore, it allows us to investigate
intrinsi, unfored variability within the system, whih will be the fous of Chapter
5.
In order to investigate topographial eets on the large- and meso-sale iru-
lation strutures as well as on the upwelling regime, the referene experiment is run
with a smoothed oastline and bathymetry from Cape Point to the intersetion of
the Walvis Ridge with the oast. The limited extent of the oastline smoothing is
done speially in order to fous on the eet of alongshore shelf-edge utuations
in the entral Benguela and to maintain the inuene of the Walvis Ridge. More
information an be found on the smoothing proedure in Chapter 3.
This hapter is designed suh that the temporal sales of variability are addressed
in desending order; the dynamis of the mean state are presented rst, followed by
an investigation of the seasonal yle. Model results are ompared with satellite
and in situ data soures where ever possible throughout the hapter. Topographial
ontrol is then investigated via the experimental approah in whih the bathymetri
smoothing has been applied. A synthesis of dierenes and similarities between the
northern and southern regimes onludes this hapter along with a disussion of
salient dynami features of the system in general.
4.1 Mean State
4.1.1 Annual mean wind
The south-easterly winds that dominate the mean state of the Benguela system and
produe the eologially and eonomially important upwelling system are driven
by the south Atlanti high pressure system and the ontinental heat low that exists
over the Afrian ontinent. Figure 4.1 (left) shows the annual mean magnitude of
wind stress with diretion arrows overlaid as derived from the 2000-2007 QuikSCAT
satellite wind produt that is used to fore this simulation. A distint maximum in
wind stress ours in the viinity of Lüderitz, while the oshore maximum for the
whole domain ours at a distane of about 200-350 km, whih is onsistent with
the in situ observational investigations of Kamstra (1985).
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Figure 4.1 (right) shows the annual mean wind stress url and reveals a yloni
or negative wind stress url (shown in darker shades of grey and demarated as the
region inshore of the bold line) is loated in a 200-350 km oastal band (onsistent
with the position of the maximum wind stress), whih is onsistent with the re-
sults obtained from observations by Bakun and Nelson (1991). The yloni url is
thought to enhane the oshore extent of upwelling by the proess of Ekman pump-
ing (Bakun and Nelson (1991)). Based on the QuikSCAT winds used as foring for
this simulation, the magnitude of upwelling indued by Ekman pumping is very small
(~0.2 m.d
-1
based on equation 4.1) ompared to upwelling indued by ross-shore Ek-
man transport (~4 m.d
-1, based on equation 4.12 and a horizontal length sale that
is desribed in setion 4.1.8) and so it is not likely a major player in the net upwelling
rates in the Benguela system as resolved in this simulation. However, Pikett and
Paduan (2003) estimated Ekman pumping in the California upwelling system using
a high resolution (~9 km) atmospheri model reanalysis produt (COAMPS) and
their results showed that Ekman pumping was, in plaes, of the order of Ekman
transport. They stressed the neessity of high resolution oastal winds in resolving
the nearshore Ekman pumping veloities that are underestimated by oarser reso-
lution produts. Similarly, Enriquez and Friehe (1995) used high resolution wind
measurements to fore a two-layer model and found that higher oastal resolution
wind produts amplify the importane of the wind stress url in ontributing to the
net upwelling ux, partiularly in the viinty of apes and points. We will see that
the relative intensities of the several alongshore upwelling ells are fairly well rep-
resented in our simulation and the eet of Ekman pumping on upwelling is a key
player in only muh ner resolution investigations and near apes and headlands.
Ekman pumping and Ekman transport are alulated as follows:
WE =
▽× τ
ρ0f
+
βτx
ρ0f 2
(4.1)
TE =
τalongshore
ρ0f
(4.2)
where WE is the Ekman pumping veloity (in m.s
-1), TE is the Ekman transport
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(in m
2
.s
-1), ▽ × τ is the wind stress url, ρ0 is the referene density (taken to be
1024 kg.m
-3), f is the oriolis parameter, β is the hange of oriolis with latitude
(i.e
∂f
∂y
), τx is the zonal wind stress omponent, τalongshore is the alongshore wind
omponent. The beta eet on Ekman pumping veloities (i.e. the seond term in
equation (4.1)) is small in this region.
The zero wind stress url line shown in Figure 4.1 agrees well with the loation
of the shelf-edge and the distint temperature front generated by the gradient of
ool upwelled water near the oast and warmer oeani water (see Figure 4.2). This
alludes to the signiane of oean-atmospheri feedbak mehanisms.
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a) Wind stress, c.i.=0.01 N.m−2
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b) Wind stress curl, c.i.=1−8 N.m−1
Figure 4.1: (a) Annual mean wind stress magnitudes (units: N.m
-2
) and (b) wind
stress url (units: 10
−8
N.m
-1
).
4.1.2 Surfae patterns
Sea surfae temperature (SST)
Providing a rst impression of the large-sale features of the Benguela system, sur-
fae patterns of temperature also provide a useful and onvenient means of ompar-
ing model output with readily available satellite data. Figure 4.2a shows the annual
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mean SSTs as observed by the 4.5 km envish satellite produt, Figure 4.2b shows
the equivalent as resolved by the model simulation and Figure 4.2 shows the dif-
ferene (i.e. model-satellite SST). The higher resolution satellite produt has been
degraded in order to approximate the ~8 km resolution of the model output. The
model resolves a realisti pattern of SSTs: it simulates a harateristially warm o-
shore and ool oastal regime that are separated by a distint upwelling front. The
model satisfatorily reprodues alongshore variations in the oshore extent of the up-
welling front. Partiularly, it simulates the signiant inshore 'bend' of the upwelling
front at the abrupt narrowing of the shelf at ~27.5
o
S and, to the north, a large o-
shore bulge between ~24-26.5
o
S. The position of the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone
(ABFZ) is also well resolved by the model and is loated in the viinity of 16
oS
in both Figures 4.2a and 4.2b. Although the model is apable of reproduing the
relative pattern of SSTs in the Benguela system with suient auray, warm and
ool biases based on satellite SSTs are present and an be seen in Figure 4.2. A
distint ool bias is present all along the oast, while a warm bias is present fur-
ther oshore south of the region of Lüderitz at ~27
oS. The inshore boundary of this
warm bias is somewhat onstrained by the run of the shelf-edge whih is shown as
a dotted white line in Figure 4.2. The underestimation of oastal SSTs and over-
estimation of oshore SSTs in the southern region are quantied in Figure 4.3. The
solid line represents the ool oastal bias, averaged within a 50 km-band from the
oast for the whole domain from ~34-14
oS. The oastal upwelling regime simulated
by the model produes surfae water that is, on average, ~1
o
C ooler than satellite
observed SSTs. A similar ool bias in an investigation of the Peru upwelling system
using the ROMS model was noted by Penven et al. (2005) and was addressed in the
earlier work of Penven et al. (2001), who asribed it to the poor resolution of the
satellite wind produt at the oast (in the ase of QuikSCAT is only valid beyond 50
km of the oast), suh that the drop-o of the wind is not properly resolved thereby
generating too muh equatorward wind-stress at the oast and therefore, too muh
upwelling.The dashed line Figure 4.3 shows the oshore model temperature bias,
averaged between 150-250 km oshore and reveals a warm bias south of ~ 30
o
S that
intensies southward to a maximum of ~1.75
o
C. The impliation of this is that the
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model overestimates the amount of Agulhas water entering the Benguela system,
whih was similarly found by Speih et al. (2006) who onneted it to the topo-
graphial smoothing that is done in ROMS as a way of reduing pressure gradient
errors.
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b) Model SST, c.i.=0.5oC
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c) Model−satellite SST, c.i.=0.5oC
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Figure 4.2: Annual mean satellite (a) and model (b) SSTs in the Benguela system.
The dotted white line represents the approximate position of the shelf-edge. The
dierene between satellite and model SSTs (model - satellite) are shown in ().
Positive (negative) values indiate an over-estimation (under-estimation) of SSTs
by the model.
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Figure 4.3: Annual mean model SST bias (i.e. model - satellite SST) averaged in
a 50 km oastal strip (solid line) and oshore, between 150-250 km (dashed line).
Positive (negative) values indiate an over-estimation (under-estimation) of SSTs by
the model.
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Sea surfae salinities (SSS)
Annual mean SSSs are ompared with the salinites stored in the objetively
analysed limatologial elds of the World Oean Atlas (WOA) database (Figure
4.4). Although the resolution of the WOA dataset is at least ten-fold poorer than
that of the ROMS simulation, we nevertheless see somewhat similar patterns of
the salinity struture. Despite the fat that a restoring term exists in SSS and
therefore inuenes the solution to some extent, the aurate large-sale pattern of
SSS provides ondene in the suess of the model solution. Most onspiuously
and as we expet, is a regime of fresher water, whih is ommensurate with the
upwelled water at the oast. Like the pattern of SSTs (Figure 4.2), 'bulges' of fresher
water mimi the orientation of the shelf-edge and are entered on Port Nolloth
and just north of Cape Columbine. This pattern is distint in the model output
and evidene of it also exists in the WOA data. The surfae salinity signal of the
ABFZ is well-dened in the model ouput, while the WOA data set only provides a
hint of its existene. The higher salinity tongue oshore of the upwelling regime is
haraterised by lower salinities in the model ompared to the lower resolution WOA
data, partiularly in the southwest orner of the domain where the ROMS simulated
salinities are of the order of 0.02-0.04 psu lower than the WOA limatologial mean.
However, due to the poor resolution of the WOA data and subsequent interpolation,
aution should be observed when making onlusions of the suess of the model
based on omparisons with this data set.
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Figure 4.4: Annual mean WOA in situ (a) and model-derived (b) SSSs. The dashed
white line represents the approximate position of the shelf-edge.
Sea surfae height (SSH)
The AVISO absolute dynami topography produt is a sum of satellite-observed
sea level anomalies and the mean dynami topography, obtained from Rio5 (Rio
and Hernanadez (2004)), whih alulates the mean sea surfae height above the
geoid, orreted from geophysial eets and is based on both altimetry and in
situ (i.e. hydrology and drifters) data soures. For the purposes of omparing the
limatologial mean SSHs, a suient approximation of the mean absolute dynami
topography of the model simulation was alulated as the deviation of the free-
surfae at eah grid point from the spatial mean SSH of the whole domain. As a
proxy for surfae geostrophi ow, lines of onstant SSH as derived by the model
and obtained from the AVISO MADT produt (Figure 4.5a and 4.5b respetively)
suggest that the model aptures the salient features of the large-sale surfae ow
regime. Arrows on the lines of onstant SSH in Figure 4.5 are based on geostrophi
ows derived from the SSHs:
ug = −
g
f
∂η
∂y
(4.3)
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vg =
g
f
∂η
∂x
(4.4)
where ug and vg are the zonal and meridional geostrophi ow omponents, x
and y are the zonal and meridional artesian o-ordinates, g is aeleration due to
gravity (9.8m.s
-2
) and η is SSH.
The broad, northwestward Benguela Current and its oshore veering from about
30
oS is evident in both the model output and satellite-derived SSHs and is in agree-
ment with the in situ observations of Reid (1989). South of its oshore veering,
the model-derived and satellite-observed Benguela Current is haraterized by two
'streams', separated by a onspiuous yloni meander. The oshore stream is sit-
uated on the western edge of the 'Agulhas eddy orridor' (as dened by Garzoli and
Gordon (1996)) so that passing antiyloni eddies enhane the mean northwest-
ward ow in this region and inhibit it slightly oshore of the shelf-edge. The path of
deep-reahing Auglhas rings is likely to be somewhat ontrolled by the broadening
of the ontinental shelf at depth northward of ~33
o
S (see the 3500 m isobath in
Figure 4.5). The meandering nature of the mean ow is therefore a manifestation
of the preferential path of transient eddies in this region. Indeed, the modelling
study of Matano and Beier (2003) showed that most of the energy of the Benguela
Current is supplied by eddy uxes. The inshore stream of the Benguela Current,
south of its oshore veering, is subjet to a strong topographial ontrol and tends
to follow alongshore variations in the shelf-edge. The topographial ontrol is as-
soiated with the input of warmer Agulhas water and the juxtaposition of its high
SSH signal with the low SSH signal of the upwelling regime on the broad shelf in
the southern Benguela. This results in a signiant oshore gradient of SSH and
produes a geostrophially balaned urrent that approximately follows the along-
shore run of the ontinental shelf. The narrowing of isolines around Cape Point
is onsistent with the existene of a strong equatorward jet that was antiipated,
and subsequently loated by Bang and Andrews (1974). The oshore veering of
the Benguela Current oinides with the oshore veering of the higher SSH signal
indued by path of Agulhas rings, ausing an oshore-shift and weakening of the
resulting geostrophially-balaned north-westward ow.
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Figure 4.5: Satellite (a) and model (b) lines of onstant annual mean SSHs as a
proxy for surfae geostrophi ow. The bold line represents the position of the ~500
m (i.e. the approximate position of the shelf-edge) and 3500 m isobaths.
Patterns of SST and SSS (Figures 4.2 and 4.4 respetively) suggest that a topo-
graphial ontrol exists in the southern part of the system suh that the upwelling
front, manifest in both SST and SSS, follows the orientation of the shelf-edge. The
surfae geostrophi ow, as depited in lines of onstant SSH (Figure 4.5), also
tends to follow the undulations of the shelf-edge in the southern region. The appar-
ent topographial ontrol of the upwelling front and large-sale irulation pattern
is onned to south of ~28
oS, whih is the position of a distint inshore bend of the
shelf-edge, so that to the south it is relatively broad, while it is muh narrower to
the north of ~28
oS. Based on these dierenes in the nature of the surfae manifes-
tation of the upwelling front relative to the shelf-edge, the Benguela system an be
divided into distint northern and southern regimes.
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4.1.3 Vertial struture: temperature, salinity, density and
alongshore geostrophi urrents
In order to produe a representative ross-setion of the mean vertial struture of
the northern and southern regimes, in eah region a 300 x 350 km (alongshore x
ross-shore) box is plaed parallel to the oast from whih an alongshore average
is alulated. Heneforth, all vertial setions representative of the northern and
southern Benguela systems will be based on the alongshore averages of these pre-
dened boxes, the positions of whih are shown in Figure 4.6.
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Regions defined as characteristic of the
northern and southern Benguela systems
Figure 4.6: Position of boxes from whih alongshore averages are omputed as rep-
resentative of the vertial struture of the northern and southern Benguela systems.
Areas shaded in grey are < 18
o
C, darker shades are ooler. The blak lines represent
the 300 m and 500 m isobaths.
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Temperature and salinity setions
Annual mean temperature and salinity setions based on model-derived data are
ompared with the equivalent limatologial mean WOA setions, and are shown
in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 as representative of the northern and southern Benguela
regimes respetively. The 16
o
C isotherm is highlighted in bold and has been taken
to approximate the loation of the thermoline, based on its entral position in the
region of losely-spaed isotherms, denitive of the thermoline. Large-sale oeano-
graphi proesses and their eet on the depth of the thermoline an signiantly
aet the produtivity of an upwelling system by hanging the temperature and
nutrient ontent of the soure region of upwelled water. The extent to whih the
model maintains a realisti salinity struture is suggestive of its ability to reprodue
and onserve realisti water masses.
In the northern Benguela the model simulation aptures the annual mean depth
of the thermoline within 10 m of reality as depited by the WOA (Figure 4.7a).
The upward slope of the isotherms at the oast, indiative of upwelling proesses,
is present in the model output but not in the WOA dataset as it does not resolve
an approximately 100 km oastal band. Downward sloping isotherms at the oast
between ~150 to at least 1000 m in the model output provides evidene for a distint
poleward underurrent in the northern Benguela. Though there is some indiation
of the downward slope of isotherms toward the oast in the WOA data, partiu-
larly shallower than 200 m, but also at greater depths, the oastal resolution is not
suient to detet the full expanse and intensity of the poleward underurrent. Dis-
tintive of the vertial salinity struture in the northern Benguela (Figure 4.7) is
a high salinity ore in the viinity of the shelf-edge, for whih there is evidene in
both the WOA and model-derived data to a depth of 200 m. At depths of ~550-
950 m for both WOA and model-derived data is a salinity minimum layer and is
ommensurate with the Antarti Intermediate Water mass (AAIW), whos ore was
loated at ~750 m depth by Shannon and Hunter (1988). The salinity minimum
assoiated with the ore of the AAIW mass is 34.45 psu for WOA data and <34.55
psu for the model-derived data, suggesting that the model is losing the water mass
harateristis of the deep AAIW by ausing it to beome slightly more saline.
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Figure 4.7: Alongshore average in the northern Benguela 'box' of annual mean
temperatures (top) and salinity (bottom) based on WOA (left) and model-derived
(right) data. Contour interval for (a) and (b) is 0.5
o
C, for () and (d) is 0.05 psu.Un
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Figure 4.8: Alongshore average in the southern Benguela 'box' of annual mean
temperatures (top) and salinity (bottom) based on WOA (left) and model-derived
(right) data. Contour interval for (a) and (b) is 0.5
o
C, for () and (d) is 0.05 psu.
The vertial thermal struture of the southern Benguela (Figure 4.8 (top)) system
diers to that of the northern Benguela in that the isotherms slope more autely,
partiularly oshore of the shelf-edge, in the southern Benguela. This is related to
the striking juxtaposition of warm oshore water, assoiated with Agulhas Current
input and ool water inshore, assoiated with the upwelling regime. The impliation
of more steeply-sloping isotherms in the southern Benguela is inreased available
potential energy (APE). Weakly downward-tilting isotherms at the shelf-slope at
depths of greater than ~800 m in the model output, suggests the existene of a weak
poleward ow in this region. Due to its restrition to the very near-shelf region, this
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evidene of a poleward underurrent does not exist in the WOA data. The depth of
the 16
oC isotherm, as resolved by the model, is ~30 m deeper in the oshore regions
of the southern Benguela due to the fat that too muh Agulhas water enters the
Benguela in the model simulation. This warm bias is most pronouned in the upper
150 m, while at greater depths the model agrees more favourably. The salinity
struture in the southern Benguela (Figure 4.8 (bottom)) also shows steeply-sloping
isolines oshore of the shelf-edge and alludes to the inreased storage apaity for
APE in this region. The AAIW mass is again present and lies between ~650-900 m
based on both WOA and model-derived data. However, the fat that the minimum
salinity for this water mass is 0.1 psu less based on WOA data (34.4 psu) than for
model-derived data (34.5 psu) suggests, one again, a slight loss of some deep water
mass harateristis.
Density struture
Dierenes between model-derived and WOA-based temperature, salinity and den-
sity for the northern and southern Benguela are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The
dierenes have been normalised with respet to the orresponding range of temper-
ature, salinity and density so that they may be more objetively ompared. In both
the northern and southern Benguela systems, large postive temperature biases (i.e
whih tends to derease the density) are, in plaes, oinident with positive salinity
biases (i.e. whih tends to inrease density) and, via spiiness, results in a model
density struture that agrees more favourably with reality, as reeted in fairly low
resolution WOA data.
In the northern Benguela, while the temperature and salinity biases an be quite
large (i.e. maximums of +5 % and -15 % of the range of atual temperatures and
salinities, whih equates to maximum anomalies of +0.97
o
C and -0.15 psu respe-
tively), the maximum density bias is less than 3 % of the range of densities (-0.23
kg.m
-3
). The entral water mass, whih extends from approximately the base of the
mixed layer (~150 m) to the AAIW (~550 m) is assoiated with a negative tem-
perature bias, whih ats to inrease the density, and a negative salinity bias (to a
depth of ~600 m), that results in dereased densities. Density solutions based on
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the non-linear equation of state and this ombination of negative temperature and
negative salinity biases therefore results in a density solution that is loser to reality.
Beneath the entral water mass is the AAIW mass, whih is subjet to a positive
salinity bias and a negative temperature bias. The negative temperature and salin-
ity bias at the oast, assoiated with the models overestimation of upwelling, results
in a very slight density bias. The mean negative temperature, salinity and density
biases for the northern Benguela are -0.26
o
C, -0.05 psu and -0.1 kg.m
-3
respetively
and the mean positive biases are 0.43
o
C, 0.04 psu and 0.03 kg.m
-3
.
Though still signiantly less than temperature and salinity biases, model den-
sity biases in the southern Benguela are somewhat larger (with a maximum of -10
%, linked with an atual bias of -0.69 kg.m
-3
) than in the northern Benguela, parti-
ularly in the upper 200 m oshore of the shelf edge. The inreased negative density
bias in the mixed layer and upper entral waters of southern Benguela is related to
a large temperature bias (with a maximum of ~20 %, linked to an atual bias of
3.07
o
C) that is not suiently ompensated for by a salinity bias that is positive
nearshore and on the shelf, but negative oshore in the upper layers. The positive
temperature bias oshore in the upper 700 m in the southern Benguela is linked to
the models overestimation of Agulhas input. The positive salinity bias is not in the
same loation as the positive temperature bias; it is loated over the shelf, within
the entral water mass and deeper. This suggests that it is not only linked to the
warm oshore bias assoiated with the overestimation of input from the Agulhas
Current, but also to the loss of deep water mass harateristis. The mean tem-
peraure, salinity and density negative biases for the southern Benguela are -0.11
o
C,
-0.02 psu and -0.33 kg.m
-3
respetively and the mean positive biases are 1.49
o
C, 0.07
psu and 0.05 kg.m
-3
.
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Figure 4.9: Normalised temperature (a), salinity (b) and density () bias for the
northern Benguela alongshore-averaged 'box' setion. Positive (negative) values
orrespond to regions where the model overestimates (underestimates) WOA data.
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Figure 4.10: Normalised temperature (a), salinity (b) and density () bias for the
southern Benguela alongshore-averaged 'box' setion. Positive (negative) values
orrespond to regions where the model overestimates (underestimates) WOA data.
The annual mean vertial density struture at the shelf-edge is shown in Fig-
ure 4.11 for both WOA observations (Figure 4.11a) and for the model-derived data
(Figure 4.11b) and adds alongshore variations to the surfae density biases shown
in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. It shows that surfae density derived by the model is lower
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than WOA surfae densities throughout the domain, but most onspiuously in the
southern Benguela (southward of ~28
oS) where the model simulates less dense wa-
ter to depths inreasing southward to ~50 m at ~33.5
oS due to the inreased input
of Agulhas water. However, the general pattern of model densities at the shelf-edge
ompare favourably with observations: a shallow sloping of the isopynals toward
the south, with a distint upwelling of isopynals that introdues a disontinuity in
the upper 50 m at ~ 25
oS. This region is the Lüderitz Upwelling Cell-Orange River
Cone (LUCORC) region, whih is transboundary between the northern and south-
ern Benguela regimes and is ommensurate with the most vigorous and perennial
upwelling ell. Dunombe Rae (2004) demonstrated that to the north of this region,
the upwelling soure waters were more saline in harater than to the south and is
reeted in Figure 4.11. It has also been shown to be a region where alongshore ur-
rents veer oshore, eetively forming a 'gate' of nearshore water properties to the
oeani domain. The 'doming' of the alongshore density struture in Figures 4.11a
and 4.11b, in fat suggest an inshore (at ~24
o
S) and oshore (at ~26
o
S) ow in this
region. South of this, the isopynals reet mesosale variations that are related to
the meadering nature of the Benguela Current and passing Agulhas eddies. There
is some indiation of a similar pattern in the WOA density plot, however the poor
resolution lters muh of the mesosale variability.
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Figure 4.11: Alongshore setions of annual mean density at approximately the shelf-
edge from 19-34 ^oS, based on WOA (a) and model-derived (b) data.
Stratiation
To further eluidate the nature of the vertial struture of the near-shore Benguela
system and alongshore variations, the Brunt-Väisälä frequeny (N
2
) is derived from
model-ouput as well as in situ WOA data and is a measure of stratiation of the
water olumn (see equation 4.5).
N2 = −
g
ρ0
∂ρ
∂z
(4.5)
where N
2
is the Brunt-Vaisala frequeny (in s
-2
), ρ is the density (in kg.m-3) and
z is the depth.
Despite the fat that the model introdues too muh warm Agulhas water in
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to the Benguela system, the ability of the model to reprodue the vertial stru-
ture of density relatively suessfully gives ondene in validity of the stratiation
alulation (equation 4.5). Figure 4.12 is a vertial setion of annual mean Brunt-
Väisälä frequeny averaged aross the shelf (i.e. from the oast to the approximate
position of the shelf-edge) and is shown for the domain spanning 17-34
oS and from
the surfae to ~200 m depth. It is shown as derived from both WOA observations
(Figure 4.12a) and model-derived data (Figure 4.12b). Figure 4.12 shows that be-
tween 24-28
oS and 10-100 m depth a distint minimum of stratiation exists for
both the WOA observations and the model output. This disontinuity is related to
the perennial and vigorous upwellling ell in this loation and the vertial density
struture at the shelf-edge (see Figure 4.11) extends the denition of the division be-
tween northern and southern Benguela regimes (refer to Figure 4.6) into the vertial
dimension. The wider southern Benguela shelf is more stratied than the northern
Benguela shelf and this is likely to be assoiated with less available potential en-
ergy (APE) on the shelf there and therefore, a region of relative quiesene. Figure
4.8 suggests that, while stratiation appears relatively strong on the shelf in the
southern Benguela (indiated by the horizontal and losely spaed isotherms), near
the shelf edge and further oshore the slope of the isotherms beomes signiant,
the impliation being that the storage of APE is greater (and, therefore, the po-
tential for barolini instabilities) is large seaward of the shelf-edge in the southern
Benguela. The model produes enhaned stratiation in the southern Benguela
ompared to WOA and is due to the overestimation of Agulhas Current inuene in
the southern Benguela. On the other hand, the model is too diuse the northern,
tropial region, whih an also be seen in Figure 4.11. The mixed layer in the model
is very distint ompared to WOA, in whih it is not to not be properly resolved
(Marhesiello et al. (2003)).
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Figure 4.12: Alongshore setions of annual mean Brunt-Vaisala frequeny (in s
-2
)
at approximately the shelf-edge from 19-34
o
S for WOA (a) and model-derived (b)
data.
Geostrophi Flow
Vertial setions of alongshore averaged geostrophi veloities are shown in Figure
4.13 for the northern and southern Benguela regions. The geostrophi veloities
are derived from the thermal wind relation (equation 4.6) for both the WOA and
model-derived density eld (whih are derived from the temperature and salinity
elds via the equation of state), using the surfae geostrophi ow (alulated from
satellite and model SSHs) as the referene level from whih to perform the vertial
integration.
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f
∂vg
∂z
= −
g
ρ0
∂ρ
∂x
(4.6)
Both the WOA and model-derived alongshore geostrophi veloities in the north-
ern Benguela (Figure 4.13a and 4.13b) suggest the dominane of a poleward ow
in this region. The poleward ow derived with the model density eld tends to be
somewhat more onned to the shelf-edge, while the WOA-derived poleward ow is
rather more diuse and extends over a broader oshore domain. Nevertheless, the
average veloities of the poleward ow as derived by the model are well within the
range of those derived by the in situ data. Furthermore, the peak poleward ow,
in both data sets, is situated at the shelf-edge at a depth of ~300 m. The distint
equatorward upwelling jet that is resolved by model-derived geostrophi veloities
within 50-80 km of the oast is not resolved by the WOA data set.
Model-derived alongshore geostrophi veloities for the southern Benguela reveal
an equatorward jet (Figure 4.13d) at the oast as well as at the shelf-edge, some
200 km oshore. Between these two jets is a region of relatively weak veloities.
The bottom boundary layer over the shelf is haraterized by a weak poleward ow
that extends over the shelf-edge and, though weak, it dominates the deeper layers
(i.e. > ~400 m) in the oshore domain. The WOA density eld satisfatorily
resolves the equatorward shelf-edge jet, with veloities equivalent to those derived
from the model density eld (i.e. ~14 m.s). As in the northern Benguela, nearshore
features are not aptured by the WOA dataset, nor is the weak poleward ow that
haraterizes the bottom boundary layer over the shelf (aording to the model).
However, the deep oshore portion of the poleward ow is aptured by the WOA-
derived geostrophi ow, but is slightly shallower, further oshore and more intense
than is resolved by the model.
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Figure 4.13: Annual mean, alongshore averaged, alongshore geostrophi veloity
omponent for the northern and southern Benguela regions (top and bottom respe-
tively), based on the WOA and model-derived density eld (left and right respe-
tively). Negative (grey) values represent poleward veloities.
4.1.4 Water mass analysis
Figure 4.14a and 4.14b are potential temperature-salinity urves (TS-urves) of a
meridional setion 200 km oshore for WOA and model-derived data respetively,
with the meridional position olour-oded so that blue is furthest south and red is
furthest north. It reveals that, for a given temperature and water mass (i.e. AAIW,
whih is represented by the salinity minimum of the urve, the entral water mass
whih is represented by the linear part of the TS-urve and upwells at the oast or
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surfae water whih is everything warmer than the entral water mass) the salinity
inreases toward the north for both observational and model-based plots. This is a
well-known feature of the water-mass harateristis of the Benguela system and is a
funtion of the more saline soure waters at the northern boundary of the Benguela
system (i.e. those derived from the equatorial region via the Angola Current). From
in situ data Dunombe Rae (2004) showed that water mass harateristis between
the Orange River mouth (~28.4
oS) and Walvis Bay (~22.6oS) are disontinuous in
the region of Lüderitz (~26.4
oS), suh that the salinities to the north are higher
for a given potential temperature than to the south. A blak solid line in both
the TS-urves in Figure 4.14 represents 25
oS, to the north of this the entral water
mass is more saline than to the south of it for a given temperature. The blak line
on the model-based TS-urve also oinides with the position of a disontinuity in
the surfae water mass harateristis, suh that it represents an alongshore salinity
minimum for a temperature range spanning 15-17
oC. This signature is related to
the enhaned oastal upwelling at approximately this latitude (see Figure 4.24) and
the intense oshore motion (see Figure 4.15), together with the fat that salt is a
onservative property while temperature is not: i.e. ool and fresh upwelled waters
are adveted oshore and while at the surfae they get warmer but their salinties
remain onstant. This proess is not well resolved in the WOA data.
Dierenes between observational and model-derived water mass harateristis
inlude the overestimation of temperature and salinity in the surfae waters in the
south, shown as the blue 'tail' in the model TS plot in Figure 4.14a and previously
seen in the vertial setions shown in Figures 4.9a and 4.10a. In TS-urves for this
region, AAIW is identied as the salinity minimum at temperatures ooler than the
entral water mass (i.e. the linear part of the urve). The model resolves AAIW as
a salinity minimum, but underestimates it slightly (by ~0.1 psu), suggesting that
the model is not ompletely onserving the AAIW mass.
The erosion of the deep AAIW mass in the ROMS model was identied by
? as a result of spurious diapynal mixing ommon in sigma-oordinate models.
They developed a method of reduing the error that involves splitting the advetion
and diusion shemes, the latter is rotated for numerial stability and appears as
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a biharmoni. Our simulation inludes their split advetion-diusion sheme and,
though the salinity minimum assoiated with the AAIW is somewhat eroded, it is
an improvement of the original sheme (for a omparison see Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.14: Potential temperature-salinity plot of a 200 km oshore setion, based
on model-derived data (a) and WOA in situ data (b). The olour bar represents
the meridional position along the setion, blue being furthest south and red being
furthest north. The blak line is 25
o
S.
4.1.5 Large-sale ow regime
Large-sale general irulation features of the Benguela system an best be visual-
ized as streamlines (whih require the assumption that sales of horizontal motion
are far larger than sales of vertial motion), alulated as the streamfuntion of
the meridional and zonal-omponents of ow, integrated from the surfae to 1000
m. Figure 4.15a shows streamlines of ow in the upper 1000 m and eluidates the
division of the Benguela system into two distint regimes. North of Lüderitz the
general ow follows the orientation of the oast and is poleward, with a relatively
low volume ux of between 1-2 Sv. The ow regime south of Lüderitz is dominated
by the northwesterly meandering path of the Benguela Current and passing Agulhas
rings, that also tends to follow the orientation of the oastline until ~30
o
S, where it
begins to veer oshore. Although somewhat higher at the western edge of the do-
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main, transports of the Benguela Current as resolved by the model are of the order of
measurements taken during the 'Benguela Soures and Transports (BEST)' projet
during austral autumn and an be found in the work of Garzoli and Gordon (1996);
Garzoli et al. (1997). Figure 4.35a shows the annual mean and seasonal integrated
model-derived transport at 30
o
S from the oast to the edge of the model domain
at 10
o
E and integrated over the upper 1000 m. Also shown (as irles) are the ap-
proximate transport values derived from Current-Temperature-Depth (CTD) data
during BEST2 (07/05-02/07/1993) for the same loation (refer to Figure 5 in Garzoli
and Gordon (1996)), whih were reorded during autumn. Comparing the autumn
transport uxes based on model-derived data with in situ data (Figure 4.35a), it is
evident that while a ouple of outliers are present, the model agrees favourably with
transports alulated from data obtained from the BEST ruise. Both the observa-
tional and model-derived transports suggest two ores of the Benguela Current: one
that is lose to the oast (~14-14.5
oE) and a seond that is further oshore. The
urrent diverges into a oastal and oshore stream oshore of the Cape Peninsula
at ~ 34
oS (see Figure 4.15a).
Between the poleward northern regime and equatorward southern regime, is an
area where the ow rosses ontours of
f
H
, with the most perpendiular orientation
just north of Lüderitz. When planetary vortiity is large ompared to relative vorti-
ity, ow is expeted to follow lines of onstant
f
H
. The dimensionless Rossby number
(see Appendix A for a sale analysis) in the region of interest is small suggesting
that planetary eets are more inuential that non-linear eets. The small Rossby
number (R
o
= U
fL
) is based on a length sale (L) of 150 km, whih is taken as the
approximate width of the poleward ow, a veloity sale (U) of 1.5 m.s
-1
, whih is
the average veloity poleward ow and a oriolis parameter (f) of -6x10
-5
s
-1
for the
region just north of the ross-
f
H
. ow. Beause the Rossby number is small, the
oshore (ross-
f
H
.) deetion of the poleward ow is therefore somewhat unexpeted
and remains to be explained.
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Figure 4.15: (a): Transport streamfuntion alulated from model-derived inte-
grated zonal- and meridional-omponents from the surfae to 1000 m depth. and
(b): Transport streamfuntion based on Sverdrup relation. The ontour interval is
2 Sv (i.e. 10
6
m.
3
.s
-1
). The shades of grey represent lines of onstant
f
H
.
It is somewhat ounter-intuitive that the prevailing winds in the northern Benguela
(refer to Figure 4.1) are in the opposite diretion to the ambient poleward ow in
this region. A possible explanation for this ould be the Sverdrup relation, whih
relates meridional ow with the torque indued on the oean by the url of the
wind eld. Equation 4.7 is the steady-state solution of the Sverdrup relation and
is derived from the vortiity equation. It is derived from the geostrophi vortiity
equation and is therefore only valid for ow regimes in whih planetary vortiity
exeeds relative vortiity (refer to Appendix B).
−β
∂ψ
∂x
=
▽× τ
ρ0
(4.7)
where ψ is the transport funtion (in m3.s−1).
Figure 4.15b is a plot of the transport streamfuntion as derived from the Sver-
drup relation and reveals the bakground ow regime that would be indued by the
url of the wind stress alone. It gives a onvining impression that the poleward ow
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in the northern Benguela and its oshore advetion at ~27
o
S are indeed a produt
of the Sverdrup relation, foring an average southward ow in the upper 1000 m
at the eastern boundary of the order of ~2 m.s
−1
. The Sverdrup relation does not
hold for the southern Benguela region due to the inow of the Agulhas Current and
important eddy uxes assoiated with it.
A yloni meander is oinident with the shelf-edge disontinuity at ~28
o
S suh
that oshore transport ours as the equatorward transport approahes the region
of distint shelf-narrowing. While the Sverdrup relation appears to be the dominat-
ing fore in the oshore advetion in the viinity of Lüderitz, the oshore transport
related to this yloni meander does not appear to be linked to the Sverdrup rela-
tion.
The distint alongshore disontinuity in stratiation on the shelf shown in Fig-
ure 4.12 and its oinidene with the shelf-edge disontinuity inspired an analysis
of the possible eets of JEBAR (the 'Joint Eet of BAroliniity and Relief') on
ausing the mean ow to ross ontours of
f
H
. The rst diagnosti alulations of the
eet of along-isobath density gradients were arried out by Sarkisyan and Ivanov
(1971) (ited in Csanady (1985)) and has sine been investigated analytially by
several others (e.g. Shaw and Csanady (1983); Huthnane (1984); Csanady (1985);
Sakamoto and Umetsu (2006)) and been applied to understand, for example; an
unexpeted veering of the Kuroshio (Guo et al. (2002)) and the oastal separation
of the Gulf stream at ~35
oN (Myers et al. (1996)).
Shaw and Csanady (1983) and Csanady (1985) provide a suint desription of
the dynamis of JEBAR. Horizontal density perturbations will result in a vertial
shear in the ow due to the thermal wind relation. If the density perturbation o-
urs in the along-isobath sense over a sloping-bottom, the net transport in deeper
regions will be more than in shallower regions resulting in a divergene. By the ne-
essity of the onservation of mass, this divergene is ompensated for by a barotopi
transport eld, whih strethes the vortex lines, ausing the water olumn to veer
into deeper water. The steeper the slope and the more intense the along-isobath
density gradient, the stronger this eet will be. We investigate this eet in the
Benguela system at the density and topographi disontinuity at ~28
oS and its
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possible relation to the yloni meander in this region.
The JEBAR term appears in the depth-integrated vortiity equation and its
derivation an be found in Appendix C, in whih the non-visous, geostrophi and
hydrostati approximations are made. With these assumptions, the depth-integrated
vortiity equation for stationary ow simplies to:
~M.∇
f
H
= J
(
φ,H−1
)
(4.8)
where:
• H is the water depth
• φ = g
ρo
∫ 0
−H ρzdz is the barolini potential energy (in m
3
.s
-2
)
• ~M.∇ f
H
= My
∂
∂y
(
f
H
)
+Mx
∂
∂x
(
f
H
)
is the vortex strething or advetion of plan-
etary vortiity (in s
-2
)
• J is the Jaobian and represents: J (A,B) = ∂A
∂x
∂B
∂y
− ∂A
∂y
∂B
∂x
• Mx =
∫ 0
−H udz and My =
∫ 0
−H vdz are the vertially integrated u- and v-
transport omponents (in m
2
.s
-1
)
Equation 4.8 suggests that, if the JEBAR term (i.e. the right-hand side) is indeed
a dominating fator in the oshore veering of the alongshore ow, it should balane
the term that desribes the advetion of potential vortiity (APV: i.e. the veering
of ow from lines of onstant
f
H
). Figure 4.16 shows these two terms for the middle-
Benguela region and reveals that they are most signiant on the shelf-edge, with
high negative values of APV where the mean ow (depited by the streamlines)
veers oshore at the narrowing of the shelf (represented as a dashed line) at 28.5
o
S.
The negative APV is ompensated for by high positive values of the JEBAR term.
The impliation of this is that the alongshelf disontinuity in stratiation and
topography indeed has a role to play in the formation of the yloni meander in
this region.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Advetion of potential vortiity (APV) and, (b) JEBAR terms
derived from the depth-integrated vortiity equation. Overlaid are streamlines of
ow and the position of the shelf-edge (dashed line). The units are 10
-10
s
-1
.
We now have ompelling evidene that the wind is the dominating fator in the
large-sale oshore veering in the entral Benguela at ~27
o
S and that alongshore
density and topographial variations have some inuene further south at ~28.5
o
S.
4.1.6 Shelf-edge features
Figure 4.17 shows that vertial motion at a depth of 300 m in the northern and
southern Benguela systems is strikingly dihotomous, suh that it is persistently
downward in the north and, though predominantly upward in the south, a wave-like
alternating upward and downward pattern (seen as alternating red and blue regions
just o the 500 m isobath in Figure 4.17) is distint, partiularly south of ~32
oS.
The downward motion at 300 m in the north is ommensurate with the path of the
poleward ow, for whih evidene exists in the streamlines of transport (integrated
from 0-300 m) shown on Figure 4.17). In the south, the oshore veering of the
Benguela Current at about 30
oS is oinident with a large area of upward motion and
the path of the oastal Benguela Current as it follows the shelf-edge to ~30
oS overlies
the wavelike pattern of upward and downward motion. This pattern of downward
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(upward) veloities in the north (south), assoiated with the poleward (equatorward)
ow is onsistent with Ekman veering. The transition from predominantly upward
to predominantly downward motion ours in the viinity of Lüderitz, where the
transport regime hanges from alongshore (equatorward in the south and poleward
in the north) to oshore, whih an be seen in the streamlines in Figure 4.17. The
northern limit of upward motion due to divergene indued by the oshore motion
at the transition between the two systems is at ~26
oS and exists just oshore of the
downward motion at the shelf-edge.
   6oE    9oE   12oE   15oE   18oE 
  35oS 
  30oS 
  25oS 
  20oS 
  15oS 
Cape Frio
Luderitz
Vertical velocity at 300 m
−0.02 −0.01 0 0.01 0.02
Figure 4.17: Annual mean vertial motion at a depth of 300 m with the 500 m
isobath shown in a dashed line. The olourbar is in units of m.s
-1. Overlaid are
streamlines for depth-integrated transport from 0-300m.
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The distintly dierent vertial struture of shelf-edge dynamis of the northern
and southern systems and the obvious transition between them is unequivoal in
Figure 4.18, whih shows the annual mean alongshore, ross-shore and vertial ve-
loities at the shelf-edge (~500 m) from 34
oS to 14oS. The alongshore, ross-shore
and vertial transport vetors north of ~26
oS are relatively uniform, suh that the
poleward ow is ommensurate with predominantly downward and onshore motion.
On the other hand, the meandering nature of the equatorward ow in the south-
ern Benguela produes an alternating oshore-onshore pattern for the ross-shore
omponent and a wave-like pattern of the alongshore veloity omponent assoiated
with an alternating ow strength that results from the onshore-oshore meandering
of the ore of the equatorward ow.
The distint shelf-edge poleward ow in the northern Benguela is shown in shades
of grey in Figure 4.18a. It remains near-surfae until ~26
oS, but the ore starts
deepening toward the south from ~22
oS and this an be seen in the vertial veloity
struture, in whih shades of grey represent downward motion. Muh of the poleward
ow veers oshore between ~25-26
o
S and from ~26
oS southward, the poleward ow
ontinues to deepen and no longer has a near-surfae omponent, but rather is
overlaid by the meandering, equatorward ow of the oastal Benguela Current.
The ABFZ region (i.e. 14-16
o
S) is dened as the onvergene region of the
poleward Angola Current and dynamis assoiated with the Benguela upwelling
regime (Veith et al. (2006)) and is well represented in Figure 4.18. In Figure 4.18,
the Angola Current has an oshore omponent that is onsistent with the nding of
Gordon and Bosley (1991) that the southern boundary of the yloni Angola Gyre
is ommensurate with the ABFZ.
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c) Vertical velocities. ci = 0.008  cm.s−1. Downward velocities in grey.
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a) Alongshore velocities. ci = 2  cm.s−1. Polward velocities in grey.
Figure 4.18: Annual mean alongshore (a), ross-shore (b) and vertial veloities ()
in the viinity of the shelf-edge (~500m) from 34 to 14
oS
A simple explanation for the deepening of the poleward ow in the northern
Benguela lies perhaps in the onservation of potential vortiity (pv). The low Rossby
number (R
o
= U
fL
; refer to appendix A for a derivation), based on a veloity sale
(U) of 1.5 m.s
-1
, a length sale (L) of 150 km and a oriolis parameter (f) of
-6x10
-5
s
-1
assoiated with the poleward ow in the northern Benguela implies that
planetary eets far outweigh advetive eets. Therefore, the relative vortiity term
an be negleted and the potential vortiity is simplied to a relationship between
planetary vortiity and depth of the homogenous layer:
PV =
f
H
(4.9)
where H is the depth of the homogenous, poleward owing layer.
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A visual inspetion reveals that the base of the poleward ow at 16
oS is situated
at approximately 300 m, thus allowing us to alulate PV. Beause PV is onserved,
we again use equation (4.9) to alulate the hanging depths (H) of the base of
the poleward-owing layer as it moves southward, based on the already alulated
pv and the oriolis parameter. The irles for eah ross-setion in Figure 4.19
show the depth of the poleward underurrent as it moves southward, alulated
from the potential vortiity equation. They agree well with the deepening of the
poleward underurrent as resolved by the model. This suggests that the deepening
of the poleward ow as it moves southward is indeed related to the onservation
of potential vortiity. Penven et al. (2005) showed a similar deepening of the Peru
oastal underurrent in the Peru upwelling system.
A seondary maximum of the poleward urrent begins to appear at ~20
oS in
Figure 4.19 and is very distint at ~23
oS where a distint maximum exists near the
oast and the seondary maximum some 150 km oshore. The inshore and oshore
maximums are probably the phased seasonal, upwelling-related meridional ows on
the shelf and South Equatorial Underurrent (SEUC) further oshore respetively as
shown in Figure 1 of Monteiro et al. (2008). O the Peru upwelling system, a similar
double-maximum of the poleward urrent has been simulated by Penven et al. (2005)
to our 200-300 km o Chimote (~9.4
oS), Callao (~12.1oS) and Piso (14oS), whih
they suggested is ommensurate with the Peru Coastal Counter Current (PCCC)
and is fored by the large-sale pattern of wind stress url via the Sverdrup relation.
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Figure 4.19: Southward deepening of the poleward ow in the northern Benguela
shown in several setions. Overlaid are blue stars representing the deepening of the
poleward ow based on the model of the onservation of potential vortiity in a low
Rossby number regime.
Shelf-edge waves in the southern Benguela
The annual mean pattern of vertial motion on the shelf-edge in the southern
Benguela, south of ~30
oS (see Figure 4.17 and 4.18) is suggestive of a standing
wave feature (i.e. an alternating red (upward) and blue (downward) pattern just
o the shelf-edge). Penven (2000) showed that standing shelf-edge waves an be
produed in the lee of a ape, by a mean prograde equatorward ow (i.e. when the
ow is oriented with the oast on its right). His investigation was based on a simple
analytial model and substantiated by an idealized model onguration. The ana-
lytial approah of Penven (2000) is used here to eluidate the role of the wave-like
pattern of vertial veloities on the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela.
Beause interest lies in a standing-wave pattern in equilibrium onditions, the
analytial approah of Penven (2000) was to rewrite the temporal derivatives in the
frame of a ape that is moving and a 'mean ow' at rest, based on the assumption
that the interation of a mean ow (U
0
) with a ape at rest is approximately equal to
the interation of a mean ow 'at rest' and a ape moving in the opposite diretion
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(i.e.− U
0
). The derivation of the analytial solution for the wavelength of standing
waves produed in the lee of a ape by a mean ow is shown in Appendix D and
is based on Buhwald and Adams (1968), Wilkin and Chapman (1987) and Penven
(2000). Assumptions made in order to simplify the derivation are a rigid-lid, shallow-
water and barotropi approximation (based on the fat that the horizontal length
sale is very muh larger than the depth sale). The latter implies a barotropi
solution, espeially on the shelf, whih is not entirely unrealisti for our feature of
interest, i.e. note the reasonably barotropi nature of the vertial veloity struture
in the southern Benguela in Figure 4.18. It is assumed that the shelf slope does not
hange with respet to the alongshore diretion and is given by a linear relationship
that is dened as follows:
h = Hmaxe
−2λ(Ymax−Y )
(4.10)
where h and H
max
is the maximum depth and depth respetively in the ross-
shore diretion, Y
max
and Y are the maximum oshore distane and oshore distane
respetively and λ is a onstant that adjusts the steepness of the slope. H
max
, Y
max
,
and λ are given values of 800 m, 80 km and 1.8x10-5. Figure 4.20 shows the real slope
in the viinity of the Cape Penninsula (~34
oS) as a solid line, while the linearized
slope is shown as a dotted line.
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Real vs. analytical shelf at ~33oS
Figure 4.20: Real (solid line) and linearized (dotted line) slope in and representing
(respetively) the region of the Cape Peninsula (~34
oS).
The linearized slope topography approximates the Cape Penninsula well and
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simplies the derivation of the standing wave equation that is dependent on the
magnitude of the mean ow and the harateristis of the ape and is shown in
equation 4.11.
Ln =
2π√
n2π2
Ymax2
− λ2 − 2λf
U0
(4.11)
where L
n
is the wavelength, n is the mode number, U
0
is the magnitude of the
mean ow.
Based on a mode number (n) of 1, a Ymax of 80 km, a λ of 1.8x10
−4
, an f of
-8e-5s−1 (for the southern Benguela region) and a harateristi mean ow (U0)
of 0.2 m.s
−1
(based on the model data: see Figure 4.23), a standing wave with
a wavelength of ~50 km is analytially resolved to be generated in the lee of the
ape desribed by the exponential funtion given in equation 4.10. Table 4.1 shows
dierent harateristi wavelengths of standing waves produed by dierent mode
numbers and dierent mean harateristi ows past the Cape Peninsula. For the
rst three wavenumbers [1,2,3℄, with harateristi mean ows in the range 0.1-0.3
m.s
−1
standing waves with wavelengths in the range ~30-60 km are produed. A
visual analysis of Figure 4.18 suggests that a wavelength of the order of ~30-60 km,
given by the analytial solutions in Table 4.1, is of the order of the wavelike pattern
of vertial veloities at the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela.
Table 4.1: Charateristi wavelengths (in km) of shelf-edge standing waves produed
by dierent harateristi mean ows (U
0
) and wavenumbers (n).
n=1 n=2 n=3
U0 = 0.1 m.s
−1
36.26 km 33.76 km 30.53 km
U0 = 0.2 m.s
−1
50.28 km 44.16 km 37.58 km
U0 = 0.3 m.s
−1
60.41 km 50.56 km 41.29 km
For a more expliit veriation that the wavelike pattern of vertial veloities at
the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela is indeed a standing wave produed by the
interation of the mean equatorward ow past the Cape Peninsula, a wavelet analysis
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is performed on the vertial veloities above the 500 m isobath at a depth of 300 m,
for the southern Benguela region, spanning ~35.5
oS to ~25oS. As a statistial tool,
the wavelet analysis is useful in that it not only gives the relative power of separate
wavelengths that ontribute to the resulting signal, but it also gives their variation
along the time-series (or rather, in this ase, 'spae-series'). More information on
the wavelet analysis tehnique an be found in Torrene and Compo (1998) and
the software was provided by C. Torrene and G. Compo and is available at URL:
http://paos.olorado.edu/researh/wavelets/.
Figure 4.21a shows the standardized vertial veloities above the 500 m isobath
at a depth of 300 m for the full alongshore expanse of the domain and Figure
4.21b is the assoiated wavelet power spetrum, where the white ross-hathed lines
represent the region where edge-eets beome signiant and statistial results
are inonlusive and the bold blak line enompasses signals of greater than 95%
signiane. Two bands of signiane exist at ~60 km and at ~ 130 km at various
loations between 35
oS and 25oS. A ouple of degrees northward of Cape Columbine
(at ~33
oS), the dominant vertial veloity signal has a wavelength of the order of 60
km, whih is of the order of the analytial solutions of a standing wave produed by
a prograde urrent owing past a ape at several dierent sales of mean ow (see
Table 4.1). Between 35-34
oS and 31-28oS, a wavelength of ~130 km is signiant for
the alongshore signal of vertial veloities. This is onsistent with the length-sales
of the alongshore variations of the shelf-edge (refer to Figure 4.5 for the alongshore
run of the shelf-edge), whih eluidates the topographial ontrol in this region.Un
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Figure 4.21: (a) Time-series of vertial veloities at the shelf-edge (at ~500 m iso-
bath) at a depth of 300 m from 35
oS to 25oS and (b) the assoiated wavelet power
spetrum. The area hathed in white represents the 'one of inuene' where edge
eets beome signiant and the bold blak ontours highlight regions of 95 %
signiane.
4.1.7 Cross-shore veloity struture: oshore-nearshore tran-
sition
The annual mean irulation features along muh of the shelf in the Benguela sys-
tem are haraterised, in some way, by typial upwelling proesses that have been
extensively studied in both analyial and numerial (idealized and realisti) mod-
els (e.g. MCreary (1981); Philander and Yoon (1982); Suginohara (1982); Yoon
and Philander (1982); MCreary and Chao (1985); Marhesiello et al. (2003); Pen-
ven et al. (2005)) as well as in situ and satellite observations (Nelson and Huth-
ings (1983); Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987); Lutjeharms and Stokton (1987);
Hardman-Mountford and Villaastin (2003)). Salient features, typial of upwelling
systems inlude an oshore Ekman transport in the surfae layers fored by equator-
ward alongshore winds, whih is ompensated for by an onshore ow at depth and
an equatorward barolini jet that develops in response to the shoreward-sloping
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isotherms, brought about by upwelling of ool water at the oast. Poleward un-
derurrents are ommonly observed features in eastern boundary upwelling systems
and, due to their seemingly paradoxial nature, they have been extensively studied
in idealized numerial experiments. In his idealized numerial model, Suginohara
(1982) found that alongshore variations in equatorward wind foring produed a
poleward underurrent below the thermoline over the shelf. This result has been
repeated by others and Yoon and Philander (1982) showed that due to the formation
of an alongshore pressure gradient (in the presene of alongshore variations), Kelvin
waves are generated that travel poleward and, on reahing equilibrium, retard the
aeleration of the equatorward jet and eventually result in a poleward underur-
rent. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show annual mean alongshore, ross-shore and vertial
veloity omponents for the harateristi northern and southern regimes (dened in
Figure 4.6) respetively and both reveal typial upwelling features within about one
barolini Rossby radius of the oast (whih in this region is of the order of ~30-40
km, Chelton et al. (1998)). The barolini Rossby radius of deformation in this
region shows little latitudinal variation, unlike the Peru or North Afrian upwelling
regions and therefore barolini instabilities should be, to some extent, latitudinally
homogeneous.
The transition from upwelling-dominated dynamis on the relatively narrow shelf
to large-sale irulation features in the northern Benguela is haraterized by the
very distint and shallow poleward ow situated alongside and above the shelf-edge
that is not part of upwelling-indued dynamis, but is generated by the Sverdrup
relation (see Figure 4.15b). Based a transport of 1 Sv, derived from the Sverdrup
relation, aross a distane of ~80 km at 24
oS (refer to Figure 4.15b), an average
alongshore veloity of ~1.25 m.s
−1
in the upper 1000 m an be inferred, whih
is onsistent with the depth-averaged speed of the poleward ow in Figure 4.22).
This poleward ow is also reeted in the downward-sloping isotherms of satellite
and model-derived alongshore averaged temperatures in Figure 4.7b. As seen in
Figure 4.18, Figure 4.22 shows that the poleward ow in the northern Benguela is
ommensurate with a downward motion that, to some extent, serves to onserve
potential vortiity (PV) of the poleward owing layer as it enters lower oriolis-
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parameter regions (refer to 4.9 and Figure 4.19). To get an idea of the downward
veloities that are required in order to onserve PV, the depth of the base of the
ore of the poleward ow (dened as the ow exeeding 2 m.s
−1
) is read o Figure
4.19 at 23
oS and 24.5oS as ~150 m and ~350 m respetively. The time it would
take for a partile to travel the ~167 km between these loations at a speed of ~2
m.s
−1
is ~8x10
6
s. In this time a partile would need to travel downward at a speed
of ~0.0024 m.s
−1
to deepen from 150 m at 23
oS to 350 m at 24.5oS . Therefore,
the requirement to onserve PV produes only about 20% of the total downward
veloity (~0.01 m.s
−1
, on average) assoiated with the path of the poleward ow,
the rest ould be aounted for by the onvergene of the poleward ow at the shelf-
edge or by Ekman veering. In order to get an estimate of the downward veloity
that would result from the bottom Ekman layer we assume onstant vertial mixing,
and neglet the eet of the slope on the Ekman layer. Based on equation (41) in
Kundu (1990), a bottom veloity of ~2.5 m.s
−1
and an Ekman depth of 30 m, we
approximate a maximum downward Ekman veloity of ~0.006 m.s
−1
. While this
method is vague, it does suggest that a dominant fator in the downward veloities
at the shelf in the northern Benguela is bottom Ekman frition.
The broad shelf in the southern Benguela is haraterized by upwelling-dynamis
in the inner-shelf region and relative quiesene on the middle and outer regions of
the shelf, whih is also implied by the atness of isotherms in Figure 4.8b. Large-
sale irulation features in the southern Benguela signiantly inuene shelf-edge
dynamis, but in the mean state do not signiantly impinge on the wide shelf region.
The southern box enompasses the important phenomenon of the splitting of the
equatorward jet as it passes Cape Columbine, suh that one branh approximately
follows the shelf-edge and the other veers oshore as observed by Shannon (1985);
Boyd and Oberholzer (1992); Stenevik et al. (2008) and is simulated by the model.
The importane of this feature is in the transportation of sh eggs and larvae into
the St Helena Bay nursery area (e.g.Penven (2000); Stenevik et al. (2008)). The ow
divergene at the shelf-edge, suggested by the ross-shore ow pattern (i.e. onshore
transport in the inner-shelf region and oshore transport over the shelf) and the
orresponding shelf-edge upwelling ould be related to divergene assoiated with
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the splitting of the equatorward jet at Cape Columbine. A poleward underurrent
is present at depths greater than ~600 m and, at the shelf-break, is assoiated weak
onshore veloity whih results in onvergene and downwelling.
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Figure 4.22: Alongshore averaged, alongshore (positive = equatorward) (a), ross-
shore (positive = oshore) (b) and vertial urrents (positive = upward) () in the
northern Benguela box.
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Figure 4.23: Alongshore averaged, alongshore (positive = equatorward) (a), ross-
shore (positive = oshore) (b) and vertial urrents (positive = upward) () in the
southern Benguela box.
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4.1.8 Upwelling
The eologial and eonomi importane of the Benguela upwelling system has fa-
ilitated onsistent researh sine at least the 1960s. The investigation of upwelling
rates in the Benguela has either been limited to diret alulations based on in
situ measurements (for whih Nelson and Huthings (1983) provide a review), or
has relied on indies based on satellite SST or wind produts (e.g. Lutjeharms
and Meeuwis (1987); Carr and Kearns (2002)). While the former provides aurate
measurements of upwelling rates, it is spatially and temporally sare, with a bias
toward the entral and southern Benguela regions. On the other-hand, satellite data
allow us to investigate upwelling ativity based on a proxy derived from SST prod-
uts in a more ohesive manner for the whole system, but do not provide a diret
estimate of upwelling rates. Upwelling rates an be more diretly inferred from al-
ulating Ekman transport uxes from the alongshore wind omponent (e.g. Johnson
and Nelson (1999); Carr and Kearns (2002)), under the assumptions that the eet
of shelf-waves in suppressing upwelling is negligible, the eet of Ekman pumping
is negligible and that the oriolis fore balanes frition in the Ekman layer (i.e.
the alongshore wind stress omponent) (Johnson and Nelson (1999)). Spatially and
temporally ohesive model output, inlusive of the whole Benguela upwelling system
provides the means to larify present estimations of upwelling loations, intensities
and seasonal signals.
We ompute seasonal and annual mean upwelling uxes, based on Ekman trans-
port veloities (derived from the alongshore wind stress and known as the Bakun
upwelling index) as well as on model-derived vertial veloities. We base our alula-
tion of alongshore wind-derived upwelling veloities on the Ekman oastal upwelling
index as derived by Bakun (1973) that appears as follows:
Ek =
τalongshore
Luρ0f
(4.12)
where Ek is the upwelling veloity in m.s
−1
, τalongshore is the alongshore wind
stress omponent in N.m
−2
. Lu is the width of ative Ekman divergene and is fre-
quently and mistakenly taken to be ommensurate with the internal Rossy radius,
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whih desribes the ross-shore sale of geostrophi adjustment sale of the pyno-
line slope (Estrade et al. (2008)) and not the upwelling ell struture. For Lu we
use the formulation of Estrade et al. (2008) who developed an analytial model of
two-dimensional upwelling to show that the the ross-shore width of ative upwelling
an be better approximated as:
Lu =
0.75D
S
(4.13)
where D is the depth of the Ekman layer and S is the slope of the shelf. We
alulate the average slope over the shelf for eah ross-shelf setion and dene
the Ekman layer depth as 30 m based on Figure 4.22, whih is onsistent with in
situ data for Cape Columbine (Johnson and Nelson (1999)). The Ekman transport
veloities are then integrated in the alongshore and ross-shore diretions (within
the zone of Ekman divergene, alulated in equation 4.13) to obtain seasonal and
annual mean upwelling uxes that are shown in Figure 4.38b in units of Sv.km−1.
Our results are of the order of the estimates of Carr and Kearns (2002), who used
the ERS2 wind produt to alulate their uxes (their units are shown in m2.s−1
or, m3.s−1.m−1). However, their results are somewhat lower than ours and ould be
due to dierenes in the denition of Lu.
Results of the more diret method of alulating annual mean upwelling uxes
by extrating model-derived upwelling veloities at the base of the Ekman layer
and integrating alongshore and ross-shore (within the width of Lu) is shown as a
solid line in Figure 4.24a. Model-derived upwelling uxes suggest that upwelling
intensity along the oast is far from ontiguous, but instead is haraterized by a
number of ells of enhaned ativity, whih on the smaller sale is related to the
orientation of the oastline (Shannon and Nelson (1996)). A similar pattern is
present in Ekman transport uxes shown as a dashed line in Figure 4.24b, how-
ever the prominent peaks of, partiularly, the Namaqua, Walvis Bay and Namibia
ells are underestimated. Individual upwelling ells tend to be loated in regions
of enhaned wind stress url (Shannon and Nelson (1996)), a quantity that has
been ignored in the Ekman transport ux index, thus resulting some inonsistenies
between the diretly alulated upwelling uxes versus the Ekman transport ux
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index. However, while Ekman pumping uxes ontribute to enhaning individual
upwelling ells, their magnitudes are muh lower (see Figure 4.24) than the Ekman
transport uxes, therefore the ontribution of wind-stress url to the underestimated
alongshore wind-stress derived upwelling ux is relatively small. A distint inon-
sisteny in the model-derived upwelling uxes and the Ekman transport uxes is
the fat that the latter is onsistently higher in the northern Benguela region (north
of ~23
o
S). This disparity an be explained by the proess of geostrophi upwelling
(Marhesiello and Estrade (2009)) and is overed in the next setion.
Seasonal utuations have so far been ignored, therefore the alongshore upwelling
variations in Figure 4.24 should be used merely as an approximation of long-term
mean upwelling intensities. Demarq et al. (2003) used satellite-derived SST maps
spanning 1982 - 1999 to reate limatologies to investigate variability of upwelling
in the Benguela system. Their observations similarly revealed that the Benguela
system is fragmented into separate ells and in the annual mean they resolved three
major upwelling areas: ~22.5-28
o
S, ~30
o
S and ~33-34
o
S. Model-derived upwelling
uxes however resolve the seven distint upwelling ells that were loated by Lut-
jeharms and Meeuwis (1987) using satellite SST imagery. They loated upwelling
enters at 34
o
S, 32
o
S, 29
o
S, 25
o
S, 22
o
S,19
o
S and 17
o
S, whih they named the Penin-
sula, Columbine, Namaqua, Lüderitz, Walvis Bay, Namibia and Cunene ells re-
spetively. The mismath in the loations of the enters of some of the ells is likely
to be related to the fat that the satellite SST images used in the investigation by
Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987) were proessed into 1
o
x1
o
boxes. While the annual
mean upwelling rates and volume uxes inherently underestimate (overestimate)
maximum (minimum) upwelling intensities, this is partiularly true for the three
upwelling ells to the south of Lüderitz that have the greatest seasonal standard de-
viations (see Figure 4.38e). However, the annual mean upwelling uxes and rates in
the Benguela upwelling region provide a guage from whih to quantify and ompare
the equilibrium state of the separate ells. Average transport uxes for eah ell are
0.06 Sv (Cape Peninsula, whih has a length of ~111 km), 0.23 Sv (Cape Columbine:
120 km), 1.04 Sv (Namaqua: 467 km), 1.55 Sv (Lüderitz: ~401 km), 0.74 Sv (Walvis
Bay: ~278 km), 1.16 Sv (Namibia: ~543 km) and 0.56 Sv (Cunene: 197 km). The
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respetive annual mean upwelling rates from the Cape Peninsula ell northward are
2 m.day
-1
, 7 m.day
-1
, 8 m.day
-1
, 13.44 m.day
-1
, 9 m.day
-1
, 7.12 m.day
-1
and 9.12
m.day
-1
. While upwelling rates are onsistently higher in the Lüderitz ell, Demarq
et al. (2003) showed that the highly ative Lüderitz upwelling region is somewhat
paradoxial due to its very low onentrations of hlorophyll and therefore, produ-
tivity (Demarq et al. (2007)). Somewhat ounter-intuitive is that the less intense
upwelling ells to the north and south of this are highly produtive and support
important demersal and pelagi sheries (Huthings (1992)).
Figure 4.24 is an upwelling index based on the method of Carr and Kearns
(2002) and is the dierene in oastal and oshore (~500 km in our ase) SSTs. The
index based on oastal-oshore SST dierene resolves all seven of the upwelling ells
labelled in Figure 4.24a, however the temperature dierene in the southernmost
ells is likely to be overestimated due to the warm oshore bias (refer to Figure 4.3).
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a) Upwelling fluxes based on vertical velocities (solid line)
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Figure 4.24: (a) Annual mean upwelling volume uxes within 30 km of the oast
at 30 m depth based on model-derived vertial veloities (solid line) and based on
Ekman transport alulations (dashed line), units: Sv.km
-1
, (b) Ekman pumping
uxes within 30 km of the oast (note the dierent sale to (a)) and () upwelling
index based on oastal (20 km) -oeani (500 km) temperature dierene, units:
o
C.
Geostrophi onvergene
The role of geostrophi onvergene in inhibiting upwelling uxes o the oast of
New Caledonia was reently investigated by Marhesiello and Estrade (2009). They
formulated a new index for oastal upwelling in whih they introdued a geostrophi
upwelling term into the traditional Bakun index (equation 4.12), so that their index
for oastal upwelling (CUI) appears as follows:
CUI =
τalongshore
Luρ0f
+GUI (4.14)
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where GUI is upwelling related to geostrophi urrents alone and appears as
follows:
GUI = −
x=Lu∫
x=0
0∫
z0
[
∂ug
∂x
+
∂vg
∂y
]
∂z∂x (4.15)
where z0 is the depth of the Ekman layer and ug and vg are the ross-shore
and alongshore geostrophi veloity omponents (alulated using the thermal wind
relation, with the model-derived density eld and then rotated to align parallel
and perpendiular to the oast). A seond formulation of GUI was derived by
Marhesiello and Estrade (2009) for narrow shelf regions that approximated wall
boundary onditions (where the onshore veloity omponent is diretly onverted
into vertial veloities by the disreet ontinuity equation at the wall):
GUI = −
1
Lu
∫ 0
z0
ug∂z (4.16)
In Figure 4.25 we plot the annual mean Bakun upwelling index (dashed line),
modelled upwelling uxes (solid line) and the Bakun upwelling index orreted with
GUI (dot-dash line) in order to take into aount the inhibition or enhanement of
oastal upwelling by geostrophi urrents. In the broader regions of the shelf in the
southern Benguela we use equation 4.15 to alulate the GUI and for the narrower
shelf in the northern Benguela, we found equation 4.16 to be more appropriate. The
orretion of the Bakun upwelling index for geostrophi onvergene reveals a muh
better agreement with the modelled upwelling uxes as an be seen in Figure 4.25.
The fat that modelled upwelling uxes are less than those predited by the Bakun
upwelling index is a result of the inhibition of upwelling by geostrophi urrents that
onverge at the oast and lead to downwelling. Marhesiello and Estrade (2009)
similarly noted an overestimation of upwelling uxes by the Bakun index in the
northern Benguela and related it to eastward equatorial urrents that feed into the
yloni Angola Dome. Their work highlighted parallels with the tropial regions of
the Canary and Peru upwelling systems by suggesting the role of the Guinea and
Peru Domes in ounterating oastal upwelling by geostrophi onvergene. In the
far south, the Bakun upwelling index underestimates the upwelling rate, suggesting
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that there is geostrophi divergene in this area resulting in enhaned upwelling
rates. The orretion of the Bakun index for geostrophi onvergene (or, in this
ase, divergene) for the southern part of the system shown in the dot-dash line in
Figure 4.25 shows that upwelling is indeed enhaned by geostrophi upwelling (i.e.
the addition of the GUI to the BUI results in an upwelling index more omparable
to modelled vertial veloities).
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Figure 4.25: Annual mean upwelling uxes, based on the Bakun upwelling index
(BUI: dashed line), model-derived vertial veloities (solid line) and the Bakun up-
welling index + geostrophi upwelling (BUI+GUI: dot-dash line).
4.2 Seasonal variability
4.2.1 Wind foring
The mean wind stress magnitude and diretion, as derived from the 0.5
o
QuikSCAT
satellite wind produt (using data spanning 2000-2007) are shown in Figure 4.26 for
eah season. The wind stress is always high o Lüderitz and also in the viinity
of Cape Frio at the northern boundary of the upwelling regime (but less so during
summer for the latter loation). The general tendeny is for the wind to reah a
maximum some 200-300 km oshore, whih is onsistent with the ndings of Jury
(1985) and Kamstra (1985), whih were based on in situ measurements. Peak wind
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stress ours further south during spring and summer, shifting northward in autumn
and winter. This is onsistent with the meridional utuations of the large-sale
atmospheri system that is fundamental to the dynamis of the Benguela upwelling
regime.
The antiyloni winds assoiated with the South Atlanti high pressure system
(or, South Atlanti Antiylone: SAA) and the ontinental low pressure eld provide
the means for upwelling proesses in the Benguela system by aligning and intensi-
fying the winds parallel to the oast (Shillington et al. (2006)). Seasonal dierenes
in the intensity of upwelling-favourable winds are related to seasonal variations of
the ontinental low and the utuating position of the SAA whih shifts seasonally,
moving northwestward in autumn and southeastward in spring (Preston-Whyte and
Tyson (1993)).
Figure 4.27 shows spatial and temporal variations of monthly mean upwelling-
favourable winds in the Benguela system and agrees well with Fig. 2 in Strub et al.
(1998) whih unfortunately spans only 35-23
o
S. While their alongshore wind stress
is alulated from ECMWF surfae wind elds and spans 1987-1988, their upwelling
favourable wind stress is of the order of ours, whih is based on the QuikSCAT
2000-20007 limatology used to fore our model. For example, the maximum annual
alongshore wind stress o Lüderitz in Strub et al. (1998) is 0.16 N.m
-2
and 0.2 N.m
-2
in the summers of 1987 and 1988 respetivey. Our limatology yields a maximum
annual wind stress of 0.15 N.m
-2
(also in summer). This omparison suggests that,
while our simulation does not apture extreme upwelling favourable wind senar-
ios, it indeed represents the limatologial nature of the upwelling-favourable wind
regime with a good degree of realism. While maximum upwelling favourable wind
stress ours year-round o Cape Frio and Lüderitz, partiular seasonal utuations
are present within eah of these regions. Cape Frio is subjet to upwelling-favourable
winds in exess of 0.12 N.m
-2
year-round, exept during summer months when it
weakens somewhat. Alongshore wind stress is generally weaker at Lüderitz than at
Cape Frio, but stronger than anywhere else in the system. Winds in exess of 0.12
N.m
-2
our only during spring and summer in the viinity of Lüderitz. The strongest
seasonal signal (see STD plot in Figure 4.27) is present south of ~28
o
S, with most
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intense upwelling-favourable winds during spring and summer that do not exeed
~0.1 N.m
-2
(south of 33
o
S). The most perennial region of upwelling-favourable winds
is situated in the viinity of the Lüderitz upwelling ell, where the alongshore wind
stress averages ~0.07 N.m
-2
.
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Figure 4.26: Seasonal mean mean wind stress (ontour interval: 0.01 N.m
-1
) magni-
tude and diretion.
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The importane of the wind stress url in foring a poleward underurrent in
the northern Benguela has been demonstrated in the mean state. Seasonal utua-
tions of the wind stress url are therefore likely to have signiant impliations on
the large-sale dynamis of the northern part of the system. Figure 4.28 shows the
seasonal mean wind stress url patterns and, like the upwelling favourable winds
(shown in Figure 4.27), the wind stress url shows more seasonal variability in the
southern Benguela than in the northern part of the system. Nevertheless, strongest
negative wind stress url ours in the yloni band alongside the oast through-
out the system during spring and summer months and is likely to have dynamial
impliations for the poleward ow in the northern Benguela.
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Figure 4.27: Monthly mean upwelling favourable wind stress (N.m
-2
) at the oast
from 34-14
oS (left) and its assoiated normalized (i.e. divided by mean wind stress
at eah alongshore loation) standard deviation (right).
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Figure 4.28: Seasonal mean wind stress url. Contour interval: 0.1 10
-8
N.m
-1
. The
bold blak line represents the region of zero wind stress url.
4.2.2 Surfae pattern: SST
A distint seasonal signal an be observed in model-derived and satellite summer
and winter mean SSTs that are shown in Figure 4.29. The dominant signal of ourse,
being in the oshore regions and is related to the seasonal yle of solar heating.
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The robust seasonal signal and alongshore variations of the upwelling favourable
wind stress were disussed in the previous setion and is, in a sense, reeted in
the summer and winter mean oastal SSTs in Figure 4.29. For instane, enhaned
upwelling in the southern Benguela region during summer is reeted by low oastal
temperatures and a very strong oshore temperature gradient. The upwelling front
of the southern Benguela system is strongly onned to the shelf-edge (whih is
represented as a white dotted line), whih is likely to be related to the juxtaposition
of the ool water upwelled at the oast during summer and the warm oshore water
of Agulhas origin, that also tends to follow the alongshore run of the shelf-edge
(e.g. see Figure 4.5). The ool 'bulge' at Lüderitz is present throughout the year,
but is haraterized by stronger oshore temperature gradients in summer than in
winter. This is onsistent with the fat that upwelling-favourable wind stress persists
year-round in this region, but is stronger in summer than in winter.
Dierenes between summer and winter mean model-derived and satellite (i.e.
model SST - satellite SST) observed are shown in Figure 4.30a and 4.30b respetively.
A ool bias (assoiated with the poor resolution of the oastal wind drop-o: refer
to Setion 4.1.2) is present during both extremes of the upwelling yle along the
oast, but is most intense and extends muh further oshore during summer months
throughout the system. While we expet there to be less upwelling in the southern
part of the system during winter (and therefore, less of a ool bias in the oastal
region), we antiipate more upwelling during winter in the northern-most ells (and
therefore, a greater ool bias). However the ool bias is strongly onned to the
oast throughout the system, whih is related to the lak of upwelling in the south
and, in the north, to a signiant oshore warm bias, whih masks the oastal ool
bias. The warm oshore bias in the north is, in part, related to the fat that the
envish satellite data set has not been proessed with a loud-masking algorithm.
Therefore, during winter months, when SSTs are higher than usual in the northwest
region of the domain, loud formation might be enhaned, resulting in no data over
the warmer waters and, essentially, ooler winter limatologial SSTs than in reality.
A signiant dierene in the summer and winter SST biases is the fat that the
warm oshore bias in the south due to the inux of too muh water of Agulhas
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Current origin is far greater and extends further north during winter than summer,
with maximum biases of 2.5
o
C and 1.5
o
C respetively.
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Figure 4.29: Summer and winter mean SSTs (top and bottom respetively), based
on model output and envish satellite data (right and left respetively). The bold
blak line represents the approximate position of the upwelling front (represented
by the 15.5
o
C and 19.5
o
C isotherms for winter and summer respetively) and the
dotted white line represents the approximate position of the shelf-edge.
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Figure 4.30: Model and satellite SST dierenes (i.e. model-satellite SST) for sum-
mer (a) and winter (b) SST biases. The bold blak line represents zero dierene
and the ontour interval is 0.5
o
C.
Figure 4.31 shows the seasonal standard deviation (STD) of SSTs, based on
seasonal limatologies of model output as well as satellite data and provides a
more expliit indiation of the extent to whih the model aptures variability of
SSTs (and, by inferene, upwelling rates) between seasons. The perennial nature
of the upwelling ell in the viinity of Lüderitz, assoiated with strongest upwelling
favourable winds, is aptured by the low seasonal STDs in both the model and satel-
lite SSTs. Although the upwelling ells of Cape Point (34
o
S) and Cape Columbine
(33
o
S) have a relatively strong seasonal signal, the ombination of surfae ooling
(from upwelling) and heating (from solar radiation) result in low STDs in these
regions. The narrow band of low STDs along the oast in the model output is er-
roneous and is assoiated with the interpolation tehnique of the wind data that
underestimates the wind drop-o at the oast. Another disrepany worth noting is
that the satellite STDs show a high degree of seasonal variations on the shelf in the
northern Benguela, while the model shows little seasonal variability of SSTs in this
region. This disrepany ould be related to the fat that the model overestimates
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upwelling throughout the year and therefore masks the seasonal warm signal at the
oast that is related to the poleward movement of equatorial warm and saline wa-
ter. In general, the relative patterns of seasonal SST variability are similar, but the
satellite data reveals more seasonal variability than is resolved by the model.
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Figure 4.31: Standard deviation of seasonal SSTs, based on satellite data (a) and
model output (b). The bold blak line is 1.5
o
C and the ontour interval is 0.2
o
C.
4.2.3 Vertial thermohaline struture
Seasonal standard deviations of temperature setions in the northern and southern
Benguela systems are dominated by the yli eet of solar heating. This an
be seen in Figure 4.32, whih shows that highest seasonal temperature variations
our in the surfae mixed layer for both regions. While the entral water mass
in the northern Benguela varies very little seasonally, shelf and slope temperatures
vary slightly more due to the seasonal input of warmer water via the poleward
urrent as well as the seasonally pulsing upwelling yle. Central water in the
southern Benguela experienes greater seasonal temperature utuations than in
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the north due to the meandering nature of the Benguela Current and passing warm-
ored Agulhas eddies. The broad shelf region of the southern Benguela is relatively
quiesent and varies relatively little from season to season, while loser to the oast
seasonal standard deviations are higher and are assoiated with the strong seasonal
upwelling signal in this region.
The mixed layer depths (MLD) are alulated using the method derived by
Lorbaher et al. (2006), whih loates the depth of greatest urvature of the vertial
temperature prole. The summer and winter mean MLDs are shown as a solid
and dashed white lines respetively. The ross-shore proles of the summer and
winter MLDs in the northern Benguela are similar exept that it is, approximately
uniformly, ~20 m deeper during winter (at ~ 45m), whih is what we expet as the
shallower summer MLD is linked to inreased surfae stratiation brought on by
solar heating. During winter and summer (both seasons experiene ative upwelling
in the northern Benguela), the MLD deepens in onnetion with the equatorward
upwelling jet and its assoiated turbulene, enhaning vertial mixing. The winter
MLD (at ~60 m depth) in the southern Benguela is ~40 m deeper than in summer
in areas outside of the oastal upwelling regime. The generally deeper MLD in
the southern Benguela as ompared to the northern Benguela (for regions from the
shelf-edge seaward) is due to enhaned surfae mixing assoiated with the turbulent
nature of passing Agulhas rings and eddies and their interations with features
generated at the southern Benguela upwelling front or it ould be realted to the
poleward inrease in the MLD. The strong seasonal upwelling signal in the southern
Benguela is reeted by the deepening of the MLD at the oast during summer and
the peak upwelling season, ausing strong vertial mixing due to the stronger winds
and the denser water at the surfae.
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Figure 4.32: Seasonal standard deviation setions of temperature for the northern
(a) and southern (b) Benguela boxes. Approximate mixed layer depths are shown
for summer (solid white line) and winter (dashed white line). Contour interval is
0.1
o
C and darker shades represent lower values.
Seasonal variability of the vertial salinity struture in the northern and southern
Benguela systems are shown in Figure 4.33. As a rst order observation, seasonal
salinity variations appear to reet temperature variations, however with the strong
eet of solar heating absent. High seasonal utuations of salinity in the surfae
layers and over the shelf and shelf-beak are present in the northern Benguela and are
a funtion of the seasonal pulsing of the northern boundary of the ool and relatively
fresh upwelling regime with the warmer and more saline subtropial waters. The
high STD nearshore that is limited to a depth of approximately 40 m is a result of
the seasonally pulsed oastal upwelling. Similarly, the lens of high salinity variability
in the southern Benguela is a result of the seasonal yle of upwelling. One again,
the entral water mass in oshore regions of the southern Benguela has inreased
variabilty due to passing Agulhas rings and eddies.
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Figure 4.33: Seasonal standard deviations of salinity for the northern (a) and south-
ern (b) Benguela regions. Contour interval is 0.01 psu and darker shades represent
lower values.
The enhaned seasonal variability of thermohaline harateristis over the shelf
and shelf-break in the northern Benguela is externally generated by the southward
advetion of water properties via the poleward urrent. This proess is an important
fator for the entral and northern Benguela upwelling systems as, not only unusually
warm and salty but also low oxygen water, originating from the Angola Dome region,
north of the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ), advets southward and an have
serious impliations for the health of the eosystem. Table 4.2 lists the seasonal
mean heat and salt uxes over the shelf-edge (situated at approximately the 500 m
isobath) aross 18
o
S, whih is well within the domain of the poleward urrent (see
Figure 4.15). The uxes are seperated into northward, southward and net uxes.
Greatest southward heat and salt uxes our during spring and summer, suggesting
an inrease in the transport of the poleward urrent during these seasons. Greatest
northward uxes are during autumn and winter, implying an enhaned equatorward
upwelling jet, whih is the dominant ow regime over the shelf (see Figure 4.22a).
Only during summer does a net southward ux our aross 18
o
S, with a heat ux
of -0.003 PW and a salt ux of -3.4 Sv.psu.
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Table 4.2: Seasonal mean heat and salt uxes aross 18
o
S. Units are in PW (i.e.
10
12
W) and SV psu (i.e. psu. 10
6
m
3
.s
-1
) respetively.
Heat ux (PW) Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Southward ux -0.014 -0.005 -0.007 -0.014
Northward ux 0.01 0.027 0.026 0.025
Net ux -0.003 0.023 0.019 0.011
Salt ux (Sv.psu) Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Southward ux -9.3 -4 -6.5 -11.3
Northward ux 5.5 16 15.7 15
Net ux -3.4 12 9.2 3.7
4.2.4 Large-sale transports
Large-sale irulation features of the Benguela Current system learly distinguish
the northern and southern systems as separate entities as was seen in Figure 4.15.
The northern Benguela is subjet to a sluggish subsurfae poleward ow that is
fored by the url of the wind stress and is desribed in the Sverdrup relation (equa-
tion (4.7)). Figure 4.34 shows the summer and winter mean transport streamfun-
tion, based on 0-1000 m depth integrated model-derived veloities, as well as the
orresponding streamfuntion of the ative layer, based on the Sverdrup relation.
Both summer and winter months highlight the northern and southern regions as
separate large-sale irulation regimes (Figure 4.34a and 4.34): the meandering
path of the Benguela Current dominates the southern region to about 30
o
S where it
starts to veer oshore and the northern Benguela region is haraterised by a weak
poleward owing regime in the viinity of the shelf-edge that is, in plaes, mani-
fested by a series of losed yloni loops. The summer and winter Sverdrup-derived
streamfuntion for the ative layer similarly reveal the separation of the northern
and summer regimes.
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Figure 4.34: Summer (a) and winter () transport streamfuntion, based on depth
integrated (0-1000 m), model-derived veloities. Summer (b) and winter (d) Sver-
drup streamfuntion. Units: Sv.
Figure 4.35a and 4.35b show the seasonal mean depth-integrated (0-1000 m)
volume transports aross 30
oS and 23oS respetively. Also shown (as irles) in Fig-
ure 4.35a are the approximate transport values derived from Current-Temperature-
Depth (CTD) data during BEST2 (07/05-02/07/1993) for the same loation (refer
to Figure 5 in Garzoli and Gordon (1996)) from measurements taken during austral
autumn. The observational and model-derived depth-integrated transports agree
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well and both show that the two streams of the Benguela Current, as seen in the
surfae geostrophi ow regime (Figure 4.5), penetrate to depths of at least 1000 m.
While the poleward transport aross 23
oS is an order of magnitude lower than the
northward transport aross 30
oS, it's seasonal variability is signiantly higher. Fig-
ure 4.35 and 4.35d are the seasonal standard deviations, as a fration of the range
of transport (i.e the normalized STDs) aross 30
oS and 23oS respetively. The small
seasonal signal of transports of the Benguela Current was also suggested by Garzoli
and Gordon (1996) from their study of 16 months of in situ data. The poleward
transports are larger aross 23
oS during spring and summer when the yloni wind
stress url in this region is most intense (refer to Figure 4.37), whih is onsistent
with the previous nding that the poleward ow in the northern Benguela is driven
by Sverdrup dynamis (see equation 4.7). This is also onsistent with the greatest
southward uxes of heat and salt during spring and summer over the shelf-edge
aross 18
o
S (refer to Table 4.2). Although the seasonal signal of transport aross
30
oS is relatively small, some interesting ross-shore seasonal utuations exist. For
instane, over the shelf-edge (whih spans the 500-2500 m isobath in this region and
orresponds to 13.5-15
oE in Figure 4.35a), the northward transport is weakest dur-
ing summer and spring due the more intense negative wind stress url during these
seasons, whih leads to an enhaned poleward omponent. However, in oshore
regions the equatorward transport is greatest during spring and summer, when the
southeasterly wind stress omponent is strongest.
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Figure 4.35: Seasonal transports, integrated from the surfae to 1000 m aross 30
oS
(a) and 23
oS (b). Positive is northward. The irles in a) are the positions of 0-
1000 m transports derived from in situ data measured during austral autumn on the
BEST2 (07/05-02/07/1993) ruise. ) and d) are the normalized (i.e. STD/range)
standard deviations of a) and b) respetively.
Seasonal mean transports aross the shelf-edge are shown in Figure 4.36. The
vertial lines represent the distint inshore and oshore deetions of the shelf-
edge at ~28.5
oS and ~27.75oS respetively. The point where the shelf-edge narrows
suddenly (~28.5
oS) orresponds, for all seasons, with the point where the oshore
transport starts to beome more onshore and vie versa for the point where the shelf
starts to widen again (~27.75
oS), this sets up the antiyloni-yloni meandering
pattern in this region (see Figure 4.15a). This topographial ontrol is dependant on
the fat that the large-sale ow approximates geostrophy (i.e. it has a low Rossby
number) and therefore tends to follow lines of onstant
f
H
. The seasonal signal of
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the prominent onshore transport at 27
oS, ranging from ~0.025 Sv in summer to
~0.075 Sv in autumn, is onsistent with the seasonal utuations of the negative
wind stress url (4.37) and will have impliations for soure water properties of the
vigorous Lüderitz upwelling ell.
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Figure 4.36: Seasonal mean ross-shelf (taken as the loation of the 500 m isobath)
transports. Negative values orrespond to oshore transport. The vertial solid lines
represent the distint inshore and oshore deetions of the shelf-edge at ~28.5
oS
and ~27.75
oS respetively.
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Figure 4.37: Seasonal average yloni wind stress url, from the oast to the oshore
loation of zero wind stress url.
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4.2.5 Upwelling
Figure 4.38 shows the seasonal upwelling indies based on: a) model-derived vertial
veloities, b) Ekman transport uxes (refer to equation (4.12)) and d) the oeani (at
500 km oshore)/ oastal temperature dierene. Also shown are the seasonal mean
upwelling uxes based on the proess of Ekman pumping () and the normalized
seasonal standard deviation of the upwelling volume uxes (i.e. STD/mean), based
on model-derived vertial veloities (e). Note that the sales of the y-axes dier for
eah plot.
The plots in Figure 4.38 show that variation of upwelling intensity from season
to season tends to be highest at the southernmost, least in the entral region and
inreasing slightly toward the north. The Lüderitz ell has been desribed as 'ef-
fetively dividing the Benguela into northern and southern setions' by Shannon
and Nelson (1996), due to its semi-permanent nature, whih an be seen in Fig-
ure 4.38a,b and . However, the Walvis Bay ell is subjet to even lower seasonal
variations. The fat that upwelling is greatest during spring and summer months
in the southern Benguela has been well doumented (e.g. Hart and Currie (1960);
Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987)), the spring upwelling maximum at the Cunene
upwelling ell at Cape Frio has been observed by O'Toole (1980) (ited in Nelson
and Huthings (1983)) and the winter maximum of the Namibia upwelling ell has
been doumented by Lutjeharms and Meeuwis (1987) in their analysis of satellite
SSTs. These seasonal upwelling signals are well resolved by the model as an be seen
in Figure 4.38a. The alongshore-varying seasonal yle of upwelling uxes, based
on model-derived vertial veloities is in good agreement with the magnitude and
seasonality of the Ekman transport uxes (Figure 4.38b), emphasizing the domi-
nane of the alongshore wind stress omponent in upwelling dynamis. However,
upwelling uxes inferred from Ekman transport uxes are somewhat higher than
uxes derived from model-derived vertial veloities in the northern part of the sys-
tem. These dierenes have been explained by the proess of geostrophi upwelling
(see setion 4.1.8).
As an indiation of upwelling intensity, Carr and Kearns (2002) derived an up-
welling index for satellite data, based on oastal and oshore (~500 km) SST dif-
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ferenes. This index is shown in Figure 4.38d. Weeks et al. (2006) used the same
upwelling index (but taking an oshore loation of ~300 km) on a high-resolution
satellite produt and foused on the southern Benguela upwelling ells: St Helena
Bay (~32.5
oS) and Cape Peninsula (~34 oS). Based on the upwelling index, they
onluded that upwelling intensities in these southern Benguela regions were greatest
in spring and summer months, whih is onsistent with our model results. Based on
this upwelling index, the northern Benguela apparently experienes most upwelling
during autumn. These results should be interpreted autiously as the upwelling in-
dex does not take into aount advetion (for example, the southward advetion of
warmer water in the northern Benguela system). The fat that too muh Agulhas
water enters into the southern Benguela domain, results in a warm SST bias in the
southern Benguela throughout the year.
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a) Seasonal mean upwelling fluxes (Sv.km−1) based on vertical velocities
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b) Seasonal mean upwelling fluxes (Sv.km−1) based on Ekman transport
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c) Seasonal mean ekman pumping fluxes (10−2Sv.km−1)
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Figure 4.38: Seasonal mean upwelling uxes (in Sv.km
−1
) based on (a) model-
derived vertial veloities and (b) alongshore wind stress via Ekman transport ux
alulation and () wind-stress url via Ekman pumping veloities. Note the dierent
sales for eah gure. d) upwelling index based on oeani (500 km)/ oastal tem-
perature dierene. ) Normalized seasonal standard deviation (i.e. STD/mean),
based on upwelling volume ux (a).
Table 4.3 quanties upwelling uxes and rates in eah of the seven upwelling
ells, based on model-derived vertial veloities and provides a onvenient look-up
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table of alongshore upwelling intensities and seasonal utuations. This referene
is partiularly useful as diret measurements of upwelling rates in the Benguela are
sare and ertainly do not enompass all seasons and the whole system, inlusive
of all upwelling ells.
Table 4.3: The seven upwelling ells present in the Benguela upwelling regime and
their annual mean, maximum and minimum upwelling volume uxes (in Sv) and
average upwelling rates (in m.day
−1
).
Cell
Mean ux (Sv)
Mean rate (m.day
−1
)
Max ux (season)
Max rate
Min ux (season)
Min rate
Cunene
17-25
oS
0.5
7.29
0.68 (spring)
9.92
0.24 (summer)
3.5
Namibia
22.5-25
oS
1.26
6.68
1.49 (winter)
7.9
0.75 (summer)
3.98
Walvis Bay
25-22.5
oS
0.78
8.09
0.84 (spring)
8.71
0.74 (summer)
7.67
Luderitz
28.5-25
oS
1.8
12.91
2.03 (spring)
14.56
1.67 (autumn)
11.98
Namaqua
32.5-28.5
oS
1.15
7.09
1.36 (spring)
8.38
0.92 (autumn)
5.67
Columbine
33.5-32.5
oS
0.26
6.21
0.36 (summer)
8.6
0.16 (autumn)
3.82
Peninsula
34.5-33.5
oS
0.06
1.56
0.12 (summer)
3.11
0.01 (winter)
0.13
4.3 Topographial ontrol
The extent to whih topographial features inuene the large-sale irulation and
oastal upwelling regimes is investigated by re-running the Benguela referene sim-
ulation, but with a smoothed oastline and topography. The smoothing routine
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fouses on straightening the oastline and shelf from ~32-21
oS, in order to simulate
a Benguela system with an approximately uniform alongshore shelf prole (see Fig-
ure 4.39). The topography remains unhanged over and north of the Walvis Ridge
in order to retain its inuenes on irulation features and not to ompliate the
eet of removing alongshore variations in the shelf and oastline.
   4oE    8oE   12oE   16oE 
  30oS 
  24oS 
  18oS 
a) Realistic topo.
   4oE    8oE   12oE   16oE 
  30oS 
  24oS 
  18oS 
b) Smoothed topo.
Figure 4.39: Topography of referene (a) and smoothed shelf and oastline (b)
experiment
Figure 4.40a and 4.40b show the 0-1000 m integrated transport streamfuntion
and Sverdrup-derived (see equation (4.7)) transport streamfuntion for the smoothed
topography simulation respetively. Compared with the transport streamfuntion
for the referene experiment (Figure 4.15a), Figure 4.40a suggests that the distint
nature of the separation of the large-sale ow regimes of the northern and southern
Benguela systems is, to some extent, topographially driven. The north-eastward
owing regime of the southern Benguela system (previously dened as south of ~28
oS) extends further north in the region ~300 km from the oast, but is qualita-
tively similar further oshore. While a poleward ow still features in the northern
Benguela regime, it is onned to a narrower band (Figure 4.41b) due to dierenes
in its interation with the more intense equatorward ow (Figure 4.41a). Although
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some evidene of meandering exists (due to the fat that some shelf struture still
exists south of ~32
oS), the well-doumented oshore-veering (e.g. Reid (1989);
Garzoli and Gordon (1996); Rihardson and Garzoli (2003)) of the inshore branh
of the Benguela between ~29-31
oS, as simulated by the referene simulation (Figure
4.15a), is less distint in the smoothed topography simulation. The Sverdrup-derived
transport streamfuntion for the smoothed topography experiment (Figure 4.40b),
shows that the poleward ow would extend well into the southern Benguela region if
fored by the wind-stress url alone. The fat that the smooth oastline simulation
prevents the distint oshore veering of the Benguela Current between ~28-30
oS,
allows it (and its assoiated nonlinear dynamis) to follow the shelf further north-
ward, thus negating the presene of a poleward ow, as predited by the Sverdrup
relation.
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a) Transport streamfunction
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b) Sverdrup streamfunction
Figure 4.40: a) Transport streamfuntion (0-1000 m) and b) Sverdrup-derived trans-
port streamfuntion for the smoothed topography simulation.
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Figure 4.41: Alongshore transport aross (a) 30
oS and (b) 23oS for the referene
(solid line) and smoothed topography (b) simulations.
Figure 4.15a suggests that the south-to-north transition in the Benguela sys-
tem an be separated into three separate regions of ross-shelf exhange. While the
southern Benguela is haraterized by distint meanders, a region of partiularly
intense oshore transport is situated between ~29-31
oS, whih auses the Benguela
Current to veer oshore. In the region between ~25-27
oS is another region of signif-
iant ross-shore transport that is responsible for the muh of the oshore diversion
of the poleward-owing regime. These regions of oshore transport envelope a dis-
ontinuity of the shelf-edge as well as an antiyloni standing meander. The solid
line in Figure 4.42 shows the annual mean ross-shore volume uxes for the referene
experiment and quanties the ross-shore transports of these three regions (negative
represents oshore transport). The dashed line shows the ross-shelf uxes for the
smoothed topography experiment and reveals a similar meandering struture in the
southern Benguela system, whih is a produt of the fat that the southern Benguela
system (south of ~32
oS retains some of its alongshore shelf-struture. The peak in
oshore transport at 30
oS is similar for both simulations, but the oshore transport
for the referene experiment beomes evident from 31
oS, while ross-shore transport
of the smoothed topography experiment is onshore between 31-30
oS. As a result,
the net oshore ross-shelf transport estimates vary onsiderably between 31-29
oS
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for the referene and smoothed topography experiments: 1.3 Sv and 0.12 Sv respe-
tively. The antiyloni meander at the transition region (~29-27
oS) is not present
in the straight oastline simulation, in whih oshore transport peaks at ~28.5
oS,
with a seondary peak at ~26
oS. Cross-shore transports in the northern Benguela
(north of ~25
oS) remain approximately the same for both simulations.
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Figure 4.42: Cross-shelf transport aross the 500 m isobath for a) the referene (solid
line) and b) smoothed topography (dashed line) simulations between 34-20
oS.
Upwelling uxes, based on model-derived vertial veloities for the smoothed to-
pography simulation are shown in Figure 4.43a along with the uxes derived in the
referene experiment (dashed line and solid lines respetively). The smoothed to-
pography and oastline experiment results in an upwelling zone that is more or less
ontiguous in the alongshore diretion, with a slight peak in the viinity of Lüderitz
due to the stronger alongshore wind stress and wind stress url, but in general the
uxes are lower than the peak uxes resolved by the referene experiment. This
suggests that alongshore topographial variations have an important role to play
in enhaning upwelling uxes. Indeed, numerial (Peey and O'Brien (1976); Gan
and Allen (2002a)) and laboratory (Narimousa and Maxworthy (1986)) studies have
demonstrated the enhanement of upwelling downstream of topographial apes.
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The semi-idealized numerial modelling study of Gan and Allen (2002a) demon-
strates the ageostrophi derease of pressure near apes due to enhaned alongshore
veloities (ausing an imbalane between the pressure gradient and oriolis terms
and inreased signiane of the non-linear advetion term). This results in in-
reased negative pressure gradient downstream of apes and generates an onshore
geostrophially-balaned ow on the shelf throughout the water-olumn, whih helps
to balane the oshore Ekman transport and is aompanied by positive vertial ve-
loities over the inner-shelf. Figure 4.43b shows the orientation of the Benguela
oastline in degrees (toward the west) from north of the Benguela system. The
solid vertial arrows highlight the onnetion of peak upwelling regions with loa-
tions where the oastline veers toward the east (sudden hanges in the orientation
of the oastline represents the loations of prominent apes) and indeed implies an
enhanement of upwelling intensity downstream (northern edge) of apes, implying
that the mehanism suggested by Gan and Allen (2002a) is relevant in the Benguela
upwelling system.
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b) Orientation of the coastline (i.e in degrees from north).
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Figure 4.43: (a) Annual mean upwelling uxes for the referene (solid line) and
smoothed topography (dashed line) simulations. The grey line is the Ekman trans-
port ux for the smoothed topography simulation. (b) Orientation of the oastline
(degrees from north).
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4.4 The northern and southern Benguela regimes
The dierent harateristis of the northern and southern Benguela regimes and the
very distint nature of their divide presents a natural laboratory and provides the
opportunity for a systemati omparative study of dierent eastern boundary up-
welling regimes within one system and within one simulation. Before separating the
regimes on the basis of dynami proesses, they have distint topographi harater-
istis that set the sene for oeanographi proesses. The broad ontinental shelf of
the southern Benguela narrows abruptly toward the north at ~28
o
S, at whih point
the ontinental shelf remains relatively narrow and uniform (e.g. see Figure 4.2).
Therefore, the southern Benguela (north of Cape Columbine) might be desribed as
having a broad shelf, while the northern Benguela has a narrow and uniform shelf.
The broader shelf in the southern Benguela harbours an area of relative queisent,
for whih there is evidene in Figure 4.8 in the at isotherms, whih implies an area
of low potential energy.
Depth-integrated, large-sale irulation patterns of the Benguela system give a
onvining impression of separate regimes. The poleward ow of the northern regime
meets the stronger, more meandering equatorward ow of the southern regime in the
viinity of Lüderitz. The weak poleward ow in the north has a distint seasonal y-
le that is ontrolled by the seasonal utuations of the yloni wind stress url via
the Sverdrup relation. The advetion of tropial and low oxygen water harateris-
tis by the poleward urrent into the northern and entral Benguela an have serious
impliations for the health of the upwelling eosytem. A good understanding of its
dynamis is therefore essential. Transport of the Benguela Current is dominated
by the non-linear advetive proesses asoiated with the path of Agulhas rings and
eddies and therefore does not adhere to the Sverdrup relation. The oshore stream
of the Benguela Current tends to be more intense during spring and summer when
the wind stress is stronger.
By virtue of its highest upwelling uxes year-round (see Table 4.3), the Lüderitz
upwelling ell has long been onsidered the division between the northern and south-
ern Benguela upwelling regimes. However, our model results suggest that it is the
dierent seasonal phasing of the northern and southern upwelling regions that de-
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ne them as separate regimes. Greatest seasonal variability in upwelling intensities
our south of Lüderitz and partiularly in the far south, with greatest uxes during
summer. While the Lüderitz and Walvis Bay upwelling ells are the most perennial,
they also experiene peak upwelling during summer months. North of Walvis Bay,
the seasonal upwelling signal inreases somewhat, mostly as a result of the muh
lower summer upwelling uxes as upwelling rates are relatively onstant during the
rest of the year (with a slight peak in winter and spring for the Namibia and Cunene
ells respetively). Another distint dierene between the northern and southern
Benguela upwelling regimes is that the northern Benguela regime experienes the
inhibition of oastal upwelling by the onvergene of geostrophi urrents at the
oast.
During ative upwelling, the upwelling front in the southern Benguela is topo-
graphially ontrolled, suh that it follows the run of the shelf-edge. This feature is
related to the topographial ontrol of the inshore stream of the Benguela Current
that advets warmer water of Agulhas origin into the southern Benguela system.
Suh a topographial ontrol of the upwelling front in the northern Benguela does
not exist.
While researh of the Benguela upwelling system goes far bak, the model sim-
ulation on whih this work is based, provides the rst opportunity to study salient
features of the system in a spatially and temporally ohesive manner at a high
enough resolution to apture nearshore dynamis. It has allowed us to haraterise
features denitive of the northern and southern regimes and to investigate the ex-
tent to whih they an be regarded distintly separate systems. The northern and
southern regions of the Benguela provide an opportunity to ompare two separate
regimes within one system and within one simulation.
4.5 Synthesis and disussion
Equilibrium dynamis of the greater Benguela system has been addressed with the
use of a ROMS limatologially-fored numerial model. The spatially and tempo-
rally ohesive output of a model simulation allows us to investigate, in a unied
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manner, the system in its entirety; that is, the large-sale oshore irulation fea-
tures as well as the full alongshore extent of the oastal upwelling regime. This
is the rst time that suh an approah, at a suiently high resolution to apture
upwelling-sale dynamis, has been applied to the Benguela Current system.
Researh of the Benguela system, and eastern boundary upwelling systems in
general, often tends to fous on the eologially and eonomially important oastal
upwelling regimes. However, the large-sale irulation regime plays a ritial role
via interations with shelf dynamis and water property modiations of upwelled
and shelf waters. The Benguela is unique among the worlds four main eastern
boundary upwelling systems in that its northern and southern boundaries are har-
aterized by highly dynami warm water regimes of tropial oean origin. Variability
and uxes aross these boundaries an have signiant eologial impliations for
the Benguela upwelling system. For example, Monteiro and van der Plas (2006)show
that oastal hypoxia in the entral Benguela is predominantly driven by adveted
oxygen uxes from soure waters in the Angola Dome region north of the ABFZ
and intensies during late austral summer when the shelf poleward ow strength-
ens. The ROMS simulation resolves this poleward ow, as well as its seasonal yle,
and provides insight into its fate as it travels southward. The wind stress url (via
the Sverdrup relation) has been shown to be the driving fore of the poleward ow,
whih is strongest during spring and summer when the wind stress url is most
negative. As it ows southward it deepens and between ~25-27
oS muh of it veers
oshore due to the nature of the wind stress url interating with the northwest-
ward path of the Benguela Current, whih is inuened by alongshore topographial
variations. Boundary onditions of the Benguela upwelling system, south of ~30
oS
are ommensurate with the path of Agulhas rings and eddies that, in the mean
state, are represented by the meandering nature of the Benguela Current. Further
inshore, the time-mean Benguela Current tends to be topographially ontrolled as
it follows the run of the shelf-edge. Neither the inshore, topographially ontrolled,
nor the meandering oshore streams of the Benguela Current exhibit a distint
seasonal signal (however, a slight seasonal signal of the oshore stream is assoi-
ated with the strengthening of the wind stress url in the southern Benguela region
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during spring and summer). Agulhas rings and eddies adveted into the southern
Benguela system have been observed to interat with the upwelling front, ausing
nutrient-rih, upwelled water to advet far oshore (e.g. Lutjeharms and Stokton
(1987); Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992a,b)). The eet of Agulhas Current input on
the Benguela upwelling system will be addressed in the next Chapter.
The model distintly resolves all seven of the major upwelling ells that have
been observed in its domain namely, from the south: the Cape Peninsula, Cape
Columbine, Namaqua, Lüderitz, Walvis Bay, Namibia and Cunene (or, Cape Frio).
The three southernmost ells have the most seasonal variability, experiening great-
est upwelling during spring and summer months and least upwelling during au-
tumn and winter, resulting in total upwelling uxes of 4.8 Sv and 1 Sv respetively.
Based on model-derived vertial veloities, average upwelling rates in the southern
Benguela during periods of most ative upwelling is of the order of 7m.day−1. By al-
ulating the apparent uplift of isanosteres (lines of onstant thermosteri anomaly)
obtained from two ruises during ative upwelling in the southern Benguela, An-
drews and Huthings (1980) estimated an average apparent uplift of 21m.day−1.
Their estimate is signiantly higher than the model-derived upwelling rates, but
their method is subjet to an inherent inauray based on the fat that some of the
uplift must be related to mixing proesses. Furthermore, the model-derived peak
upwelling season is subjet to a limatologial foring, whih underestimates high-
est and lowest alongshore wind stresses. Peak upwelling ours throughout the year
at the Lüderitz upwelling ell, where there is very little seasonal variability. The
annual mean upwelling rate in this region is ~13 m.day−1, whih transpires into an
average ux of 1.8 Sv. While the Walvis Bay ell is less ative than Lüderitz ell (i.e
~8 m.day−1, 0.8 Sv) it similarly experienes year-round upwelling. The two north-
ernmost upwelling ells are subjet to highest upwelling rates from autumn through
spring (~9m.day−1 and 2.2 Sv) and lowest in summer. The topographial eet on
upwelling in the Benguela has been investigated by smoothing the shelf and oastline
in the alongshore diretion. This has allowed us to show that alongshore variations
in the oastline and topography has the important eet of enhaning upwelling in
the viinity of apes. A signiant nding is the fat that upwelling in the northern
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Benguela (north of ~23
o
N) is inhibited by the onvergene of geostrophi ow at the
oast.
Based on its large, year-round upwelling rates as well as the fat that it is sit-
uated in the region of intense large-sale oshore transport, the Lüderitz upwelling
ell eetively divides the Benguela upwelling system into northern and southern
setions (Shannon and Nelson (1996)). The regions to the north and south of this
may be thought of as dierent regimes in the sense that their seasonal signals dier:
upwelling is most ative during spring and summer in the south, while upwelling
is least ative during summer in the north. Boundary onditions at the alongshore
extremities of the Benguela system inuene upwelling regimes via the northern and
southern large-sale ow regimes that are distintly separable. While the poleward-
owing regime of the northern Benguela is tied to the strength of the wind stress url
and is strongly seasonal, the meandering equatorward path of the Benguela Current
in the southern Benguela and is ontrolled by non-linear advetion proesses assoi-
ated with the path of Agulhas rings and eddies. Veith et al. (2009) take advantage
of this numerial model simulation in order to identify key features separating the
Benguela system into distint northern and southern regimes.
This work has, for the rst time, used a model simulation at a high enough resolu-
tion to apture the near-shore dynamis of the entire Benguela upwelling regime from
the Cape of Goodhope to beyond the ABFZ. This has allowed a haraterization
of the salient dynamial features of the Benguela system and a distint separation
of features denitive of the northern and southern regimes. The poleward ow in
the northern Benguela has been onlusively linked to the Sverdrup relation and a
double-stream ow harateristi of the Benguela has been resolved in the southern
Benguela. The importane of alongshore topographial variations in loally enhan-
ing upwelling has been highlighted, suggesting that an upwelling index based on
Ekman transport uxes may underestimate atual upwelling rates. The disonti-
nuity of the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S has been shown to enhane the oshore transport
and therefore, the separation between the poleward and equatorward regimes in the
north and south respetively.
The region of turbulent inter-oean exhange oshore of the southern Benguela
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upwelling regime has reeived a lot of attention (e.g Boebel et al. (2003)). Its im-
portane lies in its role in the suessful transport of Agulhas rings into the Atlanti
Oean that make an important ontribution to the thermohaline irulation (Gor-
don (2003)). The interation of the highly dynami oshore environment and the
upwelling regime has reeived less attention, other than oasional observations sug-
gesting the interation between Agulhas rings and harateristis of the upwelling
front (e.g. Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b)). In the next Chapter, the inuene of
mesosale features originating from the Agulhas Current on the Benguela system,
with a fous on ross-shelf uxes and the impat on the upwelling regime will be sys-
tematially investigated. The role of eddies (both loally formed and those adveted
into the area) in transporting heat will be addressed and the formation of the former
will be investigated in terms of barolini and barotropi instability proesses.
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Chapter 5
Mesosale variability and the role of
eddies in the Benguela system
As one of the worlds four major eastern boundary urrent systems (EBCS), the
Benguela is unique in that it is inuened by tropial oean waters at both its equa-
torward and poleward boundaries. While the Peru Current system is also strongly
aeted (if not more so) by equatorial dynamis (Penven et al. (2005)), the Benguela
is the only system that is subjet to the inuene of tropial oean waters at its
poleward extreme. The so-alled 'Cape Cauldron' (Boebel et al. (2003)) lies within
the Cape Basin in the southern Benguela system and desribes the region assoi-
ated with the passage of Agulhas rings and eddies on their path from the Agulhas
retroetion, situated south of the Afrian ontinent and into the Atlanti Oean.
As a onsequene of the advetion of rings and eddies and the high eddy kineti en-
ergy (EKE) signals assoiated with them, the Benguela has a mesosale variability
pattern unlike any of the other three major EBCSs. The review hapter by Capet
et al. (2008) on eddies in EBCS provides an exellent impression of the present state
of our understanding of the role of eddies in EBCSs and also points out the unusual
nature of the Benguela Current system.
The importane of rings and eddies spawned at the Agulhas retroetion lies in
their role in the Indian-Atlanti oean exhange of heat and salt and thus is also
thought to have a key role in the maintenane of the global overturning of the oean
(Gordon et al. (1992); Lutjeharms (1996)). Within this framework, muh attention
138
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has been given to the passage of Agulhas rings and eddies on their trajetory through
(and beyond) the Benguela system (e.g. Byrne et al. (1995); Garzoli et al. (1996);
de Ruijter et al. (1999); Shouten et al. (2000); Gordon (2003); Matano and Beier
(2003); Treguier et al. (2003); Biastoh et al. (2008)). Muh less work has been done
on the eet of the turbulent oshore regime generated by the passage of Agulhas
rings and eddies on the eastern boundary upwelling system itself. Researh has
been limited to observations of the interation of individual Agulhas rings with the
Benguela upwelling system, resulting in the formation of extreme frontal laments
(Lutjeharms et al. (1991); Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b)) and the assoiated biomass
losses (Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992a)), whih an have detrimental onsequenes for
the well-being of the highly-produtive eosystem. What is perhaps even more dam-
aging to produtivity in the Benguela eosystem than the oasional interation of
an Agulhas ring with the upwelling front, is the region of high mesosale variability
that is generated by the Agulhas rings and eddies on their preferential path into the
south Atlanti oean. Gruber et al. (2007) have shown that, ontrary to what has
been found for open-oean regions, mesosale and submesosale eddies in oastal up-
welling regions tend to redue biologial produtivity by bringing nutrient depleted
waters loser to shore. Using FSLE (Finite Size Lyapunov Exponent) analysis Rossi
et al. (2008) quantied the inverse relationship of lateral mixing and hlorophyll
suggested by the work of Gruber et al. (2007).
In this hapter we investigate the mesosale features of the greater Benguela
system (i.e. both the large-sale urrent regime as well as the nearshore upwelling
regime), with the inuene of the Agulhas leakage on the Benguela system as our
main objetive. Despite the fat that we use limatologial foring and therefore only
apture seasonal and intrinsially-fored variability within the system, we resolve
most of the features that have been observed. Figure 5.1 is a 2-daily averaged
snapshot of sea surfae temperature (SST) and is an example of the suess of the
model at resolving ner-sale features, suh as the extreme laments in the viinity
of Lüderitz as well as Agulhas laments entering from the south. The limatologial
nature of our model output allows us to get an impression of the mean eet of
the intense oshore variability on the Benguela system, rather than to fous on
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individual extreme events. A limatologial simulation also gives us the opportunity
to investigate how muh of the variability in the system is intrinsially fored, rather
than being dependant on time-varying winds.
   6oE    9oE   12oE  15oE  18oE 
  35oS 
  30oS 
  25oS 
  20oS 
  15oS 
Cape Frio
Luderitz
SST: 24−26 February, model year 8
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
Figure 5.1: Snapshot of model sea surfae temperatures for 24-26 February, model
year 6. Arrows indiate surfae urrents.
5.1 Eddy kineti energy (EKE)
Mesosale variability an be inferred from measures of eddy kineti energy (EKE),
whih an be obtained easily from satellite altimetry soures for surfae geostrophi
urrents. Maps of global surfae geostrophi EKE (Duet et al. (2000)) reveal a
distint juxtaposition between the very high EKEs assoiated with western boundary
urrents and the very low EKEs linked to eastern boundary urrent systems (EBCS).
The Benguela Current system is unique in that the pathway for Agulhas rings and
eddies spawned at the Agulhas retroetion area south of the Afrian ontinent is
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situated within the southern part of the system, resulting in an unusually high-
energy oshore environment for an EBCS. Eddy kineti energy is alulated as
follows:
EKE =
u′2 + v′2
2
(5.1)
where the transient/eddy veloities (u′ and v′) are alulated as (in a generi
formula, where φ represents any variable):
φ′ = φ− φ (5.2)
where φ is the time-mean, whih an be a long-term mean for alulating the
total EKE or a monthly mean for alulating the non-seasonal EKE (i.e. removing
the seasonal signal). The dierene between the two is a reetion of the seasonal
signal. The following setion provides a haraterization of the EKE struture of
the Benguela Current system.
5.1.1 Surfae patterns
Figure 5.2 ompares time-mean satellite and model surfae geostrophi EKE, whih
are identially alulated using equation (5.1), with surfae geostrophi veloities as
derived from sea surfae heights (SSH) using equations (4.3) and (4.4) in Chapter
4. The satellite data is the weekly 0.33
o
AVISO mean absolute dynami topography
produt, spanning 2000-2007 and the model data has been degraded (in spae and
time) in order to better approximate it. Figures 5.2a and 5.2b reveal a similar
pattern of lowest EKEs at the oast and over the shelf and the extremely high EKEs
oshore in the southern Benguela system that we expet due to the path of Agulhas
rings and eddies. The log-sale required for apturing the ontrasting regimes of
very low energy on the shelf and extremely high energy oshore in Figures 5.2a and
5.2b is testament to the unusual mesosale struture of the Benguela as ompared to
other EBCSs. For example, the California system typially has nearshore variability,
measured in terms of EKE, of the order of 40 m
2
.s
−2
, inreasing to ~120 m
2
.s
−2
further oshore (e.g. Strub et al. (1998); Marhesiello et al. (2003)). Though distint
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dierenes do exist, the range of EKEs in the Canary and Peru systems are of the
order of that in the California system (refer to Figure 2 in Capet et al. (2008)). In
striking ontrast, the inshore and oshore variability of the Benguela ranges from
~10 m
2
.s
−2
to in exess of 500 m
2
.s
−2
respetively. Enhaned EKEs (~40 m
2
.s
−2
),
assoiated with the Angola Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) are present in both model
and satellite EKEs, between ~14-16
o
S within approximately 300 km of the oast.
This is onsistent with the oshore extent (~250 km) of the surfae manifestation
of the ABFZ as observed by Meeuwis and Lutjeharms (1990).
While the general pattern of model-derived surfae geostrophi EKE agrees well
with satellite observations, dierenes in magnitude exist; most generally, the model
everywhere produes higher EKEs than observed by satellite. Figure 5.2 shows how
muh greater the model-derived surfae EKEs are than satellite, represented as a
perentage. Greatest dierenes our within ~200 km of the shelf-edge through-
out the system to about 20
o
S as well as in the entral oshore region. These more
signiant biases are related to the fat that the model overestimates the amount
of Agulhas leakage into the Benguela system and was disussed in setion 4.1.2 of
Chapter 4. It might seem ounter-intuitive that the models overestimation of EKE is
most extreme alongside the shelf-edge rather than in the turbulent region assoated
with the path of Agulhas rings and eddies that has ome to be known as the 'Cape
Cauldron' (Boebel et al. (2003)). This ould be related to the fat that the warm
oshore bias auses an enhaned horizontal gradient between the density struture
on the shelf and oshore, ulminating in inreased loal instabilities in the viinity of
the shelf-edge. While the oshore region of the southern Benguela has highest EKEs
(for both satellite and model), the model overestimation is less as there is less poten-
tial for loally produed EKEs, based on enhaned horizontal density gradients. The
relatively high bias in the oshore entral/northern region (i.e. between ~25-17.5
o
S)
is, one again, likely to be related to the overestimation of Agulhas Current inuene.
Highest oshore gradients of EKE tend to oinide with the shelf-edge (shown as a
bold ontour): in the southern Benguela for satellite EKEs and from ~32
o
S north-
ward for model EKEs. This suggests that the shelf forms a barrier to the high EKEs
introdued by Agulhas inux (i.e. rings, eddies and Indian Oean water mass hara-
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teristis) into the oshore regions. However, the very steep gradient at the shelf-edge
alludes to a potentially eient means of the oshore ux of nearshore, nutrient-rih
upwelled water. The model exhibits high EKEs on the shelf in the far south between
~32-34
o
S where the satellite-observed data does not. This is perhaps related to in-
stabilities assoiated with the Goodhope Jet (see Barth (1989)) whih, aording
to Strub et al. (1998) is driven by inshore-oshore steri height dierenes. In the
model simulation, the inshore-oshore steri height gradients are enhaned due to
the overestimation of Agulhas leakage leading to greater potential to instabilities.
However, the apparently enhaned model EKE in this area ould also be asribed
to the fat that the satellite is not apable of apturing nearshore features (refer to
http://www.aviso.oeanobs.om/no_ahe/en/appliations/oastal-appliations).
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Figure 5.2: Satellite (a) and model-derived (b) surfae geostrophi eke and () the
perentage dierene between the two. The bold blak line represents the position
of the shelf-edge (approximated as the loation of the 500 m isobath).
Figure 5.3 separates the total geostrophi EKE into seasonal and non-seasonal
omponents for both model and satellite-derived surfae EKEs. Seasonal EKE or-
rets the total EKE signal for the seasonal yle and therefore should be thought
of as merely a reetion of the seasonal signal of urrents. Both model and satellite
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outputs reveal, unequivoally, that most of the total EKE is a result of non-seasonal
variability, even though the model is fored with limatologial winds and the satel-
lite EKEs are a reetion of variability based on time-varying winds. This suggests
that the majority of variability in the Benguela system is intrinsially fored and
does not depend on time-varying wind. The seasonal foring of the model does
however produe higher seasonal EKEs (i.e. seasonal signal of urrents) than ob-
served, partiularly in oshore regions subjet to Agulhas Current inuene and in
the ABFZ region, whih is likely a onsequene of the fat that the model is fored
by a limatology wind eld and is therefore likely to produe a more distintive
seasonal signal of variability. Regions of peak total EKEs outside of the oastal up-
welling domain (i.e. the Cape Cauldron and ABFZ regions) are also subjet to peak
seasonal EKEs. However, the seasonal EKEs in these areas are only of the order
of 10% of the total EKE signal shown in Figure 5.2 (with the dierene in satellite
seasonal and total EKE being slightly lower). The perentage of total EKE at the
oast ontributed by the seasonal signal (gure not shown) is signiant, exeeding
50 % with even greater values in regions of more perennial upwelling (i.e. the entral
and northern Benguela). The poor oastal resolution of satellite EKEs provides only
some evidene of higher oastal seasonal EKEs in this ative region (Figure 5.3a).
Model-derived SSHs and u- and v-veloity elds allow us to separate total EKE
into geostrophi and ageostrophi parts. The total EKE is alulated from the
surfae u- and v-veloity omponents and the ageostrophi EKE is alulated from
the dierene between the total and geostrophi u- and v-veloity omponents. The
separation of total EKE into its geostrophi and ageostrophi omponents is shown
in Figure 5.4 and reveals that most surfae EKE is a result of geostrophi motion.
Satellite-derived geostrophi EKE therefore provides a good approximation of the
total EKE in the Benguela system. Highest ageostrophi EKEs are loated at the
northern and southern boundaries of the Benguela system and while they ould be
assoiated with non-linearities introdued by the interation of the highly dynami
regimes denitive of these boundaries, they ould also be linked to spurious features
at the parent-hild boundaries.
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Figure 5.3: Seasonal (a,) and non-seasonal (b,d) geostrophi surfae eke (in m
2
.s
-2
),
based on satellite (a,b) and model (,d) data.
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Figure 5.4: Combined seasonal and non-seasonal ontributions of total (a),
geostrophi (b) and ageostrophi (: total - geostrophi) surfae eddy kineti en-
ergy (in m
2
.s
-2
).
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5.1.2 Propagation
Oshore
As a rst approah at omparing the satellite observed and model-derived seasonal
yle of mesosale ativity and EKE generation, the Hovmöller plots in Figures
5.5 (left) and 5.5 (right) ompare the monthly mean surfae geostrophi EKEs at
32
o
S as derived from satellite and model data. While the model-derived EKEs are
higher than satellite observed EKEs, for reasons previously mentioned, both have
a lear oshore propagating signal. However, this oshore propagating signal is
only apparent seaward of the approximate position of the shelf-edge (indiated by a
dashed white line) for this setion whih is representative of the southern Benguela.
The fat that the oshore propagating speeds are approximately equivalent in both
satellite and model-derived surfae EKEs is evident in the similarity of the gradient
of the phase lines shown in Figures 5.5 (left) and 5.5 (right). In order to quantify
oshore propagation speeds, the lag time whih oinides with the maximum signif-
iant orrelation oeient between sequential time-series' from the oast seaward
was alulated. Model and satellite results ompared favourably and revealed an
oshore propagation speed of ~3.75 m.s
-1
seaward of ~16.3
o
E. This is of the order
of the oshore propagation speeds alulated by Kelly et al. (1998) from satellite
data for the EKE eld assoiated with the California upwelling system. Strub and
James (2000) surmised that beause the oshore propagating EKE speeds orre-
spond to Rossby wave speeds, they were the prime reason for oshore propagation
in the California Current system. The west-northwestward passage of antiyloni
Agulhas rings dominates the oshore dynamis of the southern Benguela region and
aounts of the translation speed have been varied, ranging from 6 m.s
-1
to 17
m.s
-1
(Byrne et al. (1995); Doglioli et al. (2007)). In our propagation alulations,
we take into aount only a due west propagation diretion. If we rotate our propa-
gation speed so that it has a northwesterly diretion, we obtain speeds of ~7 m.s
−1
,
whih is within the range of Agulhas Ring translation. At this latitude the Rossby
wave propagation speed is ~3 m.s
−1
(Chelton and Shlax (1996)), whih is too low
to aount for the propagation speeds revealed in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Time-longitude plot of monthly mean satellite (left) and model-derived
(right) surfae geostrophi, non-seasonal EKE at 32
o
S. Units in m
2
.s
−1
.
The satellite observations of Kelly et al. (1998) and Strub and James (2000)
link the generation of EKE with the equatorward upwelling jet, whih was further
investigated and revealed as barolini instability proesses of the upwelling jet in
the modelling study of Marhesiello et al. (2003). As a rst order look into the
onnetion of EKE and equatorward jets in the southern Benguela system, Figure
5.6 (left) and 5.6 (right) show the monthly mean geostrophi meridional veloities
for satellite and model-derived data, plotted against longitude. Again, a westward
propagating signal is obvious, but only from approximately the position of the shelf-
edge and is alulated as ~3.75 m.s
-1
(or, ~7 m.s
-1
in a northwesterly diretion),
based on both satellite and model-derived veloities. Both the oastal upwelling jet
as well as the shelf-edge jet are resolved by the model and an be seen in Figure
5.6 (right) as being northward throughout the year, while the satellite only properly
resolves the latter due to poor oastal resolution. The extent to whih either of these
jets are responsible for the generation of EKE will be investigated further by looking
at the orrelation between EKE and meridional veloity time-series' extrated from
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the approximate position of the ore of both the oastal and shelf-edge jets (from
model data only for the former and from both data soures for the latter).
While the model-derived data in Figure 5.6 (right) suggests a lear seasonal sig-
nal of the oastal jet, only vestiges of this signal exists in satellite-derived geostrophi
veloities in Figure 5.5 due to the poor resolution of satellite data in an approx-
imately 50 km oastal band. To eluidate the signal of the oastal upwelling jet
as resolved by the model, Figure 5.7 shows a time-series, extrated from the ore
region of the oastal upwelling jet (at ~17.8
o
E), for both the geostrophi meridional
veloity omponent as well as for non-seasonal EKE. The fat that equatorward
veloities utuate in phase with EKEs at the oast is obvious from a mere visual
analysis of this plot, with peaks tending to our during the beginning and end
of the year (i.e. during spring and summer when upwelling is most intense in the
southern Benguela). The ross-orrelation of the two time-series' gives a signiant
orrelation oeient of 0.43 (with the 95% ondene level at 0.21), whih on-
rms the in-phase seasonality of the upwelling jet and the generation of EKE, thus
providing evidene for a onnetion between the two.
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Figure 5.6: Time-longitude plot of monthly mean satellite (left) and model-derived
(right) surfae geostrophi meridional veloity (V
g
) at 32
o
S.
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Figure 5.7: Time-series of monthly mean, non-seasonal EKE (blue) and meridional
veloity (green) at 32
o
S, 17.8
o
E.
It is less simple to establish whether a distint signal or pattern of the shelf-edge
jet exists from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 alone. While the oastal jet is diretly fored
by isopynal displaements of the seasonal upwelling yle, the intensiation of the
shelf-edge jet fored by oastal and oshore steri height dierenes (Strub et al.
(1998)), the former onneted with the yle of oastal upwelling and the latter with
the more unpreditable passing of Agulhas rings and eddies (Lutjeharms (2006)).
Figures 5.8a and 5.8b are time-series' of meridional geostrophi veloity and EKE
extrated from the approximate loation of the ore of the shelf-edge jet, based
on satellite and model data respetively and show that that they do not appear to
utuate in-phase with one another. A ross-orrelation analysis onrms that there
is no orrelation between variability of the shelf-edge jet and the generation of EKE.
This suggests that EKE at the shelf-edge is not solely produed by instabilities of
the shelf-edge jet and is likely to originate from a non-loal soure.
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Figure 5.8: Time-series of monthly mean, non-seasonal EKE (blue) and meridional
veloity (green) at 32
o
S, 16.3
o
E, based on satellite (a) and model (b) data.
The 32
o
S setion was hosen to be representative of EKE patterns of the southern
Benguela region, whih is strongly ontrolled by the passage of Agulhas rings and
eddies. There appears to be a distint onnetion between the oastal upwelling jet
and the generation of EKE, while the origin of EKE at the shelf-edge is probably
inuened by the advetion of non-loal soures. Oshore propagation of the EKE
signal only ours from the position of the shelf-edge, suggesting either an alongshore
propagation on the shelf or a dissipation proess on the shelf. Figure 5.2 learly
shows the distint dierenes in ross-shore EKE struture in the northern and
southern regions of the Benguela system. In order to srutinise the dierenes more
losely, Homöller plots of non-seasonal EKE and meridional geostrophi veloities
are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 for a zonal setion at 16.5
o
S, whih is hosen
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to be representative of the northern Benguela (note that the sale of olourbar for
the meridional veloity omponent is dierent to Figure 5.6).
The most striking dierene between satellite and model-derived EKEs, shown in
Figures 5.9 (left) and 5.9 (right), is that the model produes more variability than
is derived from satellite observations. The enhaned oshore EKEs in the model
output originate from the ABFZ region, where the model resolves greater variabil-
ity than is resolved by satellite observations. An animation of surfae EKEs (see
animation on supplementary CD) shows the southward and oshore (from ~16
o
S)
advetion of the high EKE signal originating from the ABFZ. EKE is also generated
at the oast, whih an be seen partiularly well in Figure 5.9 (right) (the satellite
data does not resolve near-shore features) where a distint seasonal signal an be
diserned. We surmise that this signal is assoiated with the upwelling-indued
oastal jet, whih an be seen in the Homöller plot of geostrophi meridional velo-
ities (Figure 5.10 (right)), based on model-derived data. To larify the onnetion,
Figure 5.11 shows a timeseries of both EKE and geostrophi meridional veloity
(an indiator for the intensity of the upwelling jet), extrated from a nearshore lo-
ation (we show only results from model output as the satellite does not resolve
the nearshore region). The fat that they utuate in phase with one another is
unequivoal and is substantiated by a orrelation oeient of 0.88 (with the 95%
ondene level at 0.8). In order to test the eet of the poleward ow on EKE,
we extrat time-series' further oshore (~10
o
E) within the domain of the seasonally
pulsing poleward ow (see Chapter 4) for both model- and satellite-based output
(Figures 5.12a and 5.12b respetively). Both satellite and model results reveal a sig-
niant orrelation and show that the EKE dereases (inreases) when the poleward
(equatorward) ow is most intense. The oshore propagation rates of the high EKE
signals in the nearshore region are of the order of 3.5 m.s
-1
, whih is onsistent with
oshore propagating Rossby wave speeds at this latitude (~3.5-3.75 m.s
-1
aording
to Chelton and Shlax (1996)).
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Figure 5.9: Time-longitude plot of monthly mean satellite (left) and model-derived
(right) surfae geostrophi non-seasonal EKE at 16.5
o
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Figure 5.10: Time-longitude plot of monthly mean satellite (left) and model-derived
(right) surfae geostrophi meridional veloity at 16.5
o
S. Note: the sale diers from
the similar plot shown for the southern Benguela in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.11: Time-series of monthly mean, non-seasonal EKE (blue) and meridional
veloity (green) at 16
o
S, 11.6
o
E.
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Figure 5.12: Time-series of monthly mean, non-seasonal EKE (blue) and meridional
veloity (green) at 16.5
o
S, 10
o
E, based on satellite (a) and model (b) data.
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Shelf-edge
The Hovmöller plots of monthly mean EKEs in Figure 5.5 suggest that there is
little oshore propagation over the relatively broad shelf in the southern Benguela
region, while similar plots representative of the northern Benguela region (Figure
5.9) imply that oshore propagation of the high EKE signal ours from relatively
nearshore loations. Figure 5.13 shows two-daily alongshelf (approximated by the
500 m isobath) non-seasonal EKEs plotted against latitude and reveals a pattern
of equatorward propagation in the southern part of the system to approximately
26
o
S. There is evidene for poleward propagation in the north between ~14-16
o
S
as well as between ~18-24
o
S. While we have shown propagation only at the shelf-
edge, similar gures (that are not shown) for the mid-shelf region (i.e. at the 200
m isobath) reveal an equivalent equatorward (poleward) propagation rates of EKE
in the southern (northern) part of the system. This is more or less onsistent with
alongshelf utuations of the alongshore veloity omponent shown in Figure 4.18
of Chapter 4. Equatorward propagation rates in the southern part of the system are
alulated as ~12 m.s
-1
and the average poleward propagation rate for the northern
Benguela is ~2 m.s
-1
.
The soure of the equatorward propagating EKEs at the shelf-edge in the south-
ern Benguela may be linked to the equatorward upwelling jet (the signiant orre-
lation between the jet and EKEs is shown in Figure 5.7). However, the generation
of yloni shelf-edge eddies, partiularly in the lee of the Cape Peninsula and Cape
Columbine, and their advetion equatorward along the shelf-edge is likely to be an
important ontribution to this signal. Another important ontribution to this signal
is the meandering nature of the shelf-edge jet (see Figure 4.18).
Given that it's loation is ommensurate with the position of the ABFZ, the
poleward propagating signal in the far north between ~14-16
o
S is no doubt related
to utuations at the northern boundary of the upwelling regime. The poleward
propagation of shelf-edge EKE (that originates at the oastal upwelling jet and is
subsequently adveted oshore) between ~18-24
o
S depends on the seasonal-pulsing
of the wind-stress url generated poleward ow.
Shelf-edge propagation of the depth-integrated EKE signal (gure not shown)
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reveals equivalent equatorward propagation in the southern Benguela system, again
to ~25
o
S. However, no poleward propagating signal is present in the northern part
of the system. This result suggests that the EKE signal at the shelf-edge in the
southern Benguela is barotropi in nature and is therefore signiantly ontrolled
by deep-reahing features, suh as the meandering shelf-edge jet. Contrary to this,
the EKE signal in the northern Benguela is predominantly a surfae feature.
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Figure 5.13: Time-latitude plot of total surfae eke (in m
2
.s
-2
) along the shelf-edge
(~500 m isobath), using 2-daily model output.
5.1.3 Vertial struture
Depth-integrated vs. depth-averaged EKE
Thus far we have foussed primarily on surfae mesosale variability patterns of
the Benguela system, whih have revealed the striking juxtaposition of very low
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EKEs on the shelf and very high EKEs further oshore in the southern region and
a more typial pattern (ompared to other EBCS's) in the northern region. Fea-
tures spawned at the Agulhas retroetion and their advetion into the Benguela
Current system provide a huge soure of energy to the greater Benguela Current
system. While surfae EKEs give an idea of the inuene of Agulhas inux on the
mesosale variability in the Benguela system, it neglets subsurfae eets whih
are likely to be signiant onsidering (for example) the fat that Agulhas rings
are deep-reahing features (they have been observed to reah as deep as 4500 m:
van Aken et al. (2000)). As a rst approah attempt at understanding the verti-
al extent of the EKE struture of the Benguela system, Figure 5.14a shows the
total (geostrophi + ageostrophi and seasonal + non-seasonal) depth-integrated
EKE for the whole domain with the position of the shelf-edge and the loation of
the Walvis Ridge represented by the 500 m and 3500 m isobaths respetively. It
reveals that the Walvis Ridge appears to form a barrier to the northward propa-
gation of the deep-reahing, high EKEs that are prevalent to the south of it. This
suggests that the Walvis Rdige presents, at least a partial, 'topographi trapping'
of the high EKEs assoiated with the interation of features assoiated with Agul-
has leakage and the Benguela Current system (partiularly in the so-alled 'Cape
Cauldron' region). While several observational, as well as numerial, studies have
been onduted on the interation of eddies (both surfae-intensied, antiyloni
and bottom-intensied, yloni) with the Walvis Ridge, no unanimous onlusion
has been reahed. van Ballegooyen et al. (1994) observed the slowing down of an
Agulhas ring on approahing the Walvis Ridge, while the observations of Shouten
et al. (2000) suggested that there was no systemati eet of the ridge on Agulhas
rings. The idealized numerial study of Kamenkovih et al. (1996) indiated that
the Walvis Ridge is likely to inuene the amplitude and trajetory of eddies and
is onsistent with the realisti model investigation of Matano and Beier (2003) that
showed the veering of surfae-intensied antiylones when in ontat with either
the Walvis Ridge or the Vema Seamount and bottom-intensied ylones tended
to be bloked by either of these topographi features. These ontrasting eets,
aording to the authors, generates a onentration of barotropi energy to the east
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of the Walvis Ridge, whih is onsistent with Figure 5.14a). A similar modeling
study by Treguier et al. (2003) showed that while in the Cape Basin, Agulhas rings
remain south of ~30
o
S. Although Figure 5.14a shows high EKEs throughout the
Cape Basin, highest EKEs are situated in a very partiular path south of ~30
o
S and
is onsistent with the oshore 'stream' of the Benguela Current (as manifested in
an equilibrium state), whih is shown as streamlines in Figure 5.14a.
While the depth integrated EKEs suggest a strong topographial ontrol of the
high EKE signal due to the presene of the Walvis Ridge, the depth integrated
values are, of ourse, depth dependant so that deeper regions would more than likely
have greater EKEs than shallower regions. In order to test the relative dierenes
in EKEs from region to region (irrespetive of depth), Figure 5.14b shows depth
averaged EKEs. The region of highest EKEs remains unhanged as does the fat
that the Walvis Ridge appears to form a barrier to the northward advetion of
the high oshore EKE signal. Depth-averaged EKEs allow us to identify areas of
relatively high EKE prodution on shallower shelf regions, the most striking of whih
is assoiated with the shelf-edge jet (or the 'Goodhope Jet'), southward of ~30
o
S,
but is most intense between the Cape Peninsula and 32
o
S. Northward of this feature,
but south of the Walvis Ridge (i.e. south of ~20
o
S), highest depth-averaged EKEs
tend to be onned to regions that are deeper than the shelf-edge. This implies
that features giving rise to elevated EKEs in the oshore regions of the southern
Benguela are somewhat barotropi in nature. North of the Walvis Ridge, the highest
depth-averaged EKEs are situated on the narrow shelf and derease oshore, whih
is what we might expet from instabilities assoiated with the upwelling jet.
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Figure 5.14: Depth-integrated, model-derived total (i.e. geostrophi +
ageostrophi), total (i.e. seasonal + non-seasonal) eddy kineti energy (EKE) in
m
3
.s
-2
. The blak ontours show the 500 m and 3500 m isobaths, the former rep-
resenting the position of the shelf-edge and the latter indiating the loation of the
Walvis Ridge. The white ontours show the depth-integrated transport streamlines.
Vertial EKE setions
A more detailed view of the vertial EKE struture, representative of the southern
and northern Benguela regions, is shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 respetively. Both
gures show the total (i.e. geostrophi + ageostrophi) EKE, using the same log
olour sale for the seasonal and non-seasonal omponents, as well as their sum (i.e.
the total geostrophi + ageotrophi EKE). Shown in blak ontours are isopynals,
with a ontour interval of 0.2 kg.m
-3
and the 1026.4 kg.m
-3
ontour is shown in bold.
A zonal setion at 32
o
S is used to represent the southern Benguela region and
is shown in Figure 5.15, whih reveals that most of the EKE is the result of non-
seasonal utuations. The vertial setions eluidate the previous suggestion that
high oshore EKEs do not tend to penetrate the relatively broad and shallow shelf
of the southern Benguela. The relatively quiesent shelf region is assoiated with
rather shallow-sloping isopynals, and is anked on both its shelf-edge and oastal
boundaries by muh more steeply sloping isopynals that appear to be linked to
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the loal prodution of EKE. This an be most learly seen in Figure 5.15b, whih
shows a strong seasonal signal (expressed as seasonal EKE) in regions of steeply-
sloping isopynals at the oast and at the shelf-edge (onneted to the seasonal
yle assoiated with the oastal upwelling jet and the shelf-edge jet). The non-
seasonal EKE signal is dominated by the path of the meandering oshore stream
of the Benguela Current that is the vehile for yloni and antiyloni features
originating from the Agulhas Retroetion and extends to depths of at least 1000
m. Plots not shown reveal that surfae intensiation of the EKE struture extends
oshore of ~10
o
E, with values of the order of 50-100 m
2
.s
-2
from ~1000 m depth to
the bottom and a surfae intensiation where values exeed 800 m
2
.s
-2
. This region
is oinident with highest depth-integrated and depth-averaged EKEs in Figure 5.14
and suggests the deep-reahing eet of the yloni and antiyloni features on
their northwestward path into the Atlanti Oean.
The vertial EKE struture for the northern Benguela (represented by a zonal
setion at 16
o
S) is shown in Figure 5.16 and is very dierent to that of the southern
Benguela, but muh more similar to what one might expet from an upwelling sys-
tem (for example, see Fig. 7 in Marhesiello et al. (2003)). The isopynals shown
on the plot give an indiation of the alongshore urrent struture and reveal the
presene of a oastal upwelling jet, a poleward underurrent and there is evidene of
a near-surfae surfae poleward ounter-urrent oshore of the upwelling jet. The
non-seasonal EKE signal shows peak values on the oshore edge of the equator-
ward upwelling jet and is oinident with a strong seasonal yle (Figure 5.16b).
A seondary peak seasonal yle is present at the loation of the poleward under-
urrent, vestiges of whih an be seen in the non-seasonal EKEs in Figure 5.16.
The seondary peak is not entirely loally produed as it is related to the southward
propagation of EKE into the northern Benguela from the ABFZ. The downward and
oshore fan of EKE from its soure at the oastal upwelling jet suggests an inverse
energy asade, resulting in the barotropization of the vertial eddy sales. Sott
and Wang (2005) showed that altimetry data has reahed an auray and resolu-
tion apable of resolving the inverse energy asade and was thus able to observe
suh geostrophi turbulene in the rst barotropi mode in the South Pai Oean.
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This struture has been similarly observed in the California Current system (Marh-
esiello et al. (2003)) and has been shown by Haney et al. (2001) to be onneted
with the transformation of upper oean barolini EKE to deeper, barotropi EKE
via nonlinear proesses assoiated with barolinially unstable waves.
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Figure 5.15: Seasonal (a) and non-seasonal (b) EKE at 32
o
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m
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) with isopy-
nals (bold 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5.2 Volume-integrated energy ontributions
The previous setion emphasizes the very signiant oshore EKE gradient in the
southern Benguela and alludes to the diulty of separating loally produed EKE
from EKE that is adveted into the area. To the north of the Walvis Ridge, the
EKE struture is more reminisent of what we might expet of an eastern boundary
upwelling system, taking the work of Marhesiello et al. (2003) as an example. We
therefore expet dierenes in the ontributions from mean and transient energy to
the total energy in the northern and southern Benguela systems. In fat, the eddy-
permitting modeling study of Matano and Beier (2003) showed that momentum
uxes in the Cape Basin are driven primarily by eddy uxes with little input from
the mean ow.
In order to quantify the relative ontributions of mean and transient energy in
the northern and southern Benguela and the ross-shore variations of eah, we alu-
late the volume integrated mean and eddy kineti energy for 0.5
o
zonal setions for
the northern and southern Benguela regions. The northern Benguela is dened as
the region north of the Walvis Ridge spanning 20-16
o
S and the southern Benguela is
dened as the region spanning 34-30
o
S. Figure 5.17 shows the ross-shore variations
in mean and eddy kineti energy for the southern Benguela region. The average po-
sition of shelf-edge (for this alongshore averaged region) is approximately 16.3
o
E and
forms a barrier between mean kineti energy dominane on the shelf and eddy kineti
energy dominane o the shelf. The total, volume-integrated eddy kineti energy
oshore of the shelf edge in the southern Benguela (30-34
o
S) is 367x10
15
J, whih
is more than double the total, volume-integrated mean kineti energy of 145x10
15
J.
Conversely, the mean kineti energy integrated on the shelf in the southern Benguela
exeeds the total eddy kineti energy by 1.5x10
15
J (7x10
15
J for the former and 5.5
Jx10
15
J for the latter). In short; while the momentum of the oshore domain of the
southern Benguela is driven by transient energy, the shelf region is driven by mean
energy.
While the northern Benguela is far less energeti than the southern Benguela
(note the dierent sales of the y-axis on Figures 5.17 and 5.18), the total mean ki-
neti energy exeeds the eddy kineti energy for the entire ross-shore expanse of the
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northern Benguela system. The total, volume-integrated mean kineti energy in the
northern Benguela (16-20
o
S) amounts to 43.5x10
15
J, while the total transient eddy
kineti energy is 35.8x10
15
J. While the ross-shore kineti energy proles inrease
monotonially oshore in the southern Benguela, a peak (dip) ours some distane
oshore (~9
o
E) in the northern Benguela of the eddy (mean) kineti energy proles.
This oinides with the loation of the transition from equatorward to poleward ow
that is suggested by the varying slope of the ispynals in Figure 5.16 and reets
the role of the poleward ow in produing mesosale utuations (via advetion or
loal generation).
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Figure 5.17: Volume integrated mean and eddy kineti energy, between 34-30^oS in
0.5^o longitudinal bloks.
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Figure 5.18: Volume integrated mean and eddy kineti energy, between 30-16^oS in
0.5^o longitudinal bloks.
5.3 Coherent eddy strutures
While the high EKE signal as resolved by the model is indiative of the turbulent
nature of the Cape Basin, it does not give spei evidene of the passage of oherent
eddy strutures suh as antiyloni Agulhas rings and yloni eddies. In this
setion we identify antiyloni and yloni features that are resolved by the model
in order to more quantitatively dene their loation and preferential path. To do
this we use the Okubo-Weiss parameter, whih was more extensively used in the
modeling study of Penven et al. (2005) to investigate eddy harateristis in the Peru
upwelling system. The Okubo-Weiss parameter desribes the relative dominane of
deformation and vortiity and, as suh, is useful in identifying eddy strutures due
to their transition from deformation at the edges to strong vortiity in their entres.
It is written as follows:
λ =
(
∂u
∂x
−
∂v
∂y
)2
+
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)2
−
(
∂v
∂x
−
∂u
∂y
)2
(5.3)
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The rst two terms on the right-hand side (RHS) represent the deformation and
the last term represents the relative vortiity. If deformation (relative vortiity)
dominates, the Okubo-Weiss term (λ) will be positive (negative). Using this pa-
rameter, eddies (both yloni and antiyloni) will therefore be represented by a
large negative value at their entres, surrounded by positive values. This allows us
to easily identify the loation of eddies numerially by extrating all of the loal
minimums throughout the domain of interest beause if a point is surrounded by
values greater than it, it must represent the entre of an eddy. We identify seper-
ately both yloni and antiyloni features by applying a mask based on seleted
sea surfae height anomalies. Speially, in order to extrat the loations of anti-
yloni (yloni) features, whih have a positive (negative) SSHA signal, we only
alulate the Okubo-Weiss parameter for regions where the SSHA is positive (neg-
ative). However, beause the SSHA signals are so huge in the oshore domain, we
the use fairly stringent thresholds also used by Matano and Beier (2003) for the pos-
itive and negative SSHAs used to identify possible antiyloni and yloni eddy
strutures. Any positive value less than 25 m is negleted in the identiation of
antiyloni features and any negative value greater than -15 m is negleted in the
identiation of yloni features, based on the Okubo-Weiss parameter. In order
to loate yloni eddies on the shelf-edge, we use an SSHA threshold of 7.5 m and
neglet eddies oshore of the 2500 m isobath.
Figure 5.19 shows the loation of all the seleted antiyloni eddies during all
seasons loated in the model domain during model years 5-7. Only output from
three years are shown in order to avoid luttering the gure. Note that the dots
shown refer to the loations of eddies as they propagate through the domain, there-
fore the number of dots do not diretly relate to the number of eddies. The red dots
in Figure 5.19 relate to Agulhas rings propagating through the Cape Basin region
and agrees well with trajetories observed by Treguier et al. (2003) in MODAS SSH
elds (e.g. see their Fig. 3) as well as with the model results of Matano and Beier
(2003) (see their Fig. 10). Agulhas rings do not tend to propagate northward of
30
o
S within the Cape Basin and, perhaps of more signiane to the Benguela up-
welling regime, do not propagate onto the shelf. The preferential path of the rings
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tends to veer toward the west of the Vema Seamount and is, in general, oherent
with the region of most intense depth-integrated EKEs as well as the area hara-
terized by losely-spaed, meandering streamlines shown in Figure 5.14a. That the
preferential path of the rings oinides with highest EKEs and the region of most
intense mean meandering ow, as well as the fat that the oshore domain of the
southern Benguela is dominated by eddy energy (see Figure 5.17) gives impetus to
the statement that the mean ow of the Benguela Current is driven by the passage
of Agulhas rings. Evidene of the fat that there is no dominant seasonality in the
numbers of Agulhas rings identied per month is given in Figures 5.21a and 5.21b,
whih show the total number of eddies loated per month for the whole 8 years of
the model simulation and the assoiated spetral signal respetively.
   6oE    9oE   12oE   15oE   18oE 
  35oS 
  30oS 
  25oS 
  20oS 
  15oS 
Anti−cyclonic eddies: Y5−Y7, M1−M12
Figure 5.19: Loations of all antiyloni eddies during all seasons identied using
the Okubo-Weiss parameter from model year 5 to model year 7.
Figures 5.20a and 5.20b show yloni eddies identied during all summer and
winter months respetively for model years 5 to 7. Blue dots indiate oshore
yloni eddies (with an SSHA threshold of -15 m) and the green dots represent
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the loations and trajetories of yloni eddies over the shelf-edge (with an SSHA
threshold of -7.5 m). While there does not appear to be obvious seasonal variability
of the trajetories or density of yloni eddies in the oshore domain, shelf-edge
eddies are far more abundant during summer than in winter. During summer months
we also see the formation of eddies in the region where the shelf-edge narrows at
approximately 27
o
S. The dihotomy between the more distint seasonality of the
yoni eddies over the shelf-edge than the oshore yloni eddies an be seen in
time timeseries' and assoiated spetral signals in Figure 5.21. While the west-
southwestward trajetories of the oshore yloni eddies are learly demonstrated
in Figure 5.20, eddies over the shelf-edge tend to be trapped to the shelf as they
travel equatorward.
   6oE    9oE   12oE   15oE   18oE 
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b) All cyclonic eddies: Y5−Y7, M1−M3
   6oE    9oE   12oE   15oE   18oE 
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b) All cyclonic eddies: Y5−Y7, M7−M9
Figure 5.20: Loations of all yloni eddies identied during summer (a) and winter
(b) months using the Okubo-Weiss parameter from model year 5 to model year 7.
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Figure 5.21: Total number of antiyloni (a), oshore yloni () and yloni
eddies on the shelf (e) per month identied for the full 8 years of model ouput.
Alongside eah are the respetive signals (b,d and f respetively) with the 95%
ondene level shown as a dashed line.
5.4 The role of eddies in the vortiity balane
The time-mean vortiity balane provides a onise and quantitatively instrutive
method of investigating the relative importane of terms driving the mean ow stru-
ture. Marhesiello et al. (2003) used the terms of the vortiity balane equation to
show that, in fat, signiant departures from the Sverdrup balane our in the
California Current system and are due to the non-linear terms. Based on the EKE
analysis in the previous setions, we expet that the nonlinear terms are of impor-
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tane to the dynamis of the southern Benguela system. We arry out a vortiity
balane in order to better understand the eddy-mean ow interation proesses in
the northern and southern Benguela systems.
The time-mean, depth integrated (from the free-surfae to 1000 m) vortiity
balane equation is derived in Appendix B and appears as follows:
η∫
−1000
∂ξ
∂t
dz =
η∫
−1000
f
∂w
∂z
dz − β
η∫
−1000
v
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dz −
η∫
−1000
−→υ∇ξdz
︸ ︷︷ ︸
+∇∧
~τ surf
ρ0︸ ︷︷ ︸ (5.4)
∇∧Coriolis ∇∧Advetion ∇∧Vertial mixing
where ξ is the relative vortiity and η is the free-surfae. The Coriolis term has
been separated into a vortex strething term (f ∂w
∂z
, where f is the Coriolis parameter
and w is the vertial veloity) and a beta term (βv, where β is equivalent to ∂f
∂y
and
v is the meridional veloity omponent). ~τ surf is the time mean surfae wind stress
vetor (in N.m
-2
) and ρ0 is the referene density of sea-water (taken to be 1024
kg.m
-3
). The surfae foring term is the dominant foring term and far exeeds the
bottom foring term, whih has therefore been negleted. Sine vortiity advetion
is dominated by the horizontal advetion, it an equivalently be written as follows:
curlz[u
∂u
∂x
+v ∂u
∂y
, v ∂v
∂y
+u ∂v
∂x
], where u is the zonal veloity omponent. Using equation
(5.2), we separate the mean and eddy vortiity advetion terms, based on a time-
mean urrent. The mean (MADV) and eddy (EADV) vortiity advetion terms
appear as follows (refer to Appendix B for a omplete derivation):
MADV =
∫ η
−1000
curl
z
[
∂u¯2
∂x
+
∂u¯v¯
∂y
,
∂v¯2
∂y
+
∂u¯v¯
∂x
]
(5.5)
EADV =
∫ η
−1000
curl
z
[
∂u′2
∂x
+
∂u′v′
∂y
,
∂v′2
∂y
+
∂u′v′
∂x
]
(5.6)
where [u¯, v¯] and [u′v′] are the time-mean and transient, zonal and meridional
veloity omponents respetively. In a time-mean solution, the term on the left-hand
side (LHS) of equation (5.4) tends to zero. Under the assumption of a low Rossby
number regime and a rigid-lid, the vortiity advetion (3rd term on the RHS of
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equation (5.4)) and the vortex strething (1st term on RHS) terms an be negleted.
If these assumptions are valid and we an indeed neglet the orresponding terms
we enter a regime that is ontrolled by Sverdrup dynamis, i.e. a balane between
the beta term and the wind stress url. However, in this setion we are speially
interested in the role of eddies and therefore do not neglet the vortiity advetion
term, nor do we neglet the vortex strething term as it may be signiant in the
presene of the large barolini or barotropi Agulhas Rings. In our time-mean
solution, the tendeny term on the LHS of equation (5.4) is null and we ahieve
a balane between the Coriolis, advetion and surfae foring terms. Figure 5.22
shows the dominant terms of the depth-integrated vortiity balane as well as the
separation of the Coriolis term (b) into its vortex strething () and beta omponents
(d) and the total vortiity advetion (TADV) term (e) into its mean (MADV: f) and
eddy (EADV: g) omponents.
The spatial pattern and strength of the dominant terms suggest that the Sver-
drup relation is least appliable in the southern part of the Benguela system where
the vortex strething and advetion terms make a signiant ontribution to the bal-
ane, partiularly south of the Walvis Ridge (shown as white lines in Figure 5.22).
More speially, both terms are greatest in areas of most intense depth-integrated
(0-1000 m) transport (whih is shown in blak ontours). The separation of the
TADV term into its MADV (Figure 5.22f) and EADV (Figure 5.22g) omponents
reveals a more oherent pattern for the former that is tied to the standing meanders
of the mean ow and a less strutured pattern for the latter whih nevertheless is
greatest in regions of more intense ow. In a region of spatially homogeneous ow we
expet the MADV term to be small. Therefore, we antiipate the signiant MADV
term related to the distint standing meander pattern in mean ow of the southern
Benguela, however the standing meander itself is a mean-state manifestation of the
preferential path of the transient Agulhas Rings. All of the terms derease north-
ward, where they beome inreasingly of the order of the relatively small wind stress
url term.
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Figure 5.22: Maps of the dominant terms of the time-mean, depth integrated (surfae
to 1000 m) vortiity balane equation. Units are in 10
-9
m.s
-2
. The blak ontours
represent 0-1000 m transport streamlines. The white ontours show the 4100 m,
4500 m and 4900 m isobaths.
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Figures 5.23 to 5.26 show the alongshore averaged dominant vortiity balane
terms for four regions, representative of dierent regimes of the greater Benguela sys-
tem: the tropial (13-18
o
S), northern Benguela upwelling (20-24
o
S), entral Benguela
upwelling (25-30
o
S) and southern Benguela upwelling (32-34
o
S) regions respetively.
The balane of terms in the tropial region (Figure 5.23a) is primarily ahieved by
the beta and wind stress url terms, whih is onsistent with Sverdrup dynamis and
the results shown in Figure 4.15. It is also onsistent with the results of Marhesiello
et al. (2003). Deviations from a losed Sverdrup balane are aounted for by the
vortex strething term (vstreth), whih is signiant at ~75 km and ~175 km from
the 1000 m isobath. While the TADV term is small it is greatest at approximately
the same loations, whih is ommensurate with a region haraterised by relatively
high EKEs (see Figure 5.14) that may be related to instabilities assoiated with
the ABFZ. The separation of the TADV term into its EADV and MADV ompo-
nents is shown in Figure 5.23b (note the dierent sale on the y-axis than in Figure
5.23a) and reveals that the positive TADV peak ~75 km from the 1000 m isobath
is aounted for by transient vortiity advetion (EADV). The negative peak fur-
ther oshore (at ~175 km) is due to mean vortiity advetion (MADV). Although
these terms are very small, they may be assoiated with the generation of the larger
vstreth terms that are required to lose the balane.
The ontribution of the TADV term in the vortiity balane of the northern
Benguela upwelling regime (averaged between 20-24
o
S) is signiant throughout
the domain as is the vstreth term (see Figure 5.24a: note the hange of sale
of the y-axis). Within 200 km of the 1000 m isobath the vstreth and TADV
terms approximately balane eah other out, their small dierene aounting for
the imbalane between the wind stress url and beta terms. Further oshore their
joint ontribution to the vortiity balane beomes more signiant. The relatively
homogeneous nature of the ow in this region results in a small MADV omponent
of the TADV term, with most of it being aounted for by the EADV omponent.
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Figure 5.23: a) Dominant terms of the vortiity balane oshore of the 1000 m
isobath for the tropial region, averaged between 13-18
o
S. b) The separation of the
total vortiity advetion term into its mean (madv) and eddy (eadv) omponents.
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a) Dominant vorticity balance terms, averaged between 24−20oS. Units=m.s−2.
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Figure 5.24: a) Dominant terms of the vortiity balane oshore of the 1000 m
isobath for the northern Benguela region, averaged between 20-24
o
S. b) The sepa-
ration of the total vortiity advetion term into its mean (madv) and eddy (eadv)
omponents.
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The entral Benguela region, situated between ~25-30
o
S has been desribed in
previous hapters as the transition between the disparate northern and southern
Benguela regimes. It is haraterized by a distint oshore transport that has been
assoiated with the Sverdrup relation (i.e. see Figure 4.15). However, the along-
shore vortiity balane terms (Figure 5.25a) reveal that the Sverdrup balane only
approximately holds in ertain regions (e.g. within ~100 km, ~200 km and >450 km
from the 1000 m isobath) and where is doesn't, the vortiity balane is losed by sig-
niant TADV and vstreth terms. Figure 5.25b reveals that the large TADV term
is predominantly made up of the EADV omponent, despite the meandering nature
of the mean ow regime in this region. The impliation being that the meandering
nature of the ow is the mean state manifestation of transient features.
The fat that non-linearities assoiated with the inuene of Agulhas leakage in
the southern Benguela negates the validity of the Sverdrup balane in that region
has already been revealed in Figure 4.15. The vortiity balane terms for this region
(spanning 32-34
o
S) are shown in Figure 5.26 and quanties the role of the non-linear
advetion terms in driving the mean ow in the southern Benguela regime. The
primary balane lies between the beta term and the vstreth term with seondary
ontributions from the TADV term, whih is greatest in regions of distint standing
meanders (i.e. ~375 km oshore: see Figure 4.15a). While the EADV ontribution
is one again dominant in the TADV term, the MADV omponent is signiant (see
Figure 5.26b). The large MADV term in the southern Benguela is likely a produt
of the fat that the very large sale of Agulhas Rings makes their signal impossible
to ompletely remove with the rest of the transient signal (using equation (5.2)).
Figure 5.27 shows the perentage ontributions of the dominant vortiity bal-
ane terms, averaged aross-shore and alongshore in eah of the domains desribed
above. In all ases the positive and negative utuating TADV term shown in Fig-
ures 5.23a-5.26a results in a very small ontribution to the box average of eah
domain. Partiularly for the northern and southern Benguela upwelling regions (32-
34
o
S and 20-24
o
S respetively), the box-averged vstreth term remains an important
ontribution to the balane and is probably related to vertial veloity mismathes
at the surfae and 1000 m as a result of the presene of Agulhas Rings, eddies and
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assoiated features. The box-averaged vortiity terms suggest that the Sverdrup
relation is most relevant for the tropial Benguela region (13-18
o
S), with only slight
deviations due to vortex strething and non-linear proesses. While the box-average
vstreth term beomes more signiant in the entral Benguela region (25-30
o
S), the
dominant balane is between the beta and wind stress url term, thus validating the
Sverdrup relation in this region.
Our results are onsistent with the global vortiity budget arried out by Lu and
Stammer (2004). Their relatively oarse resolution (2
o
x2
o
) results showed a signif-
iant departure from Sverdrup balane in the upper oean (surfae to 985 m) in
most areas exept in regions unaeted by boundary urrents. Their budget showed
that the departure from Sverdrup balane was aounted for primarily by vortex
strething at higher latitudes and by the presene of advetion in western bound-
ary urrent regions. The fat that the southern Benguela system is signiantly
inuened by Agulhas leakage plaes it in the vortiity balane regime of western
boundary regions where we would expet advetion to be important.
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a) Dominant vorticity balance terms, averaged between 30−25oS. Units=m.s−2.
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Figure 5.25: a) Dominant terms of the vortiity balane oshore of the 1000 m
isobath for the entral Benguela region, averaged between 25-30
o
S. b) The separa-
tion of the total vortiity advetion term into its mean (madv) and eddy (eadv)
omponents.
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a) Dominant vorticity balance terms, averaged between 34−32oS. Units=m.s−2.
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Figure 5.26: a) Dominant terms of the vortiity balane oshore of the 1000 m
isobath for the southern Benguela region, averaged between 32-34
o
S. b) The sepa-
ration of the total vortiity advetion term into its mean (madv) and eddy (eadv)
omponents.
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Figure 5.27: Area averages of the dominant vortiity balane terms, as a fration of
a pie, for eah of the domains shown in Figures 5.23 to 5.26.
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5.5 Energy onversion analysis
Examining terms of the mean and turbulent kineti energy balane equations pro-
vides information about the soure of instabilities and interation proesses between
the mean and eddy regimes via energy pathways. In terms of energy and mesosale
utuations, the Benguela is unique among the worlds eastern boundary upwelling
systems: the premise being that the exeptionally high oshore EKEs are a result
of the throughow of Agulhas rings and eddies. However, EKEs on the shelf are
relatively low. While transport proesses are likely to dominate the oshore EKE
balane, we investigate the importane of barolini and barotropi proesses in the
generation of instabilities. The barolini (PeKe) and barotropi (KmKe) instabil-
ity terms an be found in the nal form of the eddy kineti energy equation (for a
derivation refer to Appendix E) and represent the onversion from eddy potential
energy to eddy kineti energy and from mean kineti energy to eddy kineti energy
respetively. We also look at the energy input by the mean and eddy wind elds
(FmKm and FeKe respetively) as well as the mean barolini onversion (PmKm)
term, whih desribes the onversion from mean potential to mean kineti energy.
The full kineti energy equation also ontains two tranport terms that are due to
pressure and Reynolds stresses and dissipation is intrinsially solved by the numeris
of the high order advetion sheme in ROMS. The depth-integrated terms that we
will be foussing on appear as follows:
FmKm = U¯
τ¯x
ρ0
+ V¯
τ¯y
ρ0
(5.7)
FeKe = U ′
τ ′x
ρ0
+ V ′
τy
ρ0
(5.8)
KmKe =
∫ η
z
[
−~υ′u′.∇u¯− ~υ′v′.∇v¯
]
∂z (5.9)
PmKm =
∫ η
z
[
−
g
ρ0
(w¯ρ¯)
]
∂z (5.10)
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PeKe =
∫ η
z
[
−
g
ρ0
(w′ρ′)
]
∂z (5.11)
where
~υ′ is the turbulent veloity vetor: [u′, v′, w′] in the x-,y- and z- diretions,
while [u¯, v¯, w¯] are the mean veloity omponents. The turbulent omponent is ex-
trated from the total by subtrating the mean (e.g. v′ = vtotal − v¯). [τ¯x, τ¯y] and[
τ ′x, τ
′
y
]
are the mean and turbulent zonal and meridional wind stress omponents
respetively. U =
∫ η
z
udz, V =
∫ η
z
vdz, Av
∂u
∂z
= τ
s
x
ρo
and Av
∂u
∂z
=
τsy
ρo
(we fous on
the wind work an therefore neglet bottom stress). ρ is the density, ρ0 is the ref-
erene density, taken to be 1024 kg.m
−3
and g is aeleration due to gravity (9.81
m.s
-2
). The density and veloity elds are interpolated from the terrain-following
z-oordinate to a geopotential grid with dz=40 m prior to the alulation of the
energy terms.
Barolini instabilities produe kineti energy via buoyany foring and, as suh,
require a horizontal density gradient. Kineti energy is extrated from the potential
energy that is stored in sloping isopynals as uid parels move along them. In this
proess, whih an be desribed as the prodution of kineti energy by buoyany
foring (and symbolially written as Pe→ Ke or Pm→ Km for eddy or mean en-
ergy onversions respetively), barolini instabilities derease the potential energy
of the system by attening out the isopynals. Eady and Charney developed the
theory of barolini instabilites in the atmosphere and summaries of their mathe-
matial desriptions an be found in Vallis (2006). Barotropi instabilites are shear
ow instabilities and arise from vertial or horizontal shear in the ow eld. This
type of instability an therefore our in uids of onstant density. An example of
barotropi instability is the Kelvin-Helmholz instability, whih is seen often in the
atmosphere and oeans, and in the ase of the latter has been shown to produe
yloni roll-up patterns in the California upwelling system by Marhesiello et al.
(2003) (see their Fig. 2). Vallis (2006) disusses the senario in whih edge waves
interat to produe barotropi instabilites. This may be an important mehanism
in the viinity of the shelf in the southern Benguela. Barotropi instabilities are
produed in the onversion from mean kineti to eddy kineti energy and an be
symbolially written as Km→ Ke.
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Sine we are speially interested in the role of loally generated barolini
and barotropi instabilities in produing the harateristi pattern of EKEs in the
Benguela system (e.g. refer to Figures 5.2 and ??), as a rst order approah, we
begin with Figure 5.28 whih shows the annual mean, depth integrated terms for the
whole domain. While we are primarily interested in the shelf and shelf-edge regions,
Figure 5.28 provides a useful rst impression of large-sale variations within the
system. The onversion from eddy potential energy (Pe) to eddy kineti energy
(Ke) is shown in Figure 5.28a and represents barolini instability proesses where
the term is positive (i.e. Pe → Ke). The grey ontours are the streamlines of
ow and show that the oshore stream of the Benguela Current is assoiated with
highest oshore barolini instabilities. Large positive and negative Pe→ Ke terms
haraterise the eastern and western anks of the Vema Seamount respetively,
suggesting that a region of relative stability exisits in the lee of the seamount. From
observations, Shouten et al. (2000) showed that the splitting of Agulhas rings during
their northwestward translation ours preferentially at the Vema Seamount and
Rihardson (2007) onjetured that this proess ould result in the formation of
yloni eddies. Our model results suggest (refer to Figure 5.20) that instabilities
our on the eastern ank of the Vema Seamount. Intense barolini instabilities are
assoiated with the very ative upwelling ells of Lüderitz and Cape Frio. Beause
the upwelling signal is more perennial in the north than in the south, barolini
instabilities assoiated with the upwelling jet in the southern Benguela are ltered
out in the annual mean Pe→ Ke signal shown in Figure 5.28. A negative Pe→ Ke
on the shelf in the region of the ABFZ and to the north of it suggests that mesosale
utuations in this region produe potential energy, by modifying the density eld.
The Km → Ke onversion term is shown in Figure 5.28b; positive values rep-
resent the generation of eddy kineti energy by the kineti energy of the mean ow
via shear instabilities and negative terms show where eddies supply energy to the
mean ow. The largest Km → Ke signal is positive and ours at the shelf-edge
in the region of the intense Goodhope jet and speially o Cape Columbine and
Cape Peninsula (~33
o
S and ~34
o
S respetively) and reveals that the yloni eddies
generated in these regions are a produt of barotropi instability proesses. A fairly
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signiant negative Km → Ke term situated in the path of Agulhas Rings and
where the mean ow is quite intense at ~12.5
o
E reets the fat that eddy uxes
largely drive the mean ow in this region.
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  30oS 
  25oS 
  20oS 
  15oS 
a) PeKe (10−13 W.m−3), season: 5
   5oE   10oE   15oE 
  35oS 
  30oS 
  25oS 
  20oS 
  15oS 
b) KmKe (10−13 W.m−3), season: 5
−1.75 −1.5 −1.25 −1 −0.75 −0.5 −0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75
Figure 5.28: a) Barolini (PeKe) and, b) barotropi (KmKe) onversion term.
Units are in W.m
-3
and the isobaths shown are 500 m and 4000 m and represent the
approximate position of the shelf-edge and the loation of the Walvis Ridge (as well
as the Vema Seamount) respetively. The grey ontours are the depth-integrated
streamlines of ow.
5.5.1 Barotropi and barolini instabilities
Now that we have a general impression of the relative importane of barolini and
barotropi instabilities for the whole domain, we will now look at seasonal variations
of the ross-shore struture of the depth-integrated, area-averaged (alongshore, and
in 50 km ross-shore domains) Pe→ Ke and Km→ Ke terms for peak and mim-
imum upwelling seasons for the northern and southern Benguela regimes (Figure
5.29 and 5.30 respetively). In eah plot, the approximate position of the shelf-edge
is represented by the vertial dashed grey line. In the northern Benguela, barolini
instabilities are always more signiant than barotropi instabilities. While the sea-
sonal variation in upwelling is muh lower than in the southern Benguela, upwelling
is less intense during summer (season 1) months and, in onjuntion with a relatively
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strong southward transport by the poleward ow, auses a rather distint variation
in the Pe → Ke onversion term on the shelf between the low and high upwelling
seasons. When upwelling rates are low, the density eld over the narrow shelf of
the northern Benguela is relatively stable and is assoiated with more horizontally
aligned isopynals. The poleward ow auses a displaement of the isopynals (in
the opposite sense to an upwelling senario, i.e. downward toward the shelf and
oast) so that they are less stable and ontain more potential energy. The negative
Pe → Ke at the shelf-edge in Figure 5.29a is the result of this proess. The term
beomes positive at ~150 km oshore and stays approximately onstant, other than
dropping to lose to zero at 400 km oshore. This loation oinides with the entre
of a sluggish yloni, gyre-like feature; evidene of whih an be seen in the annual
mean streamlines shown on Figure 5.28 and is fored by the mean summer wind-
stress url. This feature is most robust during summer months and is not present
as a distint, losed loop during other seasons (from gures not shown). During
times of ative upwelling, suh as during autumn (season 2), barolini instabilities
(i.e. when Pe → Ke is positive) dominate over the shelf in the northern Benguela
and derease in a linear fashion with distane oshore. Instabilities of the intense
upwelling jet are enhaned via interation with the poleward ow, thus produing
a very large positive Pe → Ke onversion term. The downward sloping (toward
the oast) isopynals that are produed by the poleward ow helps to atten out
the steep, onversely inlined isopynals that haraterize ative upwelling, thus
lowering Pe by releasing Ke.
Both the northern and southern Benguela vortiity balanes depend signiantly
on the advetion and vortex strething terms. The latter espeially so, due to the
passage of Agulhas rings and eddies and the general enhanement of mesosale
variability assoiated with Agulhas inuene.
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a) Area averaged, depth integrated energy  terms (cm3.s−3): north, season 1
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Figure 5.29: Area averaged (alongshore and in 50 km ross-shore subdomains),
depth integrated barolini (PeKe) and barotropi (KmKe) onversion terms and
eddy wind foring term (FeKe) for the northern Benguela region (16-20
o
S) during,
a) summer and b) autumn. The grey vertial dashed line represents the approximate
loation of the shelf-edge.
Cross-shore proles of barolini and barotropi ontributions to instabilities in
the southern Benguela regime are shown for seasons representative of minimum and
maximum upwelling (i.e. autumn and spring: season 2 and season 4 respetively) in
Figure 5.30. Note that the sale of the y-axis is 5 times larger than for the equivalent
plot of the northern Benguela (Figure 5.29). While the larger sale is neessary to
apture the large onversion terms oshore, instabilities on the southern shelf are
of the order of those on the northern shelf. Thus, one again, the ontrasting
nearshore and oshore regimes in the southern Benguela is illustrated and suggests
that the high EKEs in the oshore regions of the southern Benguela, driven by
Agulhas inux, has little diret inuene on the inner-shelf regions (the vertial
dashed grey line represents the approximate position of te shelf-edge). Barotropi or
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shear instabilities are signiant in the southern Benguela for a positive Km→ Ke
term and where Km → Ke is negative, the ontribution of eddy energy uxes to
the mean ow is important.
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a) Area averaged, depth integrated energy  terms (cm3.s−3): south, season 2
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b) Area averaged, depth integrated energy  terms (cm3.s−3): south, season 4
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Figure 5.30: Area averaged (alongshore and in 50 km ross-shore subdomains),
depth integrated barolini (PeKe) and barotropi (KmKe) onversion terms and
eddy wind foring term (FeKe) for the southern Benguela region (30-34
o
S) during,
a) autumn and b) spring. The grey vertial dashed line represents the approximate
loation of the shelf-edge.
Alongshelf variations
To fous now on instabilities loally generated in assoiation with upwelling dynam-
is, we look at the annual mean depth-integrated energy onversion terms averaged
aross the inner-shelf (from the oast to the 300 m isobath) and in 100 km alongshelf
subdomains. Figure 5.31 shows the large Pm → Km (mean potential to mean ki-
neti energy onversion term) and Fm→ Km (mean foring to mean kineti energy
term) terms and reveals that approximate parity exists between them, partiularly
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in the northern part of the system. When interpretting this gure however, it is
important to reall that it is more representative of the nearshore dynamis of the
northern Benguela than the southern Benguela due to the fat that the seasonal
signal of the former is far less than that of the latter. The Fm→ Km term repre-
sents the annual mean wind work imposed on the system and extrats lear signals
for the dominant upwelling ells (partiularly the ones with less variability bew-
teen seasons). Most onspiuously the blak line in Figure 5.31 shows the energy
gained by the wind at the Cape Columbine (~33
o
S), Lüderitz (~27
o
S) and Cape
Frio (~18
o
S) upwelling ells. Northward of the Lüderitz upwelling ell the large
positive Fm→ Km term is in very lose balane with a large negative Pm→ Km
term, whih is onsistent with the energy pathway followed by Ekman transport:
the wind diretly fores a urrent and thereby produes mean kineti energy, whih
then sets up a horizontal density gradient and, in doing so, produes mean potential
energy (Fm → Km → Pm). Suh a lose balane does not hold on the shelf in
the southern Benguela, with partiularly distint (negative) outliers at ~34
o
S and
~32
o
S. The negative outliers suggest that there exists a onsistent soure, other than
the mean wind foring, for the formation of mean potential energy in these regions.
In other plaes, the Pm → Km term falls short of balaning the wind work term,
suh as between 29-31
o
S and 25-27
o
S whih oinides with regions of strong oshore
transport: the former being the region where the Benguela Current veers oshore
and the latter the region of large-lament formation whih is linked to the intense
oshore transport assoiated with the Lüderitz upwelling ell. At these loations
some of the mean kineti energy produed by the mean wind eld is lost to the
large oshore uxes and does therefore not ontribute to the formation of potential
energy.
The annual mean Km→ Ke, Pe→ Ke and Fe→ Ke onversion terms (depth-
integrated, averaged aross the inner-shelf and in 100 km alongshore subdomains)
are shown in Figure 5.32. The dominant signal from the reigon of Lüderitz and
northward are two peaks of positive Pe→ Ke at 24-26oS and at 17oS, whih points
to barolini instabilities assoiated with the equatorward jets driven by the ative
upwelling ells at Lüderitz (whih extends over a large area, spanning roughly 25-
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28
o
S) and Cape Frio. Barotropi instabilities (Km→ Ke) are slight in the northern
Benguela, with some enhanement in the far north, between 16-18
o
S due to the in-
teration of the poleward ow at the shelf-edge and the equatorward jet at the oast.
In the southern Benguela there is a large ontribution to the kineti energy by the
eddy wind foring. This in fat is only a reetion of the high seasonal signal in the
southern Benguela as the wind foring is limatologial and, therefore, the transient
wind foring desribes the monthly deviations from the annual mean wind eld.
The steep shelf south of ~32.5
o
S appears to be most aeted by oshore dynamis
in that it produes a large positive and negative Km→ Ke onversion term and a
large negative Pe→ Ke onversion term. The shear instability represented by the
large positive Km → Ke onversion term at about 32.5oS is set up as the intense
Goodhope Jet extends northward past Cape Columbine and sets up a signiant
horizontal shear with the weak urrents in the lee of the Cape. The large negative
Km → Ke onversion term at ~33.5oS indiates a situation in whih eddy energy
uxes drive the mean ow. At this loation, the eddies ould be those that form at
the Cape Peninsula (~34
o
S) and advet along the run of the shelf-edge or they ould
be related to mesosale features spawned at the Agulhas retroetion and adveted
preferentially along the shelf-edge. In the same region is an approximately equiva-
lent negative Pe → Ke term, whih reets the onversion of eddy kineti energy
to eddy potential energy. Beause the inner-shelf of the Benguela broadens between
32.5-29
o
S, there is less interation of oshore features with the nearshore upwelling
regime.
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Figure 5.31: Area-averaged (in 100 km alongshore subdomains and aross-shelf),
depth integrated mean wind foring (FmKm) term and mean barolini onversion
term (PmKm) from 34
o
S to 15
o
S.
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Figure 5.32: Seasonal, area-averaged (in 100 km alongshore subdomains and aross-
shelf), depth integrated barolini onversion (PeKe), barotropi onversion (KmKe)
and eddy wind foring (FeKe) terms from 34
o
S to 15
o
S.
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5.6 Synthesis and disussion
The aim of this hapter has been to haraterize the nature of mesosale variability
and to identify its role in the Benguela system; inlusive of the large-sale oshore
regime as well as the nearshore upwelling regime. When omparing satellite and
model-derived surfae EKEs similar patterns of very high oshore EKEs juxtaposed
against very low nearshore EKEs emerge. It is this pattern that exemplies the
uniqueness of the Benguela as one of the worlds four eastern boundary upwelling
systems (EBUSs): it is the only system for whih it is neessary to plot EKEs
on a log-sale in order to resolve both the extremely high oshore values as well
as the very low nearshore values (see Plate 1 in Capet et al. (2008)). A steep
oshore gradient of EKE oinident with the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela
(in both model and satellite data), suggests that the shelf-edge forms a barrier to the
nearshore advetion of high oshore EKEs. While model and satellite surfae EKEs
reveal an approximately equivalent pattern, the model produes more EKE than is
observed by satellite and is related to the fat that the model overestimates Agulhas
inux into the Benguela system (refer to Chapter 4). The deomposition of model
and satellite surfae geostrophi EKEs into seasonal and non-seasonal omponents
shows that most of the EKE is generated by non-seasonal utuations. This, and
the fat that the model and satellite produe equivalent levels of EKE (other than
areas of overestimation by the model) implies that most of the variability within the
system is intrinsially fored and does not rely on high frequeny utuations in the
wind foring.
We have already highlighted the fat that, in terms of EKE, the Benguela system
diers quite strikingly from other EBSs. It an also be said that the northern and
southern regions of the Benguela system dier markedly from one another. The fat
that the oshore EKE gradient in the southern Benguela far exeeds that of the
northern Benguela is likely to have diering impliations for ross-shore exhanges
of water properties in these regions. Homöller plots of monthly mean EKE at
zonal setions representative of the northern and southern Benguela systems (16
o
S
and 32
o
S respetively) show that a nearshore soure of EKE generation exists for
both the northern and southern Benguela systems. Similar plots of the meridional
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veloity omponent (as an indiator of the equatorward upwelling jet), together
with a orrelated timeseries of EKE and meridional veloity at a nearshore loation
onrm that the EKE soure is assoiated with the upwelling jet. The dierene
between the northern and southern systems in this regard, lies in the fat that a lear
oshore propagating signal of ~3.5 m.s
-1
has been alulated for the nearshore soure
of EKE in the northern Benguela, but an oshore propagating signal only ours
from the loation of the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela (no oshore propagating
signal is present on the shelf area) and is a reetion of the northwestward translation
of Agulhas rings. The EKE signal on the shelf in the southern Benguela propagates
equatorward to ~30
o
S at a rate of ~12 m.s
-1
where it turns oshore. This pattern
is onsistent with the large-sale ow regime investigated in the previous hapter.
Demarq et al. (2007) investigated the variability of hlorophyll-a within the
Benguela system using satellite data. Their Homöller plot of the oshore loation
of the 1 mg.m
-3
hlorophyll a isopleth (their Figure 3d) provides evidene of the
dierenes of the northern and southern Benguela systems. The oshore loation of
the hlorophyll-a isopleth gives an indiation of the oshore extent of phytoplank-
ton biomass (and, therefore, produtivity) and Demarq et al. (2007) found that it
extended as far as 600 km oshore during times of ative upwelling in the north-
ern Benguela, while it only extended some 250 km oshore during times of ative
upwelling in the southern Benguela. The explanation for this ould be related to
the alongshelf propagating signal prevalent in the southern Benguela as opposed to
the oshore propagating signal in the northern Benguela, whih would essentially
trap nutrients/hlorophyll on the shelf in the ase of the former, but transport them
oshore in the ase of the latter. However, in instanes where water mass properties
do manage to extend beyond the shelf-edge, the high levels of horizontal mixing as-
soiated with the high oshore EKEs in the southern Benguela would derease the
hlorophyll onentration aording to Gruber et al. (2007) and Rossi et al. (2008).
Depth-integrated and depth averaged plots of EKE show that the shelf-edge as
well as the Walvis Ridge indeed form barriers to high levels of mesosale variabilty
assoiated with the path of Agulhas rings and eddies. Highest EKEs are situated
in the path of the rather intense meandering path of the oshore 'stream' of the
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Benguela Current (the divsion of the Benguela Current into inshore and oshore
streams was dened in the previous hapter). A zonal setion of EKE at 32
o
S
laries the fat that the broad southern Benguela shelf ats as a barrier to the
onshore advetion of the high oshore EKE signal. While a slight peak of EKE
exists at the oast, in assoiation with the upwelling jet, the southern Benguela shelf
is quiesent throughout and is dominated by mean kineti energy (MKE), while the
oshore regime in the southern Benguela is dominated by EKE. The vertial EKE
setion representative of the northern Benguela is more reminisent of the California
upwelling system (shown by Marhesiello et al. (2003)), in whih the EKE signal
spreads outward and downward from its soure at the upwelling jet (resembling an
inverse energy asade in whih vertial eddy sales inrease with oshore distane).
Using the Okubo-Weiss parameter to loate antiyloni eddies, we identify their
preferential path as oiniding with the oshore meandering stream of the mean
Benguela Current. This, together with the result that EKE far exeeds MKE in
the oshore regions of the southern Benguela leads us to onlude that the oshore
path of the mean Benguela Current is driven by the eddy energy uxes provided
by Agulhas rings (this is in agreement with Treguier et al. (2003) and Matano and
Beier (2003)).
A vortiity balane analysis reveals that the rigid-lid and level of no motion
assumptions should be used with aution as the vortex strething term is not in-
signiant in the Benguela system and it is therefore not in perfet Sverdrup balane.
The global modelling study of Lu and Stammer (2004) similarly showed deviations
from a Sverdrup balane and a non-negligable vortex strething term in the upper
oean (0-985 m). While the vortex strething term is not entirely negligable in the
tropial Benguela region (i.e. 13-18
o
S), it is relatively small and the dominant bal-
ane is ahieved by the terms of the Sverdrup relation: i.e. the beta and wind stress
url terms. Although the area-averaged, depth-integrated vortiity balane terms
for the entral Benguela region (25-30
o
S), whih is haraterized by a distint o-
shore ow, is also largely ontrolled by the beta and wind stress url terms, the eddy
advetion and vortex strething terms make loally important ontributions. Both
the northern and southern Benguela vortiity balanes depend signiantly on the
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advetion and vortex strething terms. The latter espeially so, due to the passage
of Agulhas rings and eddies and the general enhanement of mesosale variability
assoiated with Agulhas inuene.
An energy onversion analysis onrms that the nearshore generation of EKE at
the oast in the northern Benguela is a result of barolini instabilities assoiated
with the equatorward upwelling jet and is modulated by the poleward ow, the in-
tensity of whih is out of phase with the upwelling yle. In the southern Benguela,
the large barolini and barotropi onversion terms in the oshore regions dominate
the ross-shore signal. However, barolini instabilities are greater on the shelf dur-
ing ative upwelling seasons. While barotropi instabilities are signiant over the
southern Benguela shelf (partiularly south of ~32.5
o
S) due to the strong horizontal
urrent shears, they tend to be insigniant in the northern Benguela.
This hapter has not only emphasized the dominane of the high oshore EKE
signal in the Benguela system, it has also provided further insight into the disparity
between the northern and southern parts of the system in terms of the role of eddies.
It an also be said that this hapter has illustrated the diulty of separating eddy
ativity adveted into the area from loally generated instabilities, thus impeding
attempts at understanding the eet of the former on the nearshore upwelling regime.
In order to fully appreiate the eet of Agulhas leakage on the dynamis of the
Benguela system Chapter 6 ompares the referene simulation to a simulation in
whih Agulhas inuene in the Benguela has been removed.U
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Chapter 6
The inuene of the Agulhas Current
on the Benguela system
Rings, eddies and laments that spawn at the Agulhas retroetion have a signi-
ant inuene on the mean state and mesosale variability of the Benguela Current
system. In fat, it is the proximity to a western boundary urrent that singles out
the Benguela as unique among the worlds four eastern boundary urrent systems.
The Benguela Current an be thought of as the vehile for passage of Agulhas rings
and eddies into the Atlanti Oean. Varied aounts of the perentage of Indian
Oean water within the Benguela have been made and range from 3-20 Sv (Gordon
et al. (1992)). Large dierenes may be attributed to the large variations in Agul-
has input Gordon (2003), however the diulty of separating the ontributions from
Indian Oean Central Water (IOCW) and South Atlanti Central Water (SACW)
due to their similar water mass harateristis may also be a fator. While there is
no onsensus on the quantiation of the volume of water of Indian Oean origin
within the Benguela Current, the fat that it introdues an enormous pool of energy
is unequivoal. For example, Matano and Beier (2003) found that the eddy uxes
of the Agulhas eddies supply most of the energy of the Benguela Current and the
southeastern portion of the Cape Basin has been dubbed the 'Cape Cauldron' by
Boebel et al. (2003) due to its highly energeti nature as a result of the interation
of Agulhas Rings, eddies and laments.
The importane of this region of inter-oean exhange lies in its, possibly ritial,
190
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role in the global thermohaline irulation via the transport of heat and salt into the
north Atlanti (Gordon (2003)). As suh, this region has reeived muh sienti
attention over the past few years, with a speial edition of 'Deep-Sea Researh'
(Inter-Oean exhange around Southern Afria: 2003, Volume 50, No. 1) dediated
to it. However, most researh has foussed on the global impat of Agulhas inux
into the Atlanti Oean rather than its loal eet on the eastern boundary, Benguela
Current system.
Some observations have suggested that Agulhas Rings an have a diret impat
on the Benguela system, for example: Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992a) onneted the
poor year-lass of anhovy in 1989 with the unusually nearshore loation of an
Agulhas Ring and Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992b) speulated that Agulhas Rings an
lead to the formation of extremely large upwelling laments. Aside from these diret
eets, ways in whih the Agulhas inuene the mean state of the Benguela system
an have global ramiations. For example: an important aspet of the Benguela
system as one of the worlds four eastern boundary upwelling regimes lies in its role
in the maintenane of the global heat balane. The heat gain (from the overlying
atmosphere) of the old surfae waters of upwelling regimes balanes the surfae
heat loss at high latitudes. Boaletti et al. (2003) showed that the struture of
the thermoline is losely tied to the global balane of heat, of whih these two
regions are key. For example, less surfae heat loss in the high latitudes needs to
be ompensated for by less surfae heat gain in upwelling regions. To ahieve this
the water that upwells needs to be warmer and, in order for this to happen at a
onstant wind foring, the thermoline has to deepen. The eet of the Agulhas
on the nature of the Benguela upwelling regime an therefore also have signiant
global limate impliations and should onsequently not be negleted in researh
eorts.
The previous hapter illustrated the diulty of separating features of Agulhas
origin from those related to the upwelling regime due to the very large signal intro-
dued by the former. While Agulhas leakage is haraterized by rings and eddies,
their relatively large size and symmetry are suh that the removal of the transient
(or eddy) signal does not entirely remove their eet from the mean state (Treguier
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et al. (2003)). Consequently, onlusive results on the impat of Agulhas leakage on
the Benguela system itself are diult to ahieve. In an attempt for more denitive
answers on the role of the Agulhas Current, this hapter analyzes a model experi-
ment in whih the ow of the Agulhas Current has been diverted eastward at ~30
o
S
on the east oast of South Afria (see Chang (2009)).
6.1 Removing the Agulhas Current
The model experiment in whih the Agulhas Current is diverted eastward before
reahing the tip of Afria (from now on referred to as the no Agulhas, or NOA,
experiment) is based on the same ROMS model onguration that was used for
the analysis of the mean state and mesosale variability in Chapters 4 and 5 re-
spetvely (we will refer to it as the referene, or REF, experiment from now on).
The referene onguration is fully desribed in Chapter 3. In summary, it employs
the 2-way nesting apability suh that an approximately 27 km parent domain (the
SAfE domain, designed by Penven et al. (2006a) and shown in Figure 3.4) supplies
the boundary onditions for an approximately 9 km hild domain that spans the
entire Benguela upwelling system (refer to Figure 3.5). The 2-way nesting approah
also allows the output of the hild domain to feed into the parent domain, thereby
reduing blokages at the boundaries. The wind foring is based on a monthly li-
matology derived from the QuikSCAT 0.5
o
produt spanning 2000-2007, the intial
onditions and surfae uxes are from the WOA 2005 limatology. The only dier-
ene between the REF simulation and the NOA experiment is that the land mask
has been adapted suh that a urved dam has been reated on the east oast of
South Afria at 30
o
S, extending eastward to about 36
o
E (refer to Figure 6.1a).
As an indiation of the eet on the mean ow by the diversion of the Agulhas
Current in the NOA experiment, Figure 6.1 shows the annual mean depth-integrated
transport streamlines and SSTs for both the NOA and REF simulations. The eet
of the dam on the ow of the Agulhas Current is to deet it eastward before it
reahes the termination of the Afrian ontinent, thus preventing rings and eddies
shed at its retroetion from entering the Benguela system. The hange in the mean
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state manifestation of the Benguela Current is signiant: the intense, meandering
ow puntuated by antiyloni features beomes a weaker, more steady northwest-
ward ow. A further onsequene of reating an early retroetion of the Agulhas
Current is that part of the South Atlanti Current ows eastward onto the Agulhas
Bank until about 30
o
S at whih point it retroets in an antiyloni sense and ows
westward along the oast and into the Benguela system. The streamlines in Figure
6.1a suggest that at the tip of the dam there is some leakage of Agulhas water west-
ward and toward the south of the ontinent.
Luderitz
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Figure 6.1: Annual mean, depth-integrated transport streamlines and SSTs for the
(a) NOA and (b) REF simulations.
Figure 6.2 shows the annual mean surfae EKE, based on 2-daily model output
for the NOA and REF simulations. The huge surfae EKE signal of the oshore
regions of the southern Benguela system is essentially removed by the NOA exper-
iment. Some Agulhas-indued variability extends southward and westward around
the tip of the dam, but it does not extend enough westward to signiantly inuene
the Benguela system. The boundaries of the parent domain are fored with WOA
limatology data, whih retains the signal from the Agulhas. However, sine we are
only interested in the loal eets of removing the large oshore EKE signal within
the hild domain, the retention of an Agulhas signal at the parent boundaries does
not inuene our results.
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Figure 6.2: Annual mean surfae EKE (m
2
s
-2
) for the (a) NOA and (b) REF
simulations.
Water mass properties of ow into the hild domain are examined for both
the REF and NOA simulations in order to test whether Agulhas leakage into the
Benguela has indeed been 'swithed o'. Figure 6.3a shows the annual mean ow at
a depth of 60 m as well as the salinity for the REF simulation and Figure 6.3b shows
a T-S plot for all grid points along the southern and eastern oeani boundaries of
the hild domain (the olourbar represents the depth). Based on the urrents in
Figure 6.3a, two potential soure regions are identied (shown by the white boxes)
for water types entering the Benguela system at the southern boundary of the hild
domain. The soure regions represent water of Agulhas/Indian and South Atlanti
origin and their harateristi T-S proles (averaged in their boxes) are shown on
Figure 6.3b as a solid and dashed line respetively. For the REF simulation, the
T-S proles of water masses passing the southern boundary losely mimi the har-
ateristi prole of the Agulhas/Indian soure region. This is espeially true for
the lower entral water mass (represented by the straight line part of the prole,
spanning ~6-14
o
S and ~34.55-35.2 psu). The Antarti Intermediate mass (AAIW),
whih is represented by the salinity minimum, is also dominated by the high salinity
signal introdued by Agulhas/Indian Oean water, but has lower salinity departures
whih indiate a greater inuene of South Atlanti water. The surfae waters (i.e.
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100-150 m: represented in darkest shades of red) along the southern boundary of
the hild domain (i.e. 4-20
o
E) span a wide range of tempertures and salinities, sug-
gesting water mass ontributions (and their subsequent modiation) from several
soures and demonstrates the turbulent nature of the so-alled 'Cape Cauldron'.
The T-S plot shown in Figure 6.4b is the equivalent of Figure 6.3b, but for the
NOA experiment. In this ase however, three potential soure water regions are
seleted based on the adjusted ow patterns: Agulhas/Indian, south Atlanti and
tropial Atlanti (refer to the white boxed regions in Figure 6.4a for their loations).
The entral and intermediate water masses are too fresh to be primarily made up
of waters of Indian Oean origin, but instead appear to be a mixture of tropial
and south Atlanti origin (the dash-dot and dashed lines respetively that envelope
the T-S properties of water rossing the southern boundary of the hild domain).
Water masses deeper than AAIW onverge with T-S properties assoiated with
south Atlanti water mass harateristis and are less inuened by tropial Atlanti
waters. One again, the surfae waters are quite varied in their T-S properties.
In fat, the range of surfae salinities exeeds that of the REF simulation, with
the dominant portion being fresher, but with distint more saline (than evident in
Figure 6.3b) exursions due to the input of highly saline tropial Atlanti surfae
water. Evidene that some leakage from the Agulhas does our lies in the high
temperature 'tail' on the NOA T-S plot. While the high salinities might suggest the
tropial Atlanti as the soure, the higher temperatures imply that the soure is a
warm and saline water mass that is near enough not to be modied too muh by
surfae heat exhanges.
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a) REF: Salt and currents at 100 m and source water regions.
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Figure 6.3: a) Salinity and urrents at 100 m depth for the REF simulation. The
white boxed areas represent soure regions (and the assoiated water mass proper-
ties) of water entering the hild domain from the south. The blak box deliminates
the hild domain. b) T-S plot of all grid points along the southern and eastern
oeani boundaries of the hild domain, with the olourbar representing the depth.
The solid and dashed lines represent the harateristi water mass properties (Agul-
has/Indian and South Atlanti respetively) of probable soure waters (represented
by the white boxes in a).
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a) NOA: Salt and currents at 100 m and source water regions.
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Figure 6.4: a) Salinity and urrents at 100 m depth for the NOA simulation. The
white boxed areas represent soure regions (and the assoiated water mass proper-
ties) of water entering the hild domain from the south. The blak box deliminates
the hild domain. b) T-S plot of all grid points along the southern and eastern
oeani boundaries of the hild domain, with the olourbar representing the depth.
The solid, dashed and dash-dot lines represent the harateristi water mass proper-
ties (Agulhas/Indian, South and Tropial Atlanti respetively) of probable soure
waters (represented by the white boxes in a).
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The annual mean urrents and salinity at a depth of 60m shown in Figure 6.4a
and the T-S plot in Figure 6.4b suggest that while there does appear to be some
leakage of the Agulhas into the Benguela system for the NOA experiment, the eet
seems to be relatively small, limited to the surfae layers and the eastern edge of the
hild domain. Figures 6.1a and 6.1b show that a distint manifestation of the inux
of the Agulhas into the Benguela exists in SSTs and gures not shown suggest that
the temperature signal of Agulhas inux extends to a depth of at least 1000 m. We
alulate the mean heat ux aross the southern boundary of the hild domain at
35
o
S (using data from the parent domain) for the REF and NOA simulations, taking
advantage of the distint temperature signal of Agulhas inux to make inferenes on
the suess of the dam at removing it. The heat uxes aross the southern boundary
of the Benguela system are extrated from the parent domain as its resolution is
more omparable to the model used by Reason et al. (2003) to make the same
alulations. The net mean heat ux aross the southern boundary for the REF
simulation is 1.2 PW, whih is higher than the estimates of Reason et al. (2003)
for the same setion (6-20
o
E at 35
o
S) by about 0.17 PW (16 %). The fat that
our estimate is higher is likely to be partly related to the fat that our simulation
results in too muh Agulhas leakage (this was disussed in Chapter 4). However, the
resolution of the model results used by Reason et al. (2003) was ~36 km, as opposed
to the ~27 km of our parent simulation. It is possible therefore that their heat uxes
are slightly underestimated due to the inability of their lower resolution simulation
to apture higher resolution utuations resulting in enhaned heat exhange into
the Benguela system.
Table 6.1 shows the seasonal mean heat uxes for both the REF and NOA
simulations and allows us to quatify the amount of heat that has been prevented
from entering the Benguela system due to the eastward diversion of the Agulhas
Current. Though there are seasonal dierenes, on average the net heat exhange
into the Atlanti aross 35
o
S has been urtailed by ~50 %. In the REF experiment
(the bars in blak in Figure 6.5), the heat ux exhange pattern displays a distint
northward-southward alternating pattern between ~4-12
o
E, whih is related to the
'standing eddy' features that an be seen in Figure 6.1b and an be thought of as the
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mean manifestation of the preferential path of Agulhas Rings. The diretion of the
NOA heat ux (the bars in grey in Figure 6.5) is always northward aross 35
o
S and
dereases toward the west, but not as signiantly as in the REF simulation. At the
far eastern edge of the southern boundary of the hild domain, the northward heat
ux of the NOA experiment exeeds that of the REF simulation. Based on Figures
6.1, 6.3a and 6.4a we hypothesize that the 'overshooting' of the Agulhas Current at
the southern tip of the ontinent inhibits the advetion of very warm surfae water
into the eastern-most reahes of the southern boundary of the hild domain. On the
other hand, the weaker westward 'retroetion' of the South Atlanti Current on
the Agulhas Bank for the NOA experiment allows for the advetion of the warmer
waters of the Agulhas Bank into the near-shore regions of the southern boundary of
the Benguela system.
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Figure 6.5: Annual mean depth integrated heat uxes in 1
o
setions aross the south-
ern boundary of the hild domain for the REF (blak) and NOA (grey) experiments.
1 PW = 10
15
W.
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Table 6.1: Seasonal mean heat uxes aross 35
o
S, from 5-20
o
E and their standard
deviation from Reason et al. (2003), as well as for the REF and NOA parent domains
(in PW). The dierene of the latter two are shown as a perentage.
Summer Autumn Winter Spring Annual Seasonal STD
Reason et al. (2003) 0.92 1.10 0.97 1.11 1.03 0.1
REF 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.2 0.2
NOA 0.66 0.73 0.62 0.6 0.65 0.06
Perentage Di. 40 % 39 % 44 % 60 % 46% 70 %
The T-S plots and the heat ux alulations at the southern boundary of the
Benguela system for the REF and NOA simulations give us ondene that, while
some Agulhas leakage appears in the surfae layers at the eastern edge of the south-
ern boundary, on the larger sale its inuene has been signiantly redued. In
diverting the Agulhas Current eastward at 30
o
S, the ow pattern on the Agulhas
Bank has been altered suh that the northern edge of the South Atlanti Current
ows onto the Agulhas Bank to approximately 30
o
E at whih point it retroets
in an antiyloni sense to ow westward along the oast and into the Benguela
system around the Cape of Good Hope. Based on just the hydrographi variables
(i.e. temperature and salinity) derived by the model, it is not possible to quantify
the exat volume of purely Agulhas/Indian Oean water entering the Benguela for
the REF and NOA simulations. We are therefore unable to expliitly say by what
perentage of the Agulhas inux has dereased in the NOA experiment.
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6.2 Eet on mean state
6.2.1 Thermohaline harateristis
As a rst approah at investigating the eet of essentially inhibiting the Agulhas
leakage in the Benguela system, Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the mean SSTs and SSSs,
their seasonal standard deviation (STD) for the REF and NOA simulations along
with their dierenes. The SST for the NOA experiment is ooler than for the REF
simulation south of ~25
o
S, whih is ommensurate with the region most strongly
impated by Agulhas leakage (evidene of this lies in the depth integrated and depth
averaged EKE plots in Figure 5.14 in Chapter 5). Within this area, three regions that
display greatest dereases in SST are assoiated with the Cape Columbine upwelling
plume region (from ~33
o
S northward along the shelf), the southern boundary of the
system and just to the south of the Lüderitz upwelling ell (~27.5
o
S). All are
related to the hanging ow patterns. For example: for the REF simulation, a
yloni meander is present in both the surfae ow (see Figure 4.5) as well as the
depth-integrated transport streamfuntion (Figure 4.15), bringing warmer oeani
water loser inshore and thereby inhibiting the ool surfae signal of SST in the
viinity of Lüderitz. This distint meander is not present in the NOA experiment,
therefore resulting in the muh ooler SSTs we see in this region. The former two
regions of muh ooler SSTs (i.e. in the region of the upwelling plume o Cape
Columbine and at the southern boundary) in the NOA experiment are related to
the absene of the two distint streams of the Benguela Current (see Figure 4.5)
that advet warmer water into these regions for the REF simulation. The higher
seasonal SST STD (refer to Figure 6.6f) for the NOA experiment is also limited
to the region that, in the REF simulation, is dominated by Agulhas inux. In the
REF simulation this region is onstantly warmed by Agulhas leakage that has no
lear seasonal yle, however, without Agulhas input this region experienes distint
seasonal SST variability due to surfae heating via solar radiation. Therefore, the
seasonal SST STD is greater in this region for the NOA experiment than for the
REF simulation. The greater sesonal signal in the NOA experiment ould also be
related with seasonal hanges in the position of the Subtropial Front.
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The mean surfae salinity plots for the REF and NOA simulations (Figures 6.7a
and 6.7b) and their dierene (Figure 6.7) show that, as we might expet, the water
that upwells at the oast is fresher for the NOA than for the REF simulation. The
lower SSS signal in the at the southern boundary of the NOA experiment (in blue)
is evidene for the greater proportion of water of south Atlanti origin entering the
Benguela system. Between these regions of lower SSS is a fan of higher SSSs in the
NOA experiment (shown in red in Figure 6.7). Higher seasonal variations in SSSs
our in the NOA experiment at the outer edges of the upwelling regime (i.e along
the shelf in the southern Benguela and further oshore in the northern Benguela) as
well as southward of about 30
o
S. The former is related to the strong surfae salinity
signal of the upwelling regime and, partiularly, that its oeani limits are no longer
inuened by the perennial inux of Agulhas leakage in the NOA experiment. The
high seasonal signal of SSS at the southern boundary in the NOA experiment is a
result of seasonal utuations of the loation of the Subtropial Front.
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Figure 6.6: Annual mean SST based on the NOA (a) and REF (b) simulations as
well as their dierene (: i.e., NOA-REF). The bold lak line in gures a and b
represent the 16
o
C isotherm and in gure  in represents the 0
o
C isotherm. The
dotted white line represents the approximate position of the shelf-edge.
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Figure 6.7: Annual mean SSS based on the NOA (a) and REF (b) simulations as
well as their dierene (: i.e., NOA-REF). The bold lak line in gures a and b
represent the 35.2 psu isoline and in gure  in represents the 0 psu isoline. The
dotted white line represents the approximate position of the shelf-edge.
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The impat of altered thermohaline inuxes of the Benguela system on the ver-
tial struture and assoiated stratiation adjustments an have important onse-
quenes for the mean ow eld as well as loally generated instabilities. Figures
6.8 and 6.9 show annual mean, alongshore averaged temperature and salinity se-
tions for the NOA and REF simulations as well as the dierene between the two
for the southern Benguela box (as dened in Figure 4.6). Positive (negative) val-
ues are in red (blue) and show where the NOA experiment is warmer (ooler) and
saltier (fresher) than the REF simulation. The temperature setions in Figures 6.8a
and 6.8b reveal a shallower mixed layer and less steeply sloping isotherms at the
shelf-edge for the NOA experiment than for the REF simulation. This suggests
that there is less potential for loally generated instabilities at the shelf edge for
the NOA experiment. For both simulations the horizontal nature of the isotherms
over the shelf imply a relatively quiesent area. Indeed, the plot of the dierene
between NOA and REF temperatures in Figure 6.8 shows that removing the eet
of the Agulhas dereases temperatures most signiantly seaward of the shelf-edge
and that the impat is muh less on the shelf. The smaller derease of temperatures
on the shelf ould be a result of the upwelling of ooler waters that originate beyond
the shelf-edge and that are therefore more impated by the removal of the Agulhas.
The alongshore averaged, annual mean salinity setions for the NOA and REF
simulations in Figure 6.9 suggest that waters that upwell to the surfae (i.e. the
entral water mass) are fresher and that the AAIW mass (whih is haraterized by
the salinity minimum) is shallower for the NOA experiment. A more unexpeted
result is the higher surfae salinities (in the upper 50-100 m) whih, as disussed
in the previous setion, is assoiated with the greater inuene of tropial Atlanti
waters (that have a higher surfae salinity signal than waters of Indian Oean origin)
in the NOA experiment.
Figure 6.10 is a T-S plot based on the alongshore averaged temperature and
salinities shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 and extrated from a point 250 km oshore.
It ompares the T-S properties of the NOA and REF simulations and provides a
suint summary of thermohaline hanges resulting from the early diversion of the
Agulhas Current. The surfae waters of the NOA experiment are more saline, have
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lower temperatures and do not extend as deep as the REF simulation. Below the
surfae water is the entral water mass from whih water is upwelled and has been
observed to upwell in the southern Benguela from depths of 100-300m within this
water mass (Shannon (1985)). The NOA experiment produes a entral water mass
than is older and fresher than at an equivalent depth in the REF simulation. The
distint salinity minimum represents the ore of the AAIW and it is shallower and
fresher in the NOA experiment. These temperature and salinity harateristis and
the depth ranges of eah water mass for the NOA and REF simulations are listed
in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.8: Alongshore averaged, annual mean temperature in the southern
Benguela box (see 4.6) based on the NOA (a) and REF (b) simulations as well as
their dierene (: i.e., NOA-REF). The bold lak line in gures a and b represent
the 16
o
C isotherm and in gure  in represents the 0
o
C isotherm.
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Figure 6.9: Alongshore averaged, annual mean salinity in the southern Benguela box
(see 4.6) based on the NOA (a) and REF (b) simulations as well as their dierene
(: i.e., NOA-REF).
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Figure 6.10: T-S plot for the average vertial prole for the oshore domain: 30-32
o
S,
10-12
o
E, based on the NOA (blak) and REF (blue) simulations.
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Table 6.2: Temperature-salinity harateristis and depths of the three water masses
250 km oshore in the southern Benguela.
REF NOA
Surfae Water
14-18
o
C
35.15-35.75 psu
0-200 m
16-17.5
o
C
35.25-35.75 psu
0-100 m
Central Water
6-14
o
C
34.5-35.15 psu
200-700 m
6-16
o
C
34.45-35.25 psu
100-600 m
AAIW (ore)
4.5
o
C
< 34.5 psu
700 m
5
o
C
< 34.45
600 m
6.2.2 Currents
Large-sale ow regime
Despite the removal of the Agulhas Current, the large-sale ow regime for the
NOA experiment one again presents a lear impression of the ontrasting northern
and southern Benguela regimes. Figure 6.11 shows the depth integrated (0-1000 m)
transport streamlines for both the NOA and REF simulations. They similarly reveal
the separation of a sluggish poleward owing regime in the north from a more intense
equatorward regime in the south by a distint oshore transport in the viinity of
Lüderitz. Without input from the Agulhas Current, the equatorward ow in the
southern Benguela is weaker, takes on a more diret north-westward path and is
unenumbered by the passage of Agulhas Rings that are manifest as large meanders
in the mean ow of the Benguela Current. Furthermore, the distint nearshore and
oshore streams of the Benguela Current, separated by a yloni meander, that
is present in the REF simulation does not apper in the NOA experiment. Though
still present, the yloni meander southward of the distint oshore transport at
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Lüderitz is less intense, transporting less oeani water shoreward into the upwelling
regime. Evidene of this an be seen in the dierene between NOA and REF
annual mean SSTs (Figure 6.6), whih shows that the NOA experiment SSTs are
signiantly ooler at the Lüderitz upwelling ell due to the dereased inuene of
warmer oeani water. While the yloni feature appears to be partially driven by
the sudden narrowing of the ontinental shelf at this loation (i.e. at ~27.5
o
S), the
presene of Agulhas leakage intensies it and, in doing so, impats on the Lüderitz
upwelling ell (e.g. note the loation of the 16
o
C isotherm at ~27.5
o
S in Figures
6.6a and 6.6b).
Figure 6.11 is the transport streamfuntion based on the Sverdrup relation (see
equation (4.7)) and presents a better omparison with the depth-integrated transport
streamfuntion for the NOA experiment than for the REF simulation.
In ontrast to the seasonal utuations in the equatorward transport of the REF
simulation, oshore of about 11
o
E at 30
o
S a persistent seasonal exists in the NOA
experiment (refer to Figure 6.12) suh that it is greatest during summer and least
during winter.
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Figure 6.11: Annual mean transport streamfuntion, based on the vertially inte-
grated (0-1000 m) horizontal veloity omponents from the NOA (a) and REF (b)
simulations. ) the transport streamfuntion based on the Sverdrup relation. The
bathymetry is shown in grey.
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Figure 6.12: Annual and seasonal mean transports aross 30
o
S, based on the NOA
(a) and REF (b) simulations.
Currents on the shelf and within the upwelling regime
Annual mean alongshore, ross-shore and vertial veloities at the shelf-edge for the
NOA experiment are shown in Figure 6.13. The shelf-edge ow pattern is important
beause it links the large-sale ow regime with the nearshore urrent struture and
provides a window to boundary exhange proesses that may have ruial implia-
tions for the upwelling system. The most striking dierene between Figure 6.13 and
the equivalent for the REF simulation (Figure 4.18 in Chapter 4) lies in the along-
shore ow south of approximately 22
o
S. In the REF simulation the meandering,
rather intense equatorward ow in the southern Benguela extends as far as ~22
o
S,
but it shallows rapidly at ~27
o
S from ~300 m to ~100 m. While an equatorward
urrent is still dominant at the southern Benguela shelf it is puntuated by regions
of poleward ow (at 32
o
S and 33
o
S) and is muh weaker. It extends only as deep
as about 200-300 m southward of ~27
o
S where it abruptly gives way to a poleward
urrent overlaid by a shallow equatorward ow. This transition of the alongshore
urrents is ommensurate with a strong oshore urrent, with peak veloities of ~12
m.s
-1
that results in the oshore diversion of the equatorward and a portion of the
poleward ow. The poleward ow is assoiated with downward veloities and hene
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deepens as it moves southward, as in the REF simulation. However, in the NOA
experiment it extends southward beyond 27
o
S beneath the shallower equatorward
ow (~200 m) and there is evidene that it enters the southern Benguela at even
shallower depths (at 32
o
S and 33
o
S). This suggests that Agulhas leakage has a on-
siderable role to play in preventing water of northern Benguela and perhaps even
the low oxygen water of tropial Atlanti origin from entering the southern Benguela
system.
As it is the irulation of the southern Benguela that is most aeted by the
removal of the Agulhas, ross-shelf setions (to 350 km oshore) of the three, along-
shore averaged veloity omponents for the southern Benguela box (see Figure 4.6),
based on the NOA experiment, are shown in Figure 6.14. Notably, the deep (>500
m) and intense (>20 m.s
-1
) shelf-edge equatorward jet (alternatively referred to as
the inshore stream of the Benguela Current) that approximates reality and is shown
in Figure 4.23 beomes shallower (~300 m), weaker (>10 m.s
-1
) and shifts shore-
ward and onto the broad shelf. The adjustment of the alongshore and ross-shore
urrents is aompanied by the disappearane of the shelf-edge upwelling ell that
features prominently in the REF simulation (see Figure 4.23 ). The impliation
of this is that the meandering nature of the intense inshore stream of the Benguela
Current auses shelf-edge upwelling via the divergene of ow at the shelf-edge.
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Figure 6.13: Annual mean alongshore (a), ross-shore (b) and vertial () veloities
at the shelf-edge (taken as the 500 m isobath). Shades of grey represent poleward,
onshore and downward veloities respetively.
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Figure 6.14: Annual mean, alongshore averaged, a) alongshore, b) ross-shore and
) vertial veloities in the boxed region hosen to be representative of the southern
Benguela (see Figure 4.6). Grey shaded regions represent poleward, onshore and
downward veloities.
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Goodhope Jet
The role of the Goodhope Jet in transporting sh eggs and larvae from their spawn-
ing ground on the Agulhas Bank to their nursery area in St Helena Bay is a key fator
in the high produtivity of the southern Benguela region (Shelton and Huthings
(1982)). The intense horizontal gradients observed by Bang and Andrews (1974) was
the rst evidene for its existene and Strub et al. (1998) used satellite altimetry to
investigate the seasonal signal of its surfae manifestation. They noted a seasonal
intensiation that they assoiated with the interplay of the injetion of high steri
heights via Agulhas inux and the low steri heights assoiated with the oastal
upwelling regime. The results of the NOA experiment allow us to reinfore urrent
theories in a more onlusive manner.
Figure 6.15 presents the summer and winter mean urrent eld at the surfae
for both the NOA and REF simulations and shows that an intense equatorward jet
is present o the Cape Peninsula during both seasons for eah. The mean summer
urrents over the shelf (shown as the blue dashed line) for the REF simulation
reveal a jet that is extensive and is evident from Cape Agulhas to at least Cape
Columbine. A distint bifuration of the jet appears not only at Cape Columbine
(whih has been well-doumented) but also at Cape Point. The jet is redued in
winter to small areas o Cape Point and Cape Columbine of intense equatorward
ow. The seasonal yle of upwelling in this region an aount for these seasonal
variations in the nature of the jet (i.e. enhaned upwelling during summer results in
a lowering of the oastal SSH and an inreased oshore steri height gradient and, in
turn, inreased equatorward ow). While there appears to be a lear seasonal yle
in the ow pattern on the shelf, there is little hange in the oshore ow pattern
between seasons for the REF simulation. Seasonal variations in the nature of surfae
harateristis of the Goodhope Jet are similar for the NOA experiment, exept that
the jet is more intense and narrowly onned to the oast.
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Figure 6.15: Summer and winter (left and right respetively) urrent speed (in
m.s
-1
) and diretion at the surfae in the viinity of the Goodhope Jet for the
NOA (top) and REF (bot) simulations. The blue line represents the loation of the
shelf-edge.
A learer impression of the seasonal variability of the Goodhope Jet for the
REF and NOA simulations is provided in Figure 6.16 whih shows the seasonal
mean alongshore veloities aross a setion spanning the Goodhope Jet from the
Cape Peninsula to 34.4
o
S, 17.3
o
E oshore. The NOA experiment produes a robust
seasonal yle of the nature of the Goodhope Jet, suh that it is narrowest and
more intense during periods of ative upwelling (i.e. summer and spring) and broad
but weak during autumn and winter months. In ontrast to this lear pattern,
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no obvious seasonal yle is present in the Goodhope Jet aross this setion for the
REF simulation (refer to the bottom plots of Figure 6.16). Figure 6.17 shows 2-daily
mean veloities, averaged aross (and with depth in) the Goodhope setion (shown
in Figure 6.16) alongside the spetral signal for both the NOA and REF simulations
and it expliitly reveals the dierene in seasonality for the two simulations. The
NOA experiment has a distint annual signal with greatest equatorward veloities
during spring/summer as well as minor signiant signals at ~6 and 8 months. Other
than a few minor spetral peaks between 3 and 8 months, no signiant annual signal
exists for REF simulation. The suggestion of these ontrasting results is that the
perennial nature of Agulhas inux reets on the seasonal signal of the average
equatorward veloity of the Goodhope Jet.
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Figure 6.16: Seasonal mean alongshore urrents aross a setion spanning the Good-
hope Jet for the NOA (top) and REF (bottom) simulations: from 34
o
S, 18.3
o
E at
the oast o the Cape Peninsula to 34.4
o
S, 17.3
o
E oshore. The grey shaded ar-
eas represent poleward ow, the dotted line represents the 0 m.s
-1
and the ontour
interval is 5 m.s
-1
.
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Figure 6.17: 2-daily mean veloities aross a setion spanning the Goodhope Jet:
from 34
o
S, 18.3
o
E at the oast o the Cape Peninsula to 34.4
o
S, 17.3
o
E oshore
for the NOA (a) and REF () simulations as well as their spetral signals (b and d
respetively).
In order to diretly test the inferene that the Goodhope Jet is driven by the
large oshore density gradient indued by the inux of the lower density waters of
Agulhas/Indian Oean origin, Figure 6.18 ompares the alongshore model derived
veloities (a and d) with alongshore geostrophi veloities ( and f) derived from the
oshore gradient of density via the thermal wind relation (see equation (4.6)) with
the surfae geostrophi ow (as derived by SSHs) as the referene for both the NOA
and REF simulations (top and bottom repetively). Also shown is the density eld
for both simulations (b and e). The oshore extent of the jet as well as its depth
for the NOA experiment is well reprodued by the thermal wind relation (ompare
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Figure 6.18a and Figure 6.18). For the REF simulation, while the veloities derived
by the thermal wind relation (Figure 6.18f) are in line with that produed by the
model (Figure 6.18d), the jet extends muh deeper in the ase of the former. This
disparity ould be related to the fat that the thermal wind relation does not take
into aount the eet of bottom frition, whih is diretly proportional to the speed
of the overlying urrent.
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Figure 6.18: Annual mean model-derived alongshore veloity (a and d), density (b
and e) and geostrophi ow ( and f) as derived by the thermal wind relation (see
equation 4.6) using the density eld shown in b) and e) spanning the Goodhope Jet
(from 34
o
S, 18.3
o
E at the oast o the Cape Peninsula to 34.4
o
S, 17.3
o
E oshore)
for the NOA and REF simulations respetively. The geostrophi veloity eld is
alulated using the surfae geostrophi ow as referene.
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6.3 Mesosale variability
By removing Agulhas inux, the extremely high oshore mesosale variability (or
eddy kineti energy: EKE) signal harateristi of the southern Benguela, disap-
pears. Figures 6.19a and 6.19b show the surfae EKE for the NOA and REF sim-
ulations respetively. Their dierene as a perentage is shown in Figure 6.19, so
that blue (red) ontours represent regions where the inuene of the Agulhas is to
inrease (derease) the surfae EKE. The blak ontours in Figures 6.19a and 6.19b
are lines of onstant SSH and represent the surfae geostrophi ow. While the REF
simulation has a signiantly stronger mean ow than the NOA experiment, both
simulations exhibit peak EKEs in regions of most intense ow (represented by the
most losely-spaed isolines). Speially, the intense Goodhope Jet and the oshore
stream of the Benguela Current orrespond with high EKEs in both simulations. By
removing the Agulhas it is lear that the distint oshore transport separating the
northern and southern Benguela systems (~25-28
o
S) is a soure of loally generated
mesosale variability, whih ould be related to the propensity for large upwelling
laments in this region (Lutjeharms et al. (1991); Shillington et al. (1990)). The ter-
mination of the surfae manifestation of the poleward ow (~14-15
o
S) at the ABFZ
is also a loal soure of EKE as is the oshore ow assoiated with it (Mohrholz
et al. (2001)) at ~17
o
S. Figure 6.19 quanties the extent to whih Agulhas inux
introdues and generates surfae EKE in the Benguela system. It reveals that south
of ~20
o
S Agulhas inux aounts for more 60 % of the surfae EKE and south of
30
o
S its ontribution exeeds 80 %.
The great depth of inuene of Agulhas leakage on mesosale variabiltiy in the
southern Benguela is suggested by the vertial setions in Figure 6.20, whih shows
EKE in the upper 1000 m at 32
o
S for the NOA, REF simulations and their per-
entage dierene. While peak EKEs our in the oshore domain for the REF
simulation due to features assoiated with Agulhas inux, the peak EKE for the
NOA experiment is loally generated at the shelf-edge equatorward jet. The per-
entage dierene between the REF and NOA simulated EKEs at 32
o
S (Figure
6.20) strikingly shows that the shelf region of the southern Benguela is somewhat
proteted from variability indued by features assoiated with the Agulhas. Aord-
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ing to Figure 6.20, the Agulhas ontributes no more than 50 % to the EKE on the
shelf in the southern Benguela and the transition to a ontribution of >80-90% in
the oshore regions is represented as a sharp gradient (that spans < 100 km).
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Figure 6.19: Surfae non-seasonal (a) and seasonal (b) EKE for the NOA experiment.
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. Note that the olour bar is on a log s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Figure 6.20: Seasonal (a) and non-seasonal (b) EKE setion at 27.5
o
S for the NOA
experiment.
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6.4 The upwelling front
The oshore extent of the upwelling front in the Benguela system presents a distint
dihotomy between the northern and southern regions. Its strong topographial
ontrol in the southern Benguela does not extend into the northern Benguela region
(refer to Figure 6.6b). In order to expliitly investigate the role of the Agulhas in the
oshore extent and variability of the upwelling front, its loation is extrated from
eah 2-daily averaged SST model output for both the REF and the NOA simulations.
After several attempts at formulating the best method of extrating the loation of
the upwelling front, the most aurate and onsistent proved to be the simplest. The
upwelling front is identied as a the loation of the isotherm dened by the addition
of
3
4
of the ohore SST (averaged between 500-1000 km from the oast) and
1
4
of the
oastal SST (averaged from the loation of the 80 m isobath to the oast) at eah
latitude (see equation (6.1)).
Tfront = 0.25Tcoast + 0.75Toffshore (6.1)
where Tfront is the isotherm representative of the upwelling front, Tcoast is the
average SST between the oast and the loation of the 80 m isobath and Toffshore is
the average oshore SST, averaged between 500-1000 km. While the model ontains
a surfae SST restoring term (based on Pathnder SSTs for both the REF and NOA
simulations) in order to take into aount the air-sea exhange feedbak term, its
eet is minimal and does not signiantly aet the NOA SST results. Testament
to the fat that the restoring SSTs do not eet the solution substantially is that
the annual mean NOA experiment SSTs show signiant deviations from the REF
simulation (see Figure 6.6).
Based on this method, the loation of the summer mean upwelling front for the
NOA and REF simulations is shown as a green line in Figures 6.21a and 6.21b
respetively. In both simulations the mean upwelling front extends further oshore
in the northern Benguela where the shelf is narrower (see dashed red line) than in
the southern Benguela. Note the similarity of the nature of the summer upwelling
front as resolved by the model (Figure 6.21b) with that resolved with satellite data
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by Lutjeharms and Stokton (1987) that is shown in Figure 2.8 (bottom). The
oherene between the loation of the upwelling front and the shelf-edge is only
distint in the REF simulation, however the upwelling front in both simulations
appears to be ontrolled by the disontinuity in the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S.
The blak dots in Figure 6.21 show the loations of the upwelling front, based
on eah 2-daily averaged summer SST from the NOA and REF simulations and give
a good impression of intra-seasonal variation. The alongshore spread of the maxi-
mum oshore position of the front is extensive for the REF simulation (northward
from ~28.5
o
S) but signiantly more onned for the NOA experiment (spanning
~27.5-25
o
S). The alongshore region spanning maximum oshore exursions of the
front in the NOA experiment orresponds with the loation of the most vigorous and
perennial upwelling ell in the Benguela system (Lüderitz: see Figure 4.24a), o-
shore surfae geostrophi ow (see the streamlines in Figure 6.19a) and peak surfae
EKEs (see Figure 6.19a). Although the alongshore spread of the maximum oshore
loation of the upwelling front diers for the two simulations, the maximum oshore
distane for both is of the order of 600-700 km. These model results suggest that
large laments are generated in the viinity of Lüderitz due to the vigorous nature
of the assoiated upwelling ell and the distint oshore geostrophi ow, but that
features linked to the Agulhas inux ause the maximum oshore position of the
front to extend further north (Figure 6.22 gives a onvining impression of this).
The mehanism may be related to the northward advetion of the ooler, upwelled
water at Lüderitz by the stronger equatorward surfae geostrophi ow indued by
Agulhas inuene (see the streamlines in Figure 6.19b).
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Figure 6.21: Summer upwelling front statistis for the, (a) NOA and (b) REF sim-
ulations. The blak dots indiate the loation of the upwelling front, based on
the 2-daily averaged model SST for all summer months. The green line represents
the mean summer position of the front and the yellow lines represent the standard
deviation. The red dashed lines represent the 300 and 3000 m isobaths.
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Figure 6.22: 2-daily averaged, 'snap-shot' of SST with surfae urrent vetors over-
laid for the (a) NOA and (b) REF simulations respetively for model year 8, 22-24
February.
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While the mean upwelling front and its maximum oshore exursions south of
30
o
S are slightly further oshore for the NOA experiment than for the REF simula-
tion, they remain relatively onned to the run of the shelf-edge, whih is ontrary
to what we might expet. High SSTs introdued by Agulhas inux are likely to have
a key role in the maintenane of the upwelling front at the shelf-edge in the south-
ern Benguela (see Figure 6.6b), hene the unexpeted result of a similar shelf-edge
onnement of the front for the NOA experiment. We propose that the nearshore
onnement of the front is the result of both the inux of warm oshore SSTs via
Agulhas inux as well as the shelf-edge jet (i.e. the Goodhope Jet), whih is present
in both the NOA and REF simulations.
6.5 Cross-shelf volume uxes
Features of importane to eosystem funtioning in the southern Benguela region are
the Goodhope jet and the quiesent region of St Helena Bay. The former provides
the vehile of passage for eggs and larvae from their spawning ground on the Agulhas
Bank to their nursery area and the latter provides the neessary environment for
their retention. Cross-shelf uxes of water mass harateristis are a key element of
retention proesses that are essential for suessful produtivity of upwelling eosys-
tems (Bakun (1996)). For example, Dunombe-Rae et al. (1992a) assoiated a poor
year-lass of anhovy with an Agulhas Ring that entrained an upwelling lament
resulting in oshore losses of larvae. The role of Agulhas inux in driving ross-
shelf volume uxes is investigated by omparing results based on the NOA and REF
simulations.
Figure 6.23a shows the volume ux aross the shelf-edge, whih is taken to be
ommensurate with the 500 m isobath, for the 0-50m layer in the southern part of
the Benguela system (i.e. the region most aeted by the Agulhas). Results based
on the REF simulation are represented by blak bars and the NOA experiment
uxes are shown as grey bars (averaged along 0.5
o
latitudinal domains). For both
simulations the surfae ux tends to be oshore, with peak oshore uxes in the
viinity of the vigorous Lüderitz upwelling ell, suggesting an overall aordane with
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surfae oshore Ekman transport. Exeptions to the surfae oshore ux our in
the REF simulation at ~33.5
o
S and at 28
o
S, where distint onshore uxes exist.
The onshore ux at ~33.5
o
S is related to the bifuration of the Goodhope jet as it
passes Cape Columbine (see Figure 6.15) and is therefore an important fator in
the transportation of sh larvae and eggs into St Helena Bay. At 28
o
S, the sudden
narrowing of the shelf guides an onshore ow that is enhaned by the presene of
the Agulhas (e.g. refer to the streamlines in Figure 6.19). The standard deviation of
the surfae ross-shelf volume uxes (alulated from the 2-daily averaged uxes for
the whole model time-series) is shown for the REF and NOA simulations in Figure
6.23. The variability in NOA experiment is signiantly lower than for the REF
simulation and reveals peaks that are onsistent with loations of upwelling ells and
thus implies that the variability might be dominated by the seasonal upwelling yle.
The approximate monotoni derease of variability of ross-shelf uxes from the
south to the north in the REF simulation does not appear in the NOA experiment,
suggesting that the greater variability of uxes in the south is diretly related to
Agulhas inux.
The volume uxes in the bottom layer (i.e. 50-500 m) at the shelf (refer to
Figure 6.23b) reveals the distint meandering nature of the inshore stream of the
Benguela Current south of ~30
o
S for the REF simulation. The prominent standing
meander feature that exists in the ase of the REF simulation at (and anking) the
disontinuity of the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S (see Figure 6.11b) is present as an alternating
oshore-onshore-oshore ux pattern in Figure 6.23b. This feature exists, but is
muh weaker for the NOA experiment. A peak in variability (refer to Figure 6.23d)
ours in assoiation with this feature for both simulations, suggesting that it is
partially driven by loally generated instabilities however, its ux intensity as well
as its variability is enhaned by Agulhas inuene.
The fat that the intense oshore ux 30
o
S at the 50-500 m layer resolved by
the REF simulation is not aptured in the NOA experiment (Figure6.23b) suggests
that it is a diret result of Agulhas-derived features in the Benguela system.
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Figure 6.23: Annual mean ross-shelf volume uxes for, (a) the surfae (0-50 m) and
(b) bottom (50-500 m) based on the REF and NOA simulations (blak and grey bars
respetively). ) and d) show the standard deviations (based on all 8 years of 2-daily
averaged ross-shelf uxes) for (a) and (b) respetively.
6.6 Synthesis and disussion
The diulty of removing the signal of the Agulhas from the Benguela was demon-
strated and disussed in the previous hapters. Unequivoal onlusions on the role
of the Agulhas in the Benguela system are therefore similarly diult to ahieve.
The use of numerial models allows us to purposefully reate unrealisti senarios in
order to investigate the dominant driving fores of partiular features. By introdu-
ing a dam at ~30
o
S on the east oast in the model we ause an early retroetion
of the Agulhas Current suh that its inuene on the Benguela system is minimal.
Comparisons of this simulation (NOA) with the realisti one (REF), whih has the
same onguration and foring, has allowed for some onlusions to be made on the
role of the Agulhas Current in the Benguela system.
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The most distintive thermohaline eets of the Agulhas on the Benguela system
our south of ~30
o
S in the ase of SST and in the upwelling regime in the ase of
SSS. The presene of Agulhas inux inreases the SSTs by as muh as ~2.5
o
C, at the
southern boundary of the hild domain and within the upwelling plume o Cape
Columbine. The inreased temperatures introdued by the Agulhas results in a
thermoline (estimated by the depth of the 16
o
C isotherm) that is deeper by about
50 m at 350 km oshore. Agulhas inux results in upwelled water that is more saline,
partiularly within and southward of the Lüderitz upwelling ells where it inreases
upwelled SSSs by ~0.1 psu. This is in line with the general inreased salinity of
the upwelling soure water, namely the entral water mass, by 0.05-0.1 psu in the
presene of Agulhas leakage.
Comparisons of large-sale irulation features of the Benguela for the REF and
NOA simulations reveal that the latter more losely orresponds with the Sverdrup
relation and seasonal utuations assoiated with it, thereby impliating non-linear
features assoiated with Agulhas inux in deviations from it. The results unequivo-
ally reveal that two streams of the Benguela Current and the distint meandering
nature of the oshore stream are a result of features assoiated with Agulhas inu-
ene. The 0-1000 m depth integrated transport aross 30
o
S from 6
o
E to the oast
ranges from 5-15 Sv and 15-20 Sv for the NOA and REF simulations respetively,
suggesting a 10 Sv ontribution from the Agulhas, whih is in aordane with the
observational results of Gordon et al. (1987).
Depth-integrated transport streamlines and ross-shelf uxes for the REF and
NOA simulations show that while an antiyloni meander exists in the viinity of
the sudden narrowing of the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S, it is signiantly more distint
for the REF simulation and results in far greater onshore uxes of oeani water.
Therefore, although Agulhas inuene is not the major driving fore of this antiy-
loni feature, it enhanes ross-shelf exhanges at this loation signiantly. This
an have impliations for the produtivity of the vigorous Lüderitz upwelling ell,
whih is situated at this feature.
The veloity struture at the shelf-edge reveals that the Agulhas has a role
to play in inhibiting the southward penetration of the poleward ow that arries
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water mass properties (e.g. low oxygen) of tropial Atlanti origin that an have
detrimental eets on the Benguela eosystem. Without inuene from the Agulhas
the equatorward ow in the southern Benguela at the shelf-edge is less meandering,
muh weaker and shallower, thereby giving way for a portion of the poleward ow
to enter the southern Benguela at muh shallower depths. Shelf-edge upwelling does
not exist over the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela for the NOA experiment,
whih suggests that it is a result of the divergene of the shelf-edge urrent that is
driven by Agulhas leakage.
The eologially important Goodhope jet remains a feature of the NOA exper-
iment, but is more intense and narrower, existing within 50-75 km of the oast. It
does not have a robust seasonal signal in the REF simulation, but demonstrates
a lear seasonal yle in the NOA experiment suh that is deepest and most in-
tense during the upwelling seasons (spring and summer). Agulhas inux therefore
modies the Goodhope jet by by extending it over a broader region as well as re-
moving its seasonal signal by the onstant (seasonality of Agulhas leakage is small)
enhanement of the ross-shelf steri height gradient.
Comparisons of surfae EKE for the NOA and REF simulations show that Agul-
has inux aounts for more than 80 % of the mesosale variability south of 30
o
S. A
region of peak surfae EKE in the NOA experiment is assoiated with the oshore
ow at ~27
o
S, whih also orresponds to the region of the greatest oshore extent of
the upwelling front. The high EKEs at this loation suggest instabilities assoiated
with the upwelling front, possibly in the form of laments. The latitudinal domain
aross whih largest oshore exursions (600-700 km) exist for the NOA is muh
smaller than for the REF simulation and spans the area of the Lüderitz upwellng
ell and the shelf-edge disontinuity. Maximum oshore loations of the upwelling
front extend northward from ~28.5
o
S for the REF simulation and are also of the
order of 600-700 km from the oast. The impliations of these results is that the
vigorous Lüderitz upwelling ell, the oshore surfae geostrophi ow and the nar-
rowing of the shelf in the viinity of 27
o
S generate large oshore laments and that
Agulhas leakage auses them to extend northward.
In the southern Benguela (south of 30
o
S), the upwelling front remains topo-
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graphially onstrained by the shelf and does not extend far oshore for both the
REF and the NOA simulations. While the high SSTs introdued by Agulhas inux
may have a role to play, the fat that a similar shelf-edge onnement ours in
both simulations implies that it may also be related to northward advetion by the
Goodhope jet, whih is present in both the NOA and REF simulations.
While this numerial modelling experiment does not remove the eet of the
Agulhas entirely (i.e. the boundary onditions of the parent and the surfae restoring
term both retain Agulhas waters), it has allowed us to make some inferenes on
the eet of Agulhas leakage on the mean state of the Benguela system. It has
shown that the Agulhas not only signiantly aets the large sale ow regime
and thermohaline harateristis but also nearshore features whih an have ritial
ramiations for the health of the upwelling eosystem.
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Chapter 7
Conlusions
While researh of the Benguela upwelling system goes far bak, the model simulation
on whih this work is based, has provided the rst opportunity to study salient
features of the system in a spatially and temporally ohesive manner at a high
enough resolution to apture nearshore dynamis. It has allowed us to haraterise
features denitive of the northern and southern regimes and to investigate the extent
to whih they an be regarded distintly separate systems. Eah of the preeeding
hapters is somewhat 'stand-alone', suh that they ontain separate onlusions that
ollate results spei to them. In this nal hapter we summarise the important
ndings of Chapter 4, 5 and 6 by addressing the key questions that were outlined
in Chapter 2.
The questions in the nal paragraph of Chapter 2 are highlighted in bold and
are followed by a summary of pertinent results.
• What haraterises the dynamial disparity between the northern
and southern Benguela regimes?
 How do the regimes dier from eah other, in terms of nearshore
as well as oshore dynamis?
 Is the transition between them dened by a distint physial
barrier? If so, what fores it?
The dierent harateristis of the northern and southern Benguela regimes
and the very distint nature of their divide presents a natural laboratory and
229
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provides the opportunity for a systemati omparative study of dierent east-
ern boundary upwelling regimes within one system and within one simulation.
Depth-integrated, large-sale irulation patterns of the Benguela system give
a onvining impression of separate regimes. The poleward ow of the northern
regime meets the stronger, more meandering equatorward ow of the southern
regime in the viinity of Lüderitz where the dominant transport is oshore and
upwelling rates and uxes are the highest and, for this reason, has long been
onsidered the division between the northern and southern Benguela upwelling
regimes. Greatest seasonal variability in upwelling intensities our south of
Lüderitz and partiularly in the far south, with greatest uxes during summer.
Although seasonal variations derease toward the north, upwelling intensies
somewhat during winter. A signiant nding on the dierene between the
northern and southern Benguela upwelling regimes is that upwelling in the
north (north of ~23
o
N) is inhibited by the onvergene of geostrophi ow at
the oast. The southern Benguela regime experienes shelf-edge upwelling due
to the divergene of the inshore stream of the Benguela Current. Furthermore,
the upwelling front in the southern Benguela displays a strong topographial
ontrol in the southern Benguela suh that it follows the alongshore run of the
shelf-edge.
Perhaps the most unique feature of the Benguela system is the fat that its
southern boundary is one of the only plaes in the world that an be desribed
as a meeting plae of eastern and western boundary urrent systems, result-
ing in the very high oshore gradients of variability in this region. Though
both the northern and southern Benguela regimes are rather unique in this
regard, the oshore gradient in EKE is far more intense in the south, reet-
ing the inuene of features assoiated with the termination of the Agulhas
Current. Dierenes in the oshore EKE gradients of the two regimes is likely
to have dierent impliations for ross-shore exhanges of water properties in
these regions. Coherent eddy strutures are more prevalent in the southern
Benguela region. Aside from the large antiyloni Agulhas Rings that tra-
verse the Cape Basin region, smaller-sale yloni eddies form o the Cape
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Peninsula and Cape Columbine due to barotropi instability proesses. They
form preferentially during summer (i.e. the upwelling season) and either prop-
agate westward or follow the shelf-edge northward until they reah the viinity
of Lüderitz where they are adveted oshore.
The dierene between the northern and southern systems in the oshore
propagation of EKE, lies in the fat that a lear oshore propagating signal
of ~3.5 m.s
-1
has been alulated for the nearshore soure of EKE in the
northern Benguela, but an oshore propagating signal only ours from the
loation of the shelf-edge in the southern Benguela (no oshore propagating
signal is present on the shelf area) and is a reetion of the northwestward
translation of Agulhas rings. The EKE signal on the shelf in the southern
Benguela instead propagates equatorward to ~30
o
S at a rate of ~12 m.s
-1
where it turns oshore. This signal is onsistent with the trajetory of shelf-
edge yloni eddies after their formation at the apes in the southern Benguela
• What drives the large-sale ow regime in the Benguela system?
 Why is the large-sale ow regime in the northern Benguela
poleward, despite the prevailing southeasterly winds?
A vortiity budget analysis reveals that the large-sale ow regime of the
Benguela system is driven by the Sverdrup relation with signiant (in plaes)
departures due to the non-linear advetion terms, whih is similar to the nd-
ing of Marhesiello et al. (2003) for a similar analysis onduted for the Califor-
nia Current system. The Sverdrup balane (i.e. between the wind stress url
and the beta eet) is most valid, on the large-sale (with loal ontributions
from the vortiity advetion term) in the tropial Benguela region (13-18
o
S)
and in the entral Benguela region (25-30
o
S), whih is haraterised by dis-
tint oshore transport. Both the northern and southern Benguela vortiity
balanes depend signiantly on the advetion and vortex strething terms.
The latter espeially so, due to the passage of Agulhas rings and eddies and
the general enhanement of mesosale variability assoiated with Agulhas in-
uene.
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The depth-integrated, poleward ow in the northern Benguela and the oshore
transport that has been identied as the transition between the northern and
southern systems an therefore be explained by the approximate balane be-
tween wind stress url and the beta eet. Loal departures from the balane
is aounted for by vortiity advetion.
• How do transient features, assoiated with Agulhas inux, inuene
the mean state of the Benguela system?
 How does Agulhas inux aet the large-sale ow regime of
the Benguela system?
The distintly meandering path of the oshore stream of the Benguela
Current is the mean state manifestation of the preferential path of Ag-
ulhas Rings. The dominant terms of the vortiity balane quantify the
extent to whih the eddy and mean vortiity advetion terms drive the
mean ow. The latter, in fat, being a remnant of the passage of the
large-sale (i.e. ~100-200 km diameter) Agulhas Rings. The 0-1000 m
depth integrated transport aross 30
o
S from 6
o
E to the oast dereases
to 5-15 Sv from 15-20 Sv for the experiment in whih the Agulhas inux
is removed, suggesting a 10 Sv ontribution from the Agulhas, whih is
in aordane with the observational results of Gordon et al. (1987).
Depth-integrated transport streamlines and ross-shelf uxes show that
a distint antiyloni meander that exists in the viinity of the sudden
narrowing of the shelf-edge at ~28
o
S, it is signiantly weaker for the
experiment in whih Agulhas inux has been removed. Therefore, while
Agulhas inux is not the major driving fore of this antiyloni feature,
it enhanes ross-shelf exhanges at this loation signiantly, whih an
have impliations for the produtivity of the vigorous Lüderitz upwelling
ell.
The veloity struture at the shelf-edge reveals that the Agulhas inhibits
the southward penetration of the poleward ow that arries water mass
properties (e.g. low oxygen) of tropial Atlanti origin that an have
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detrimental eets on the Benguela eosystem.
 Does Agulhas inux drive the Goodhope Jet?
The eologially important Goodhope jet remains a feature of the experi-
ment in whih Agulhas inux has been urtailed, but is more intense and
narrower, existing within 50-75 km of the oast. While it does not have a
robust seasonal signal in the referene simulation, it demonstrates a lear
seasonal yle in the no Agulhas experiment suh that it is deepest and
most intense during the upwelling seasons (spring and summer). Agul-
has inux therefore modies the Goodhope jet by by extending it over
a broader region as well as removing its seasonal signal by the onstant
(seasonality of Agulhas leakage is small) enhanement of the ross-shelf
steri height gradient.
 To what extent is the nature of the upwelling front and mesosale
features assoiated with it (e.g. laments) related to Agulhas
features
In the southern Benguela (south of 30
o
S), the upwelling front remains
topographially onstrained by the shelf and does not extend far oshore
for either the referene or the no Agulhas simulations. While the high
SSTs introdued by Agulhas inux may have a role to play, the fat that
a similar shelf-edge onnement ours in both simulations implies that it
may also be related to northward advetion by the Goodhope jet, whih
is present in both simulations.
The latitudinal domain aross whih largest oshore exursions (600-700
km) of the upwelling front exist is muh smaller for the no Agulhas exper-
iment than for the referene simulation and spans the area of the Lüderitz
upwelling ell and the shelf-edge disontinuity. This region is also oin-
ident with peak loally generated EKEs in the no Agulhas experiment.
On the other hand, while the maximum oshore extent of the upwelling
front is also of the order of 600-700 km, the loation of the maximum
spans over a greater region: northward of ~28.5
o
S. The impliations of
these results is that the vigorous Lüderitz upwelling ell, the oshore sur-
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fae geostrophi ow and the narrowing of the shelf in the viinity of 27
o
S
generate large oshore laments and that Agulhas leakage auses them
to extend northward.
A shemati of the salient dynami features of the Benguela system is shown in
Figure 7.1. Note the two streams of the Benguela Current: the oshore stream
is the mean manifestation of the preferential path of the large-sale antiyloni
Agulhas rings (shown as red dashed irles) and the inshore stream is topograph-
ially ontrolled and follows the run of the shelf-edge until ~30
o
S, where it begins
to veer oshore. The trajetory of the yloni eddies that form at Cape Colubine
and at the Cape Peninsula is shown in a blue dashed line. Also note the shelf-edge
upwelling in the southern Benguela that is assoiated with the divergene of the
inshore stream of the Benguela Current. In the north, the depth-integrated ow
regime is dominated by a poleward ow whih veers oshore from ~25
o
S (these fea-
tures being in approximte Sverdrup balane). The poleward ow onverges against
the oast between ~26-18
o
S, ausing the inhibition of oastal upwelling.
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Figure 7.1: Shemati of the salient features of the Benguela system that have been
disussed in this thesis.
This work has speially been limited to equilibrium onditions in order to
improve our understanding of the mean state and seasonal yle of the Benguela
Current system. Sine the mean state is used as the benh-mark from whih trends
and episodi events (whih are frequently atastrophi) are measured, it is impera-
tive that we have a lear understanding of it. There are several avenues for exten-
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sion/appliation of this work:
• Use a more realisti surfae foring (i.e. not a limatologial produt) and
the bulk formulae for the air-sea feedbak in order to investigate interannual
variability within the system.
• The oupling of this simulation with an atmospheri model, suh as MM5,
would improve the solution, espeially in oastal regions where the wind drop-
o is under-estimated in satellite produts and results in a ool oastal bias.
• An oine, submesosale (i.e. <1.5 km-3 km) nesting ould be arried out in
order to investigate the importane of the large vertial veloities that our
at frontal zones (e.g. see Capet et al. (2008a)) as well as at the perimeter of
Agulhas Rings.
• Idealised and simplied models ould be run in order to more learly under-
stand, for example, the dynamis of the upwelling intensiation downstream
of apes.
• The results of this simulation have been thoroughly veried and are therefore
ready to be used in biologial modelling appliations suh as biogeohemistry
and eosystem models.
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APPENDIX A
Saling the momentum equation
We begin with the Navier-Stokes equations for u- and v- horizontal momentum,
based on the Boussinesq approximation (i.e. density variations are small exept in
their ontribution to the buoyany fore):
∂u
∂t
= fv −
1
ρ0
∂P
∂x
− u
∂u
∂x
− v
∂u
∂y
−w
∂u
∂z
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u
∂z
)
+AH
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
)
(A.1)
∂v
∂t
= −fu−
1
ρ0
∂P
∂y
− v
∂v
∂y
−u
∂v
∂x
−w
∂v
∂z
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂v
∂z
)
+AH
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
)
(A.2)
where:
• x, y and z are oordinates in the artesian frame (in m)
• u,v and w are the zonal, meridional and vertial veloity vetors respetively
(in m.s−1)
• f is the oriolis parameter (in s−1)
• P is pressure (in N.m−2 or kg.m−1.s−2)
• ρo is the referene density of seawater (1024 kg.m
−3
)
• Av
∂u
∂z
= τ
s
x
ρo
−
τbx
ρo
and Av
∂v
∂z
=
τsy
ρo
−
τby
ρo
where Av is the vertial mixing parameter
• τ sx and τ
s
y are the zonal and meridional surfae wind stress omponents (in
N.m−2 or kg.m−1.s−2)
• τ bx and τ
b
y are the zonal and meridional bottom stress omponents (in N.m
−2
or kg.m−1.s−2)
• Ah is the horizontal diusivity (in m
2.s−1)
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The term on the left-hand side (LHS) of equations (A.1) and (A.2) represents the
time rate of hange, whih is zero in a time-mean solution. The rst two terms on
the right-hand side (RHS) represent the Coriolis and pressure gradient terms. The
third, fourth and fth terms are the non-linear advetion terms. The sixth term on
the RHS is the vertial mixing term, whih inludes surfae (i.e. wind stress) and
bottom foring. The seventh term on the RHS represents diusion in the form of a
laplaian operator.
Equations (A.1) and (A.2) an be simplifed in vetor notation:
∂~u
∂t
= −~u.∇~u− f~k ∧ ~u−
∇~p
ρo
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂~u
∂z
)
+ AH∇
2
H~u (A.3)
where:
• ~φ denotes a vetor of any variable (φ)
• ∇ is the gradient operator
• ∇2H is the horizontal laplaian operator
In order to sale equation (A.3), we need to approximate veloity (U), length (L),
depth (H), pressure (P ) and time (T ) sales relevant to the partiular problem.
We use these sales to normalize the terms of the momentum equation, forming
dimensionless numbers that give the relative importane of eah term.
~u′ =
~u
U
, ~u = ~u′U
x′ =
x
L
, x = x′L
y′ =
y
L
, y = y′L
z′ =
z
H
, z = z′H
p′ =
p
P
, p = p′P
t′ =
t
T
, t = T ′L
where ~u′, x′, y′, z′, p′ and t′ are of the order of 1 (O(1)).
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Eah term is saled separately:
1. The time rate of hange term:
∂~u
∂t
=
∂~u′U
∂t′T
=
U
T
∂~u′
∂t′
∼ O
(
U
T
)
(A.4)
2. The nonlinear advetion term:
~u.∇~u = ~u′U.∇~u′U =
U2
L
~u′.∇~u′ ∼ O
(
U2
L
)
(A.5)
3. The oriolis term:
f~k ∧ ~u = f~k ∧ ~u′U ∼ O (fU) (A.6)
4. The pressure pradient term:
−
∇~p
ρo
= −
~∇p
′
P
ρoL
= −
P
ρoL
~p′ ∼ O
(
−
P
ρ0L
)
(A.7)
5. The vertial mixing term:
∂
∂z
AV
∂~u
∂z
=
U
H2
∂
∂z′
AV
∂~u′
∂z′
∼ O
(
AV U
H2
)
(A.8)
6. The horizontal turbulent mixing term:
∇H
(
AH∇H ~u′
)
∼ O
(
AH2U
L2
)
(A.9)
The saled-version of the momentum equation therefore beomes:
(
U
T
)
∂~u′
∂t′
= −
(
U2
L
)
~u′.∇~u′ − (fU)~k ∧ ~u′
−
(
P
ρoL
)
~p′ +
(
U
H2
)
∂
∂z′
AV
∂~u′
∂z′
+
(
U
L2
)
∇H
(
AH∇H ~u′
)
(A.10)
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Dividing by the a harateristi magnitude of the Coriolis term (fU) so that the
dimensionless terms are all relative to Coriolis:
(
1
fT
)
∂~u′
∂t′
= −
(
U
fL
)
~u′.∇~u′ + 1−
(
P
ρofUL
)
~p′ +
(
Av
fH2
)
∇2z
~u′ +
(
AH
fL2
)
∇2H
~u′
(A.11)
The terms in paretheses in equation (A.11) represent dimensionless numbers that
allow us to haraterise ow regimes, based on simplied sales.
U
fL
is the Rossby Number (RO), whih is the ratio of the advetive terms to the
rotation terms. If is is large, then aets of planetary rotation are small and the
nonlinear advetion terms are important. If RO is small, then we an make the
geostrophi approximation as the Coriolis term is important and approximately bal-
anes the pressure gradient term as the nonlinear advetion term is small.
1
fT
is the time-dependent form of the Rossby Number (ROT ). If the time-sale
of interest is an advetive one (i.e. T L
U
) then ROT ∼ RO. For phenomena with
timesales greater than the inertial period (i.e. Ti ∼
1
f
), the eets of the Earths
rotation are signiant, but the onverse is true for periods shorter than the inertial
period
AH
fL2
is the horizontal Ekman number, whih is the ratio of visous fores in a uid to
the fores arising from planetary rotation. It is important in lateral visous bound-
ary layers.
Av
fH2
is the vertial Ekman number, whih is signiant in the surfae and bottom
boundary layers.
P
ρofUL
is the pressure sale and should be of the order of one in a geostrophi ow
regime.
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APPENDIX B
The vortiity equation
The Sverdrup relation
We start with the momentum equations, based on a regime in whih the time-
dependant Rossby number, the Rossby number and the horizontal Ekman numbers
are small (refer to Appendix A) so that we an neglet the rst term on the LHS
and the non-linear advetion and horizontal diusion terms on the RHS of equations
(A.1) and (A.2):
0 = fv −
1
ρ0
∂P
∂x
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u
∂z
)
(B.1)
0 = −fu−
1
ρ0
∂P
∂y
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂v
∂z
)
(B.2)
The url of equations B.1 and B.2 (i.e. − d
dy
of equation (B.1) +
d
dx
of equation
(B.2)) is taken and the ontinuity equation (
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
= −∂w
∂z
) is used to simplify the
solution
0 = f
∂w
∂z
− vβ + curlz
[
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u
∂z
)
,
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂v
∂z
)]
(B.3)
where, f ∂w
∂z
is the vortex strething term, β is the meridional hange of the Coriolis
eet (i.e.
∂f
∂y
).
Equation B.3 an be integrated with depth to a hosen level of no motion (taken
here to be 1000 m). Due to the large-sale limatologial nature of this problem we
make the rigid-lid assumption, so that
∂w
∂z
= 0 and the vortex strething term an
be negleted.We are left with the Sverdrup relation:
0 = −β
∫ 0
−1000
vdz +
1
ρ0
(
∂τ sx
∂y
−
∂τ sy
∂x
)
(B.4)
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where Av
∂u
∂z
= τ
s
x
ρo
and Av
∂u
∂z
=
τsy
ρo
(we neglet the frition eets at the base of the
layer). Equation (B.4) an equivalently be written as:
−β
∂ψ
∂x
=
1
ρ0
∇× τ s (B.5)
where, ψ is the transport streamfuntion: My = −
∂ψ
∂x
and My =
∫ 0
−1000 vdz
Mean and eddy vortiity advetion terms
In a high Rossby-number regime, where non-linear proesses are important, we
annot neglet the advetion terms in the vortiity balane equation, nor do we
make the rigid-lid assumption whih suggests a negligable vortex strething term.
The depth-integrated (to 1000 m) vortiity balane therefore beomes:
0 =
∫ η
−1000
∂w
∂z
dz − β
∫ η
−1000
vdz
−
∫ η
−1000
curlz
[
u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
, v
∂v
∂y
+ u
∂v
∂x
]
dz
+
1
ρ0
(
∂τ sx
∂y
−
∂τ sy
∂x
)
(B.6)
and written in vetor notation:
0 =
η∫
−1000
f
∂w
∂z
dz − β
η∫
−1000
vdz −
η∫
−1000
−→υ ∇ξdz +∇∧
~τ surf
ρ0
(B.7)
where ξ is relative vortiity (−∂u
∂y
+ ∂v
∂x
) and η is the free-surfae.
In order to separate the vortiity advetion term (i.e. the third therm on the RHS
of equation B.6) into mean and eddy ontributions, we begin with:
φ = φ¯+ φ′ (B.8)
where φ¯ is the temporal mean of any variable (φ) and φ′ is the deviation from the
mean, or the transient omponent so that φ¯′ = 0.
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We separate the total non-linear advetion terms that appear in the u- and v-
horizontal momentum equations (equation (A.1) and (A.2) respetively and named
uadv and vadv respetively) into their mean and eddy omponents as follows:
uadv = (u¯+ u′)
∂ (u¯+ u′)
∂x
+ (v¯ + v′)
∂ (u¯+ u′)
∂y
(B.9)
vadv = (v¯ + v′)
∂ (v¯ + v′)
∂y
+ (u¯+ u′)
∂ (v¯ + v′)
∂x
(B.10)
Expanding and in simplifying we use the produt rule
∂AB
∂x
= A∂B
∂x
+ B ∂A
∂x
, the
ontinuity equation and the fat that φ¯′ = 0. Equations B.9 and B.10 beome:
uadv =
∂u¯2
∂x
+
∂u¯v¯
∂y
+
∂u′2
∂x
+
∂u′v′
∂y
(B.11)
vadv =
∂v¯2
∂y
+
∂u¯v¯
∂x
+
∂v′2
∂y
+
∂u′v′
∂x
(B.12)
where the rst two terms in equations B.11 and B.12 represent the mean advetion
terms in the u- and v- momentum equations respetively and the last two terms
represent the transient eddy advetion terms.
The mean (MADV) and eddy (EADV) vortiity advetion terms therefore (i.e. third
term on the RHS of equation B.7, separated into its mean and eddy/transient om-
ponents) beome:
MADV = −
∫ η
−1000
curlz
[
∂u¯2
∂x
+
∂u¯v¯
∂y
,
∂v¯2
∂y
+
∂u¯v¯
∂x
]
dz
EADV = −
∫ η
−1000
curlz
[
∂u′2
∂x
+
∂u′v′
∂y
,
∂v′2
∂y
+
∂u′v′
∂x
]
dz (B.13)
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APPENDIX C
The JEBAR (Joint Eet of Baroliniity and Relief)
term
The JEBAR term appears in the depth-integrated vortiity equation and desribes
a barolini ow over a sloping bottom and introdues a bottom torque. We derive
the JEBAR term for a low Rossby number, low time-dependant Rossby number and
low horizontal Ekman number regime (see Appendix A). Based on these assump-
tions we neglet the non-linear advetion terms, the rate and the horizontal diusion
terms. We therefore begin our derivation with the following form of the momentum
equations shown in Appendix A (equations (A.1) and (A.2)):
0 = fv −
1
ρo
∂P
∂x
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u
∂z
)
(C.1)
0 = −fu−
1
ρo
∂P
∂y
+
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂v
∂z
)
(C.2)
Equations (C.1) and (C.2) are integrated from top to bottom and divided by
the depth (H), replaing φ with the depth-integrated hydrostati approximation:
P = ρgz.
My
f
H
=
−
1
H
(
∂
∂x
∫ 0
−H
ρgzdz
ρ0
)
+
1
H
τ sx
ρo
−
1
H
τ bx
ρo
(C.3)
Mx
f
H
=
−
1
H
(
∂
∂y
∫ 0
−H
ρgzdz
ρ0
)
+
1
H
τ sy
ρo
−
1
H
τ by
ρo
(C.4)
where Mx =
∫ 0
−H udz, My =
∫ 0
−H vdz, Av
∂u
∂z
= τ
s
x
ρo
−
τbx
ρo
and Av
∂v
∂z
=
τsy
ρo
−
τby
ρo
.
Simplify equations (C.3) and (C.4) by introduing the term for barolini poten-
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tial energy: φ = g
ρo
∫ 0
−H ρzdz and then take their url (i.e. −
d
dy
of equation (C.3) +
d
dx
of equation (C.4)). Using the produt rule and the fat that
∂Mx
∂x
+ ∂My
∂y
= 0 in a
rigid-lid approximation, this beomes:
My
∂
∂y
(
f
H
)
+Mx
∂
∂x
(
f
H
)
=
1
ρo
∂φ
∂x
∂H−1
∂y
−
1
ρo
∂φ
∂y
∂H−1
∂x
−
∂
∂y
(
τ sx
ρoH
)
+
∂
∂x
(
τ sy
ρoH
)
−
∂
∂y
(
τ bx
ρoH
)
+
∂
∂x
(
τ by
ρoH
)
(C.5)
Whih an also be written as follows:
~M.∇
f
H
= J
(
φ,H−1
)
+∇ ∧
τ s
ρoH
+∇ ∧
τ b
ρoH
(C.6)
where:
• ~M.∇ f
H
= My
∂
∂y
(
f
H
)
+Mx
∂
∂x
(
f
H
)
• J is the Jaobian and represents: ∂φ
∂x
∂H−1
∂y
− ∂φ
∂y
∂H−1
∂x
• ∇ ∧ τ
s
ρoH
= − ∂
∂y
(
τsx
ρoH
)
+ ∂
∂x
(
τsy
ρoH
)
• ∇ ∧ τ
b
ρoH
= − ∂
∂y
(
τbx
ρoH
)
+ ∂
∂x
(
τby
ρoH
)
Shaw and Csanady (1983) and Csanady (1985) provide a suint desription of the
dynamis of JEBAR. Horizontal density perturbations will result in a vertial shear
in the ow due to the thermal wind relation. If the density perturbation ours in
the along-isobath sense over a sloping-bottom, the net transport in deeper regions
will be more than in shallower regions resulting in a divergene. By the neessity of
the onservation of mass, this divergene is ompensated for by a barotopi trans-
port eld, whih strethes the vortex lines, ausing the water olumn to veer into
deeper water. The steeper the slope and the more intense the along-isobath density
gradient, the stronger this eet will be.
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APPENDIX D
Cape and mean ow interation
This model of the interation between a ape and a mean ow to produe a standing
shelf wave is derived based on the methods of Buhwald and Adams (1968), Wilkin
and Chapman (1987) and Penven (2000).
We make the assumption of a barotropi oean and the rigid-lid approximation. The
rigid-lid approximation is justied due to the limatologial nature of the problem
and, more speially, due to the fat that the external Rossby radius of deforma-
tion is muh greater that the length sale of our problem, whih is O (100km). The
external Rossby radius of deformation is O (500km) and is dened as R =
√
gH
f
,
where g is the aeleration due to gravity (9.8m.s−2), H is a harateristi depth-
sale O (200m) and f is the oriolis parameter, whih is −0.8× 10−4.
Our interest is in standing waves at the shelf-edge that are generated by the in-
teration of a mean equatorward ow with a ape on the right of it. For this reason,
we follow the method of Penven 2000 and assume that the ape is moving poleward
with a mean veloity U0 and is adjaent to an oean at rest (whih approximates
the interation of a mean equatorward ow with a ape on the right of it) so that
we an rewrite the temporal derivations in a moving frame of referene. Given that
(x, y, z, t) are the 'xed' Eulerian o-ordinates of the mean ow and (x1, y1, z1, t1)
are the referene o-ordinates attahed to the moving ape, it follows that:
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂x1
∂x1
∂t
+
∂
∂t1
(D.1)
where:
∂x1
∂t
= U0 and U0 is the magnitude of the mean ow.
For this problem, the time-dependant Rossby number, the Rossby number and hori-
zontal Ekman numbers are small (see Appendix A for a desription). Based on these
assumptions and in the absene of wind-foring and rewriting the temporal deriva-
tions in the moving frame (D.1), the shallow water, depth-integrated momentum
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equations (see equations (A.1) and (A.2) in Appendix A) beome:
U0
∂u¯
∂x
= f v¯ −
1
ρo
∂P
∂x
(D.2)
U0
∂v¯
∂x
= −fu¯−
1
ρo
∂P
∂y
(D.3)
Due to the rigid-lid assumption, the depth-integrated ontinuity equation is two-
dimensional:
∂ (hu)
∂x
+
∂ (hv)
∂y
= 0 (D.4)
and a streamfuntion an be dened as follows:
hu = −
∂ψ
∂y
(D.5)
hv =
∂ψ
∂x
(D.6)
Subtrating the
∂
∂y
of equation (D.2) from
∂
∂x
of equation (D.3) we obtain a vortiity
equation:
U0
∂
∂x
(
∂u
∂y
−
∂v
∂x
)
= f
(
∂v
∂y
+
∂u
∂x
)
(D.7)
Using the ontinuity equation (D.4) and the produt rule, equation (D.7) beomes:
U0
∂
∂x
(
∂u
∂y
−
∂v
∂x
)
=
f
h
(
u
∂h
∂x
+ v
∂h
∂y
)
(D.8)
Beause there is no hange of h in the alonghore diretion, where y- is alongshore
and x- is ross-shore, equation (D.8) beomes:
U0
∂
∂x
(
∂u
∂y
−
∂v
∂x
)
= fu
h′
h
(D.9)
Introduing the streamfuntion relationships (D.5) and (D.6) into equation (D.9)
gives:
U0
∂
∂x
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
)
−
h′
h
(
U0
∂2ψ
∂x∂y
+ f
∂ψ
∂x
)
= 0 (D.10)
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Equation (D.10) an be simplied by linearizing it with respet to h, by introduing
a linear funtion that approximates the geometry of the shelf:
h = hmaxe
−2λ(Xmax−x)
(D.11)
where λ is the shelf steepness and Xmax and x are the maximum oshore distane
and oshore distane respetively. Inserting the linearized shelf slope into equation
(D.10) gives:
U0
∂
∂x
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
)
− 2λ
(
U0
∂2ψ
∂x∂y
+ f
∂ψ
∂x
)
= 0 (D.12)
For a standing wave with alongshelf wavenumber k, ψ takes the form:
ψ = ψ0φ (y) e
ikx
(D.13)
Substituting equation (D.13) into (D.12):
∂2φ
∂y2
− 2λ
∂φ
∂y
+
(
k2 −
2λf
U0
)
φ = 0 (D.14)
If, as in (Wilkin and Chapman, 1987), we make the assumption of boundary
onditions of no ow through the walls, suh that ψ is onstant along X = 0 and
X = Xmax and φ(0) = φ(Xmax) = 0. Based on these assumptions, equation
(D.14) an now aept solutions of the form:
φ = eλysin
(
nπx
Ymax
)
(D.15)
where
nπ
Y max
= kn and n is the mode number. Substituting equation (D.15) into
equation (D.14) yields the dispersion relationship:
Ln =
2π√
− n
2π2
Y 2max
− λ2 − 2λf
U0
(D.16)
where L
n
is the wavelength.
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APPENDIX E
The mean and eddy kineti energy equations
We derive the mean and turbulent kineti energy equations for the equilibrium state
so that we may examine the terms that provide soures and sinks of kineti energy
within the Benguela system. Generi denitions of total, mean and eddy kineti
energy (TKE, MKE and EKE respetively) per unit of mass follow. This derivation
approximately follows the method of [Kundu, 1990℄.
TKE =
1
2
(
u2 + v2
)
(E.1)
MKE =
1
2
(
u¯2 + v¯2
)
(E.2)
EKE =
1
2
(
u′2 + v′2
)
(E.3)
where u is the total veloity, u¯ is the mean veloity and u′ is the eddy veloity,
so that u = u¯ + u′. Our solution is derived for a regime of low time-dependant
Rossby number (i.e. steady state) and low horizontal Ekman number (i.e. horizontal
diusion is negligable).
Mean kineti energy equation
Kineti energy equations are derived for the mean x-, y- and z- omponents of
ow separately and are then added in order to obtain the full mean kineti energy
equation. We begin with the momentum equation (see equations (A.1) and (A.2) in
Appendix A), based on a low time-dependant Rossby number and a low horizontal
Ekman number, for the mean state for the x-omponent, whih is derived by taking
the mean of the total momentum equation, whih an be separated into mean and
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eddy parts:
∂
∂t
(u¯+ u′).
(u¯+ u′)
∂
∂x
(u¯+ u′) + (v¯ + v′)
∂
∂y
(u¯+ u′) + (w¯ + w′)
∂
∂z
(u¯+ u′)
= −
1
ρ0
∂
∂x
(p¯+ p′) + f(v¯ + v′) +
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂
∂z
(u¯+ u′)
)
(E.4)
Beause φ¯′ = 0, the last term on the RHS simplies by losing its prime omponent
(i.e.
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂
∂z
(u¯+ u′)
)
= ∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u¯
∂z
)
+ ∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u′
∂z
)
= ∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u¯
∂z
)
+ 0), as do all of
the other terms on the RHS. The advetion terms (i.e. the terms on the LHS)
retain some primes by expansion and simpliation using the produt rule (i.e.
∂
∂x
(ab) = b
(
∂a
∂x
)
+a
(
∂b
∂x
)
) and the fat that φ¯′ = 0. As a demonstration, we develop
only the 2nd term on the LHS of equation (E.4) (the 3rd and 4th terms expand
similarly).
(u¯+ u′)
∂
∂x
(u¯+ u′) =
(u¯+ u′)
(
∂u¯
∂x
+
∂u′
∂x
)
=
u′
∂u′
∂x
+ u¯
∂u′
∂x
+ u′
∂u¯
∂x¯
+ u¯
∂u¯
∂x
=
u′
∂u′
∂x
+
(
∂u¯u′
∂x
= 0
)
+ u¯
∂u¯
∂x
=
u′
∂u′
∂x
+ u¯
∂u¯
∂x
(E.5)
Using the same method to develop the mean v- and w- nonlinear advetion terms,
the nal form of the mean u- momentum equation is therefore:
u¯
∂u¯
∂x
+ v¯
∂u¯
∂y
+ w¯
∂u¯
∂z
+ u′
∂u′
∂x
+ v′
∂u′
∂y
+ w′
∂u′
∂z
= −
1
ρ0
∂p¯
∂x
+ f v¯ +
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u¯
∂z
)
(E.6)
The derivation will be ontinued in vetor notation and in this form, equation (E.6)
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appears as follows:
0 = −
1
ρ0
∂p¯
∂x
+ f v¯ − ~¯u.∇u¯− ~u′.∇u′ +
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂~¯u
∂z
)
(E.7)
In order to alulate the kineti energy equation of the mean u-momentum, equation
(E.7) is multiplied by u¯:
0 = −
u¯
ρ0
∂p¯
∂x
+ u¯f v¯ − u¯~¯u.∇u¯− u¯~u′.∇u′ + u¯
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂~¯u
∂z
)
(E.8)
we expand and re-arrange equation (E.8), using the following, whih are based on
the produt rule and the identity that states
∂
∂x
(
ab
)
= bab−1 ∂a
∂x
:
u¯
(
~¯u.∇u¯
)
= ~¯u.∇
(
u¯2
2
)
(E.9)
u¯
(
~u′.∇u′
)
= ∇.
(
~u′u′u¯
)
− u′~u′.∇u¯ (E.10)
u¯
∂p¯
∂x
=
∂p¯u¯
∂x
− p¯
∂u¯
∂x
(E.11)
Using (E.9), (E.10), (E.11), equation (E.8) an be rearranged as follows:
~¯u.∇
(
u¯2
2
)
= −
1
ρ0
∂
∂x
(pu)−∇.
(
~u′u′u
)
+ ~u′u′.∇u¯
+fuv +
p¯
ρ0
∂u¯
∂x
+ u¯
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂~¯u
∂z
)
(E.12)
The mean kineti energy for the v-momentum is similarly derived and appears as
follows:
~¯v.∇
(
v¯2
2
)
= −
1
ρ0
∂
∂y
(pv)−∇.
(
~v′v′v
)
+ ~v′v′.∇v¯
−fuv +
p¯
ρ0
∂v¯
∂y
++v¯
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂~¯v
∂z
)
(E.13)
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Making the hydrostati assumption, the mean momentum equation for the z-
omponent of ow simplies to:
1
ρ0
∂p¯
∂z
= −
ρ¯g
ρ0
(E.14)
where g is the aeleration due to gravity (9.8m.s−2) and ρ is the loal density.
The mean kineti energy equation for momentum in the z diretion is alulated by
multiplying equation (E.14) by w¯:
w¯
1
ρ0
∂p¯
∂z
= −w¯
ρ¯g
ρ0
(E.15)
using the produt rule, equation (E.15) an be re-written as:
0 = −
1
ρ0
∂
∂z
(pw)−
g
ρ0
(ρw) +
p¯
ρ0
∂w¯
∂z
(E.16)
In order to obtain the total mean kineti energy equation, equations (E.12), (E.13)
and (E.16) are summed. For larity, the solution is written in Einstein notation.
u¯j
∂K¯
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
−
puj
ρ0
− u′ju
′
iu¯i
)
+ u′jui
∂
∂xj
u¯i + wb+ u¯j
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u¯j
∂z
)
(E.17)
where b is the buoyany term and is dened as follows:
b¯ = −g
ρ¯
ρ0
(E.18)
The term on the LHS is equivalent to the addition of the terms on the LHS of
equations (E.12) and (E.13), where K is the total mean kineti energy:
K¯ =
u¯2 + v¯2
2
(E.19)
When adding the x-, y- and z- mean kineti energy equations, the fth term on the
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RHS of equations (E.12), (E.13) and (E.16) fall away due to the ontinuity equation
and the oriolis terms also disappear (they are only important in transferring within
eah of the u¯ and v¯ omponents).
The term on the LHS in equation (E.17) is the divergene of mean kineti en-
ergy, whih is brought about in varying ontributions by the terms on the RHS.
The rst two terms on the RHS of equations (E.12) and (E.13) desribe transport
proesses due to pressure and Reynolds stresses respetively and tends to zero when
integrated over a large domain. The third term represents the transfer from mean
kineti energy to eddy kineti energy. The fourth term (buoyany) represents the
transfer from mean available potential to kineti energy and an be either positive or
negative depending on the bakground density struture. Therefore, it an represent
both the generation and destrution of kineti energy due to buoyany foring. The
last term on the RHS represents the work done by the mean surfae and bottom
foring.
Eddy kineti energy equation
The eddy kineti energy equation is derived similarly to the mean kineti energy
equation suh that eah omponent of ow is separately derived and are then
summed to get the full eddy kineti energy equation. We begin with the turbu-
lent momentum equation, whih is derived by subtrating the mean momentum
equation from the total momentum equation as follows:
∂
∂t
(u¯+ u′)−
∂u¯
∂t
=
∂u′
∂t
(E.20)
However, in the mean state, the
∂u
∂t
term tends to zero. Written in vetor notation,
the x-omponent of the turbulent momentum equation is therefore:
0 = −~¯u.∇u′ − ~u′.∇u¯−∇u′~u′ − ~u′.∇u′ −
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂x
+ fv′ +
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u′
∂z
)
(E.21)
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We multiply equation (E.21) by u′ and take a spatial average in order to get the
eddy kineti equation:
0 = −u′~u.∇u′−u′~u′.∇u−u′.∇u′~u′−u′~u′.∇u′−
u′
ρ0
∂p′
∂x
+fu′v′+u′
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u′
∂z
)
(E.22)
we expand and re-arrange equation (E.22), using the following, whih are based on
the produt rule and the identity that states
∂
∂x
(
ab
)
= bab−1 ∂a
∂x
:
u′
∂p′
∂x
=
∂p′u′
∂x
− p′
∂u′
∂x
(E.23)
−u′~u.∇u′ = −~¯u.∇
(
u′2
2
)
(E.24)
−u′~u′.∇u = −u′~u′.∇u (E.25)
−u′.∇u′~u′ = −u¯′.∇u′~u′ = 0 (E.26)
−u′~u′.∇u′ = −
1
2
.∇~u′u′2 + u′2.∇~u′ = −
1
2
.∇~u′u′2 (E.27)
where u′2.∇~u′ = u′2
(
∂~u′
∂x
+ ∂~v
′
∂y
+ ∂ ~w
′
∂z
)
= 0 due to the ontinuity equation (∇~u′ = 0).
Using (E.23), (E.24), (E.25), (E.26), (E.27), equation (E.22) beomes:
~¯u.∇
(
u′2
2
)
= −
1
ρ0
∂
∂x
(
p′u′
)
−
1
2
.∇~u′u′2 − ~u′u′.∇u¯
+fu′v′ +
p′
ρ0
∂u′
∂x
+ u′
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂u′
∂z
)
(E.28)
Similarly, we an derive equations for the y-omponent of the time-evolution of
turbulent kineti energy:
~¯v.∇
(
v′2
2
)
= −
1
ρ0
∂
∂y
(
p′v′
)
−
1
2
.∇~v′v′2 − ~v′v′.∇v¯
+fu′v′ +
p′
ρ0
∂v′
∂y
+ v′
∂
∂z
Av
(
∂v′
∂z
)
(E.29)
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The derivation of the turbulent kineti energy equation for the z-omponent is similar
to that of equations (E.28) and (E.29) exept that we begin with the disturbane
z-omponent momentum equation whih, due to the hydrostati assumption is as
follows:
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂z
= −
ρ′g
ρ0
(E.30)
The mean eddy kineti energy of equation (E.30) is alulated by multiplying it by
w′ and take an average:
w¯′
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂z
= −w¯′
ρ¯′g
ρ0
(E.31)
Equation (E.31) an be rearranged to form the z-omponent of the turbulent kineti
energy:
0 = −
1
ρ0
∂
∂z
(
p′w′
)
−
g
ρ0
(ρ′w′) +
p¯′
ρ0
∂w¯′
∂z
(E.32)
To obtain the full time-evolution equation, we add the turbulent energy equations
of eah omponent and present the result in Einstein notation:
u¯j
∂K¯ ′
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
−
p′u′j
ρ0
−
u′ju
′
iu
′
i
2
)
− u′jui
∂
∂xj
u¯i + w′b′ + u′j
∂
∂z
(
Av
∂u′j
∂z
)
(E.33)
where b' is the turbulent buoyany foring and is given by:
b′ = −g
ρ′
ρ0
(E.34)
The term on the LHS is equivalent to the addition of the terms on the LHS of
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equations (E.28) and (E.29), where K' is the total eddy kineti energy:
K¯ ′ =
u′2 + v′2
2
(E.35)
Equation (E.33) ontains transport terms for pressure and Reynolds stresses (rst
and seond terms on RHS respetively), a term that desribes the prodution of ki-
neti energy (third term on RHS), a term that represents the transfer of energy from
eddy potential to eddy kineti energy (the fourth term) and a term that desribes
the eddy surfae and bottom stress work (last term on RHS).
The term that desribes the onversion of mean kineti energy to eddy kineti
energy (third term on LHS) is equivalent to the third term on the LHS of the mean
kineti energy equation (equation (E.17)), but of opposite sign (i.e. there is no net
loss or gain of kineti energy, just a transfer between mean kineti energy to turbu-
lent kineti energy). The last term (buoyany) an be either positive or negative,
depending on the bakground density struture. Therefore, it an represent both
the generation and destrution of kineti energy due to buoyany foring.
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